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NOTES ON PROVINCIAL GOVERNORS FROM THE
SOCIAL WAR DOWN TO SULLA'S VICTORY
It is still too soon to write the history of the age of Marius and Sulla with
the akribeia demanded by serious history. Some aspects have been covered with
sufficient care (1). but large gaps in our knowledge remain. Yet we need not
despair of filling them. As Gabba has shown in the last few years (2). a new
approach will produce important new results from old sources. If the vague generality that too often passes for the history of this important period is to
be banished from our books and lectures. it will have to be recognised in this
instance, as it has in so many others, that dates and personalities form the
backbone of history; for history is the account of human actions, and it develops in time. For this kind of basic enquiry we are now in a very fortunate
position: the Real-Encyclopadie is almost complete, and Broughton's great work
\3) has put much of the necessary information at the disposal of every undergraduate. Yet such works must not be left - against their authors' intentionsto halt enquiry and enshrine error in a monumentum aere perennius (4): they
must be made to serve as bases for further advance. Perhaps a few remarks on
the provinces during the decade that extends from the outbreak of the Social
War to Sulla's final victory will help to lay a foundation for the history that
cannot yet be written. It may be expected that the ramifications of such an
enquiry will extend deeply into Roman life and politics.
(i) Africa
It is fitting, in an article published in this enterprising new journal,
to start with the province of most immediate interest to the Continent in which
it is to appear. As it happens, Africa in fa.ct provides a very suitable starting-point. Not that we have adequate information: indeed, no names of governors are known for the nineties and for the time of the Social War. In 88 we
find the province under P. Sextilius - a man who had hitherto kept out of
political involvement and with whom Marius tried, and failed, to find refuge(5).
We do not know how long Sextilius stayed there, except that it was long enough
for a twenty-volume work on agriculture (written in Greek) to be dedicated to
him(6). This suggests a tenure of some length, and some interest in local
problems and local literary talent. If we may anticipate a later conclusion:
it is quite likely that Sextilius was governor of Africa throughout the Social
War. However, we have no firm evidence. Nor is he heard of again; for a more
important man soon arrives upon the scene. Having declared against Marius, the
governor will undoubtedly have admitted Q. Metellus Pius, when he fled to
A~rica after the Marian victory in Italy(7). Henceforth Metellus, who probably
had imperiUlll pro consule, seems to have acted as the governor of Africa and he
is generally recognised as such(8). However, it is certain that he had no
right to the appellation. His imperium (the revocation of which he might, with
a show of legality, regard as invalictJ had been bestowed on him for the Social
War, not for the purpose of provincial administration(9). Yet in spite of
this, and in spite of his known hostility to the Government at Rome, the latter
was unable to proceed against him for two years. This cannot be due to lack
of troops: these years, as we are explicitly told, were years of peace, at least
in Italy(lO). It is obviously due to a serious shortage of suitable commanders.
Not only had some of the nobles - though perhaps not as many as our anti-Cinnan
tradition makes out - gone to join Sulla or at least to find temporary refuge
in the provinces, but of those men of rank who stayed behind many were most
unwilling to commit themselves to irret•rievable involvement with the present
Government: they preferred to be men of peace, and those of them who survived
in due course joined the victor in the Civil War(ll). Even when a man could
at last be found to take on the task of acting against Q. Metellus, it was not
a soldier of equal rank and distinction, but merely C. Fabius Hadrianus; and
he, as far as we can see, found it easy enough to take over the province and
expel the usurper(12). After Fabius' violent death (probably late in 83)(13)
there was apparently no regular governor until the Sullan regime settled
down(l4).
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(ii) C. Sentius in Macedonia
This brief survey of the evidence for Africa has drawn our attention to a
fact that does not usually get the comment it deserves. The regnum Cinnanum
was a time when we might expect a serious shortage of men able and willing to
command armies and govern provinces on behalf of the Government. But the period that precedes - the time of the Social War - must, for different reasons,
have seen an even more serious shortage: men able to lead armies were wanted
nearer home(l5); yet the Social War was hound to, and in fact did, arouse the
eager hopes of Rome's enemies everywhere, so that the provinces more than ever
needed competent commanders. Thus the problem is a continuous one, lasting
throughout the period we are here surveying, with, at the most, some momentary
(and illusory) relief in 88. We are inevitably reminded of the time of the Hannibalic War - the only period during centuries preceding which was at all similar; it seems obvious that the same principle would again have to be adopted
in similar circumstances: prolonged commands and the minimum of change may be
expected to characterise our decade, as they certainly do that of our only
precedent. It is clear that this probability should be seriously considered
by those(16) who attempt to compile the fasti of the period; yet, as far as
can be s een, the standard works appear to be unaware of it. A general principle, of course, is not enough, however plausible it may be: we must attempt
to test and check it. Evidence i s not abundant; but that is all the more
reason why what there is should not be ignored. And the case of the province
of Africa is enough to show us that, once the right question is asked, the
right answer may become obvious enough.
Let us next consider the case of C. Sentius. He, after being urban praetor
in 94(17), must have gone to his province in 93, i.e. ex Jraetur~(18). The
urban praetor, like others who had important duties in Rome, could not be spared in the City during his term of office, and by this time - in fact, at least
sporadically, much earlier - the familiar scheme by which, in the late Republic, praetors (and, as we shall see, probably consuls) usually spent their year
of office in Rome and then proceeded to a provincial command with prorogued
jmferium_, seems to be fully developed; though, of course, we have not enough
evidence to say how many of the six praetors were in fact needed in the City
before Sulla's reorganisation of the law courts.A welcome and obvions parallel
is provide.d by the case of Sentius' colleague,L. Gellius Poplic ola:, he, after
being praetor _lleregrinus in 94, went to an Eastern province with imperium_l)ro
consule in the following year (19). Sentius' rank is not well attested. 7rhe
Livian Periocha and Orosius, as well as Cicero, call him praetor(20). As is
well known, this is simply a general term for 'governor' or ev en 'commander'
(21): that Sentius was not, in the technical sense, praetor is evident.
Broughton thinks that the word must refer, at least prima fa ~i ~ , to praetorian
imperium (i.e., a post pro _praetore_). But this i_s a mere guess. The Periocha,
for instance, while frequently using 'pro cos.' (it does not seem to know tne
phrase 'pro pr,'), nevertheless can_ use •p~aetor' for a holder of imperium _pro_
r.os.(22); similarly, as Mommsen's collection of loci makes clear, Cicero ; wnen not speaking technically, can use 'praetor' quit~ freely of the holder of
im1>eriUJ11. ll.r.O cos, Thus all we know is that C. Sentius went to Macedonia with
im_perium in 93. After this he is attested there on various occasions, defending his province against barbarian invaders. Finally, in what must at least
be late 88 and is probably early 87, we find his legate Q. Bruttius (?) Sura
opposing Mithridates' invasion of Greece(23), We shall see before long that he
did not stay much longer: indeed, he was most unfortunate in having to stay as
long as this. But his six years' tenure should certainly have more attention
than it has usually attracted. As we have seen, he had to defend the province
against the barbarians. In the course of this. in 9% (it is, for once, accurately dated), he suffered a defeat(24). We aay well believe that, had it
not been for this, he might have been relieved. in tia~ to re_t.1U'll t _o Rome
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before the outbreak of the Social War: we shall see later that his colleague
L. Gellius did so. Most probably, therefore, it was Sentius himself who wished to stay on and avenge the defeat he had suffered. Howev er , this happened
to extend his stay up to the beginning of the Social War, and - this is what we
particularly want to notice - robbed him of his chance of relief until thP,
War was over.
It is only thus that we can explain the unprecedented length oi
his administration.
(iii) C. Sentius' Successor
By 88 there was no longer any reason why Sentius should not hope for relief: the Social War (or at least the worst of it) had ended with the triumph
of Cn. Pompeius Strabo; the Mithridatic War was an Asiatic matter and there
was no reason to expect that it would impinge upon Europe. We may assume almost as a matter of course that one of the praetors of 88 would be given
Macedonia as his province, at least ex praetura. Who was the man appointed?
It is, of course, possible that, when Mithridates invaded Greece, the arrangement (whatever it was) was cancelled and Sulla him sel f instructed to
take ovPr the province - possible, but not probable a nd certainly not nec es sary. F~r it was, of course, hoped that Sulla would soon carry the war to
Asia; aud in any case, while Sulla had to attend to th e war against Mithridates, someone would have to fight the northern barbarians. There was room for
a governor of Macedonia (perhaps with praetorian imperium, to avoid conflict)
in addition to Sulla's special appointment. Now, as it happens, we have at
this very period a man of praetorian standing who must at one time have held
a position of authority in the province of Macedonia, about which we have nu
details. Could P. Gabinius, the man whose praetorian tabul ae were never
(we are told) taken very seriously (25) and who was later suc£essfully prosecuted repetundarum at the request of the Achaeans (26) - could he be C.
Sentius' successor? It is certainly easiest (a s Munzer saw long ago)( 2 7) to
regard this man of praetorian standing as an ex - governor of Macedonia-Achaea.
Yet P. Gabinius has not achieved inclusion in recent lists(28), no doubt because the compilers would not face the problem of finding a place for him.
Yet this problem - which Munzer, though he was aware of it, ignored - should
be capable of at least a probable solution , since our Macedonian fasti for
the late Republic are unusually full and reasonably clear(29).
Prima facie one would expect a praetor to go to his province either in or
(perhaps by now more probably) after his praetorship. We must begin, therefore, by fixing the date of his praetorship. He was a member of a college
of praetors, the date of which is indicated in the first of the Ciceronian
passages we have cited(30): he and his colleagues (Cicero names Q. Metellus
Pius and Ap. Claudius Pulcher) . were charged with registering those who claimed citizenship unaer the lex Plautia Papiria_. This is not the place to discuss
that much-distorted law: clarified by Sherwin-White in an admirable discussion
(though he unfortunate ~y hesitated to push his arguments to their logical c onclusion)(31), it is still constantly being misinterpreted by a singularly
obstinate and ill-founded modern tradition(32). But its date, at least, seems
to be fixed by unimpeachable authority: Asconius(33) dates the tribunate of
Plautius in 89. Modern scholars have been unanimous in regarding thif as
dating the lex Plautia Papiria_ in 89; and they have, apparently, been equally
unanimous in taking the further step of dating the college of praetorsl34)
entrusted with receiving the professiones under this law in the same year,
since, according to Cicero, the professi~ had to be made within sixty days(35).
Yet these conclusions, though each of them has statistical probability, are
not by any means inevitable. For they depend on two concealed premisses,
which should at least b e brought out into the open; it will then be seen that,
at least by the time the second conclusion (the date of the college of praetors
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is reached, a very considerable element of uncertainty l1as been introdu·ced into what the textbooks seem to regard as altogether beyond discussion,
The trouble is that, as is well known, the tribunician year did not coincide
with the consular year, but began on December 10th. Since Asconius says that
Plautius 11asstnl his lex iudiciaria in 89, this would normally mean, with high
probability, 1.hcit he was (as we usually say for convenience' sake) tribune for
89 - i.e., from December lOth,90 to December 9th,89. It is possible, however,
that he was tribune from December 10th, 89 to December, 9th 88 and passed his
lex iudiciaria at the beginning of his year of office. Normally, of course,
statistical probability must prevail, in the absence of contradictory evidence.
In this case, however, an element of real doubt is introduced by a fact that
deserves to be stressed: the lex iudiciaria was in fact passed late in the year
89. For the first case tried under its provisions(36) was that of Cn. Pompeius Strabo, who was consul in 89 and could not, therefore, be put on trial before
88. It is still possible that the law concerned was passed before December
9th 89, but that there was no actual case under it (for reasons that might be
conjectured) until the following year. But this concatenation of hypotheses
begins to look very different from the careless assurance with which the date
of Plautius' tribunate is usually put forward. The fact is that the evidence
does not enable us to decide: if we ignore the weight of modern authority behind the usual dating and merely look at the ancient evidence, we must simply
give up the task of dating Plautius' tribunate.
We have examined the first concealed premiss. The second is quite independent of what date we prefer for Plautius' tribunate. If the lex PJautia
Papiria was passed up to October 30th,89, then only the praetors of 89 would
be concerned in the professiones; if between October 31st and December 29th
of that year (i.e., between October 31st and December 9th, if we prefer the
earlier date for Plautius; between December 10th and 29th, if we prefer the
later), then two colleges of praetors would be concerned; if after January 1st
88, then only the praetors of 88. It will now be clear that the dating of the
praetors named by Cicero as receiving the professiones is not by any means the
simple matter that standard works appear to believe it. They will belong to
89 only if either the law was passed before October 31st of that year (which
is itself possible only if Plautius was tribune at the time), o:r the law was
passed between October 31st and December 29th (which makes no as·sumption about
Plautius' date), but Archias got his professio in before the end of the year.
But they will belong to 88 if either the law was passed in that year (which
is possible only if Plautius was tribune at the time) or the law was passed
between October 31st and December 29th,89 (which makes no assumption about
Plautius' date), but Archias did not get his professio in until the beginning
of 88. It is as well that all this should at last be made explicit: conjecture
is legitimate and inevitable, particularly when our evidence is so poor - but
it should not masquerade as indisputable fact.
It should now be clear that we cannot hope to assign a certain date to the
praetorian college Cicero mentions.
But we must at least look at our evidence with renewed care, in order to see whether, in its present state, it
appears to point to one date rather than the other. We cannot determine when
the lex Plautia Papiria w·as passed; almost certainly, however, not until,
with the Social War at least well under control, the Senate had time to think
of legal niceties and rectify anomalies overlooked before(37). The Social
War, at lea&t on the Northern front, officially ended with the triumph of Cn.
Pompeius Strabo, which was celebrated on December 25th,89(38),and was the
only triumph ever celebrated in connection with the War. The capture of
Asculum, for which he was awarded the triumph, took place quite late in the
year: on November 17th Pompeius was still distributing the rewards that his
troops had earned(39). It is thus most unlikely, at any rate, that the lex
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Plautia Papiria was passed early in 89: it would only be towards the end of
~he year that the Senate would have leisure for such things.
If this is so,
however, we can at once see (if we look at the possibilities enumerated in the
last paragraph) that the scales now seem weighted in favour of 88 - not by any
means decisively, but enough to justify a slight preference for that date as the date of the praetorian college we are considering.
In 88, moreover,
Q. Metellus Pius is called o·r,-c,l7lY~<
and 'praetor' by our sources.
This
again ~snot decisive: we have seen that this appellation should not always be
regarded as technical; but it mu s t again b e borne in mind as another pointer
in the same dir e ction, e sp e cia l ly in th e ab s ence of any ·c ontradictory evidenc e
(40).
Broughton's s tat ement th a t 'as Praetor he registered D AW citizens at
Rome in 89, s o th e tittl e pra e tor must r e fer to imperium as a promagistrate'
(41),illu s tra te s how th e c hronology of the s e events has too often be e n built
up by circular argume nt.
Unfortuna tely we hav e no knowledge of the activities
of P. Gabiniu s and Ap. Claudius in 88; though we can be sure that Gabinius
did not go to Mac e doni a in that y e ar, s inc e Sentius was still in charge there
( 4 2).
Whatever the dat e of his praetorship, h e was still wanted in Italy in
88.
We have now seen that, on the whole, th e evidence seems to favour 88 as
the year of Gabinius' ( a nd hi s two coll e agues') praetorship, although we have
not found any v e ry d e c is iv e a r gume n ts . There i s , however, another puzzle that
has not a rous e d th e c urio s i t y it d ese rv es : why, wh e n claiming that the tabulae of Me t e llus we r e th e only ones r e ally c ount e d as official for his year\43),
do es Cic e ro s uTJport thi s by s howing that thos e of two other praetors were untru s tworthy ? Th e r e we r e , aft e r a ll, si x praetors(44J : what about the other
three? If th e coll e g e was th a t o f 89, I can find no plausible explanation :
we mu s t say - r a ther lame l y - that Cic e ro kn e w nothing to the discredit of the
other thre e and was hoping th a t his audienc e would not notice that he had
name d only two colleagues of Met e llu s inst e ad of five. Cicero does undoubtedly u s e some naive oratorical trick s ; but this piece of inanity is probably more
than we should lightly accept(45).
88, on the other hand, was a troubled year.
It was the year of Sulpi c ius' agitation and Sulla's march on Rome.
Two
rraetors are known to have b e en on th e wrong side in th e se troubles: a Brutus
lknown to be M. Junius Brutu s ) and a Servilius (who cannot be identified)
we re s ent to stop Sulla's advance, and th e y did not mince words about it, with
the result that they wer e roughly handled by his troops(46).
Brutus was one
of the twelve prominent me n who escaped from th e City at Sulla's approach and
(as we see in th e case of Sulpicius) were stripped by him of all their offices
and declared hoste s . Brutus found a refuge in Spain, where his family had a
good deal of influence( 4 7).
Of Servilius no more is heard.
But in view of
the way in which he had compromised himself, there can be very little doubt
that he was also one of th e twelve who escaped: we only have nine names(48).
The tabulae of two of the praetors of 88 thus ceased to have any official
standing.
It now becomes quite po ss ible (though it is nowhere mentioned)
that a third praetor was similarly involved, whether or not he is among the
nine men whose names - with no indication of their rank - we have. The events
of 88, however, would be well known to both Cicero and his jury a generation
later.
If there were only three praetors, of the college of that year, whose
tabulae had a legal claim to official standing (the acta of the others having
been rescinde.d when they were declared hostes, as we know those of the tribune
Sulpicius were), Cicero and his audience would take it for granted that only
three praectors out of that college need even be mentioned in this connection.
Cicero's peculiar 'blunder' now appears to be possibly not a blunder at all,
and the difficulty caused (as so many in ancient authors are) simply by the
fact that both th e author and his audience took for granted matters about
which we ourselves are only v e ry imperfectly informed.
All this, I must r e p e at, cannot claim to be conclusive.
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the fact that there appears to be no solid argument for 89, while many pieces
fall into place more satisfactorily un the assum11tion of 88, we are surely
entitled - until someone makes out a real case for the earlier date - to put
the college of praetors that contained Gabinius, Claudius and Metellus provisionally in 88; there is, at least, no doubt that they were on the right
side in the civil troubles of that year: Metellus and Claudius were later
among Sulla's most prominent supporters and were chosen by him for consulships
(49), while Gabiniu::s was a relative (probably an uncle) of the military tribune A. Gabinius, who distinguished himself at Chaeronea and appears to be
identical with the later cos. 58(50).
P. Gabinius, then, was praetor probably in 88. Th ere is no reason why h e
should not have crossed to Greece with Sulla in the following year, to ta ke
over his province, ex praetura, from C. Sentius, who i s not h eard of af t e r
this.
In practice, of course, he would not take over until Sulla proceeded
farther east; but by that time someone must have govern ed the province, a nd
as we have no knowledge of any other governor down to Cn. Dolab e lla, the c os.
81 (at least, none but a man who is rather the exception provin g the rule/,
there is no more obvious course than to suppose that it was administered by
a man whom we know to h ave (a) held a praetor s hip at the right time, (b) been
active in Greece at about the right time, (c) belonged to a family friendly
to Sulla, so that Sulla would rais e no objection to him. How long he stayed
there we cannot tell. Dolab e lla took over ex consulatu in 80(51). Perhaps
there is no need to interpolate another governor betwee-n the two.
There was indeed, during this time, anoU,er governor of Macedonia.
The
Government seems to hav e tried to retain some influence in the province. In
85 we find L. Scipio (later cos. 83) fighting some Illyrian and Thracian
tribes(52). That he was titulir governor of Macedonia - probably sent to
supersede Gabinius - is obvious from the details our source gives us about
his actions: of the tribes he dealt with, the Scordisci had been the constant
scourge of Macedonia, while the Maedi and (probably) the Dardani could not
be reached at all by a Roman commander except through ~lacedonia( 53). Another
correlation of events now clamours for comment.
L. Scipio, as Appian tells
us(54), solved the Scordiscan problem (this is an exaggeration), but made
treaties with the Maedi and the Dardani - naturally there were allegations
of bribery. However, in this very year 85(55), while waiting for a reply to
a message that Archelaus had taken to Mithridates, Sulla invaded Thrace from
the portion of Macedonia under his control. He fought and won battles
against several Thracian (and Illyro-Thrayian) tribes(56): Appian gives three
names - the Dardani and two minor ones; Plutarch mentions only the ~laedi;
Eutropius gives both tribes and two others (one of them certainly and the
other quite possibly wrong); the auctor de viris illustribns the Maedi and
the Dardani \defeated, he adds, 'ln itinere' J; Granius Licinianus, in a more
detailed account, says that Sulla had invaded the territory of the Maedi and
received the submission of the Dardani and the Denseletae, and that somewhat
later his legate Hortensius defeated the Maedi and the Dardani {which, inincidentally shows what Sulla's success had been worth)(57). We cannot here
discuss the problem of the sources of these different accounts; but it is
clear at once that the Maedi and the Dardani were in fact the tribes chiefly
attacked - according to Granius {well informed, as usual) twice in one season.
Itcannot be accident tha~ they are the very tribes that were said {by whom,
we wonder) to have 'bribed' Scipio, the Roman Government's representative,
into making peace with them. We cannot disentangle the precise connQction,
since we have no clue as to the precise chronology of these various Thracian
campaigns.
But it is perhaps worth while recalling and stressing the undoubted fact {which we do know) that at this very time the enemy of the Roman
ueople, Mithridates, was being saved from the Roman commander C. Flavius
Fimbria, who was on the point of destroying him, by L. Cornelius Sulla, who
wanted his help against the Roman Goverrunent{58). Sulla, after his victory
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in the Civil War that followed, would need to distract attention from this
undeniable fact.
The governorship of L. Scipio fits perfectly into the
historical context.
Scipio, as is known.refused to take the chance Sulla off e red of joining
the right side in time, as others of his birth and station were doing(59).
As a result, he had to spend the rest of his life in exile. P. Gabinius,
however, was still in an honoured position in Rome in 76: in that year he
was chosen, perhaps in his capacity of quindecimuir_, as a mem:t,er of an embassy sent to collect Sibylline oracles from Erythrae ( 60). He seems, in fact,
to have been the senior member of this sacred mission, which also included
an unknown Otacilius and a L. Valerius, who is probably none other than
Cicero's later client.
It is clear that P. Gabinius was indeed at the summit of dignitas, and he might well hoy,e for a consulship in due course. Yet
six years later he had been convicted re~etundarum and was an example of
leuitas as well as calamitas(61). Can we explain the long-delayed prosec ution aLd the sudden reversal of fortune?
They are, in fact, anything but s urprising.
In 76 the Sullani were firmly in power and opposition to th e m and attacks on them were dangerous and
foredoomed to failure.
Young C. Ca e sar had tried it, picking as his victim
the consularis et triunp~alis Cn. Dolaballa (perhap s , as we have seen,
Gabinius· successor). This was apparently in 77(62). He failed and in the
following year tried again, limiting his ambition to a less distinguished
malefactor, the ex--prefect C. Antonius(63).
te t he failed aga in, through
his enemies' machinations, although even the SullRni had not the face to deny
Antonius' guilt.
And such was the weight of inuirna that he had brought upon
Himself by the s e prosenutions that Caesar pref~rred to go to study under
Molon at Rhodes(64). The following year s , however, saw the gradual weakening of the Sullan settlement, accelerated after 74, when Pomrey's quarrel
with the boni came out into the open(65).
It is in this political context
that we must place the prosecution of P. Gabinius, not long before 70(66),
by that uir fortissimuES et innocentissimus L. Piso - almost certainly L. Piso
Caesoninus, just lack from service 1n the ~ast (where the Achaeans had come
to know him) and just of the right age to acquire renown by a political prosecution(67).
This man, through quite unforeseeable vicissitudes of fate,
was in due course to be consul in 58 as colleague (it seems) of the nephew
of the man whose conviction he had secured, and he was to hear very different
language applied to himself by the orator who had used the complimentary
phrase in 70.
(iv) The First Triumph of P. Servilius Vatia.
We have now seen, in the cases of Africa and Macedonia, that there is evidence to support the expectation one would form by a consideration of the
character of this period and of the analogy of the Hannibalic War: the expectation that there was a serious shortage of men to take over provincial
commands and that tenures of such posts, during the period here considered,
are likely to have been much longer than is allowed by the orthodox conjectures in the standard works.
Once this general principle is recognised, further support can be found in odd facts not of decisive significance in themselves, and we can at least begin the task of rewriting the fasti - and the
history - of this period.
P. Servilius Vatia (the later Isauricus) triumphed ~ro ~raetore, from an
unknown province, in October 88(68). His return from a province at this
particular time seems, in the circumstances, to call for investigation; and
~o does the fact that he triumphed: it is the only triumph (except for Cn.
Pompeius Strabo's in 89, which is in a different category) between 93 and 81,
i.e. during the whole of this decade of Social and Civil War. Fortunately
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we have enough of the triumphal Fasti to make this clear and to show how unusual we must think both the long period without triumphs and, within it, this
solitary exception(69). Yet nowhere in our extant literary sources - neither
in Appian's various monographs, nor in Plutarch, nor in the Livian tradition,
which reports so many minor wars in the provinces - do we hear of any victory
(or even defeat) by Servilius that might have justified this s~ecial honour.
The historian has all the more right to be curious. There is \as is generally agreed) one thing, about this time, that we do not know about P. Servilius:
he ought to have been consul in 87. Sulla backed his candidature together
(it seems) with that of Cn. 0ctavius(70); and this is not surprising, since
Servilius was the sen of a Metella, and Sulla, having married another Metella
( the widow of Sc.aurus), waE> now at the heart of the factio that centred in
that powerful family(71). This makes it easier to understand why P.Servilius
was not only allowed to return from his province (when men like C. Sentius
and, as we shall see, even greater men, were not), but was given a triumph
unique in this period - for achievementsthat have left no trace in the whole
of our tradition. He was wanted for the consulship of the following year,
and the triumph, shortly before the consular elections, was intended to impress the People and secure his election. Unfortunately Sulla had alienated
too many people, and the trick that would, in normal circumstances, almost
certainly hav e succeeded, failed owing to his inuidia. As it turned out, the
triumphator had to wait another eirht years for hi s c-onsulship, getting it
finally when Sulla's will could no . ,nger be resisted(72); and only an anecdote
in Plut a rch and a suspid.ous entry h, the Fasti have survived to tell us of
this amusing episode.
- ·
It would be int e resting at least to know what province Servilius had
governed, and for how long. Neither of these questions can be answered with
certainty: yet in both cases we have at least some pointers towards an
answer. The former can be approached by elimination. As Broughton has seen,
we may eliminate all those provinces whose governors in the years immediately
preceding are known, as well as those whose governors usually have imperium
_pro (?_Onsu~e(73). Not many remain: Sardinia, Africa, perhaps Cilicia(74).
Sardinia \as Broughton points out) is the most like ly, as a triumph-hunter
could always find some mountain-tribes to worry. However, Africa no doubt
offered similar possibilities, and if Sextilius was not there during the
S::icial War, Servilius well may have been. As we have seen, we need not look
tor a province that offered genuine danger and opportunities for glory. The
other question - that of the duration of Servilius' command - is even more
difficult. The standard works here tend to disguise the truth and present
baseless conjecture as fact: his praetorship is put in 90, and this is at
best hesitantly queried(75), at worst bluntly asserted.(76). Yet it is simply a blind guess. And, as we have seen, it is not a very convincing one.
Wherever he was, it is most unlikely that he would have gone out in 90 or
even 89. C. Sentius, as we have seen, had been in his province since 93,
C. Flaccus (a consular), as we shall see, since 92, and they were not relieved. Perhaps, if we want conjecture to be reasonable, we should look at his
age and career. He seems to have had an elder brother, Gaius, who was praetor in 102(77). Twelve years between the praetorships of two brothers is not
unheard of, but sufficiently unusual to dissuade us from postulating it unnecessarily. Moreover, P. Servilius was born about 134(78), and a grandson
of Metellus Macedonicus should have had his praetorship before he was fortyfour. That he could not stand for the consulship until 88 was no doubt due
to the special crisis we have noticed: during the Social War he had to stay
at his post. All that his connections could secure him was a return in 88,
as soon as the danger was over, and - to compensate for his loss of time a triumph in order to make his election a certainty. As we have seen, he was
unlucky again; but we may confidently put his praetorship in 93 or, at the
latest, 92, and his provincial command _between 92 (or perhaps 91) and 88.
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{v) C. Norbanus, Governor of Sicily
C. Norbanus, friend and protege of C. Marius and M. Antonius{79), was in
charge of Sicily about the end of the Social War. There is no doubt that
this was during or after his praetorship; but a study of the career of this
nouus homo is, of course, quite useless for suggesting a chronology. Thus his
praetorship and his Sicilian administration cannot be precisely dated. There
are, however, some indications that should not be altogether neglected.
Broughton(80) gives him a - queried - praetorship in 88 and promagistracy in
87. That he was in Sicily about that time is true enough. Diodorus(81) describes his success in operations against a desperate venture by defeated
Italian forces on the mainland: in particular, he saved Regium from an attack
made after Sulla's departure from Italy. Now we know that Sulla left Italy
early in 87, ignoring an attack made upon him in Romei in his absence, by a
tribune M. Verginius {or Vergilius){82I. But again we should extend the
command upwards, we do not know how far. Cicero, in the Verrines, speaks
rather slightingly of Norbanus, not mentioning the fine achievements of which
we read in Diodorus: Norbanus, he says, was not a military nan, but had a
perfectly peaceful time in Sicily while the whole of Italy was ablaze with
the Social War{83). This is tendentious and distorded; but it seems to be
based on one fact - that C. Norbanus was in charge of Sicily during the
Social War - which both Cicero and his audience must have known. Norbanus'
achievements might be blotted out by a decade of hostile propaganda after
Sulla's victory; but there was no reason why the date of his governorship
should be. If someone else had governed Sicily during the Social War, being
relieved by Norbanus {as our books posit) as late as 88, Cicero would never
have dared {or needed) to mention Norbanus as the governor who was there at
the height of the War. For, as the triumph of Cn. Pompeius Strabo indicates,
that War was regarded as practically over by the end of 89. Though the
Samnites and Lucanians remained in arms - and in fact did give some trouble
to Norbanus - 87 or even 88 could hardly be described as a time when the
whole of Italy was ablaze with the War, before an audience which would clearly remember the War. We may safely say that Norbanus governed Sicily in
89 and therefore {since there is no reason to think that a change was made
in the middle of the War) in 90. Beyond that we cannot go, on what evidence
we have.
Not do we know how much longer he stayed in Sicily. He must, of course,
have been back some time in 84, in order to stand for the consulship of the
following year{84). At the other end, we may regard it as certain that he
did not return in the course of 87: a distinguished praetorian, still cum
imperio on his way back from his province, could not fail to appear prominently on th·e Marian side during that year of civil war. By 86, after Marius' .
death, the regnum Cinnanum had secured peace,• which lasted for about three
years{851. Norbanus may nave returned at any time during this period, as
soon as someone could be found to take over from him. The next governor of
Sicily of whom we hear is M. Perperna in 82(86). We have no reason for thinking him praetor in that year {871 and no indication of how long he had been
there. He may have been Norbanus' successor, or there may have been another
governor between these two. We can only point out that, in view of what we
have seen, there would almost certainly not b e ~ than one.
(vi) The Eastern Provinces
On the Eastern provinces we have a good deal of information, but not
enough to establish their fasti with anything like certainty. A large number
of men known from various Tiiscriptions can be tentatively assigned to the
first decade of the century(88). Few of them can be precisely dated. The
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only certain date - though much ingenuity has been wasted in querying it is that of Q. Mucius Scaevola the Pontifex, who reorganised the province of
Asia in a brief but important tenure in 94, and whose legate P. Rutiliu s
Rufus continued to govern it in his name into 93 (89). L. Valerius Flaccus
(cos. suff. 86) must have held the province at some time before the Mithridatic· War:- that much is clear from the money collected for him at Tralle s
(90). He should not, however, on this account be rashly ind entified with
the man whom his own ex-quaestor M. Aurelius Scaurus was not allowed to prosecute (91): that case is put by Cicero into a series belonging to the la st
years of the second century, and no indication is giv en of the province concerned(92). The provinc e cannot be conjectured; the date, however, fits in
so well with the known career o.f L. Valeriu s Flaccu s , consul in 100 and
friend of C. Marius, that there can be no doubt that the incident concerns
that man's praetorian (or post-praetorian) province. This may be of some
relevance to that much-disputed subject, the dating of the coins on which
the name of M. Aurelius Scaurus appears. But it should be clear from a
glance at the widely divergent opinions expressed on that subject that the
coins must not on any account be us ed to tear L. Flaccus' command out of the
context in which Cic e ro so clearly puts it(93). Perhaps that L. Flaccus
owed his acquittal to his friend s hip with Marius, then embarked upon his
unpre cede nted series of consulships.
To return to his namesake, the cos.suff. 86: the last office of which we
have certain knowledge be fore his consulship is the aedileship (apparently
in 99), which brought him a prosecution by C. Appuleius Decianus(94). It is
possible - though not by any me ans certain - that he was praetor in 96 and
Q. Scaevola's predecessor in the province. We also ha ve a very probable
successor to the Pontiff in L. Gelliu s Poplicola, who, when in Athens pro
consule ex 2raetura, offered the philosophical s chools his mediation in their
a. i sput es , 'This learn ed man, as we happen to know, was praetor 2ere__grinu s in
94, as a colleague of C. Sentiu s , and will have r ea ched nis province some
time in 93(95) - just in time (as we hav e seen) to take over from the l e gate
P. Rutilius Rufus. It woul d he n a tural enough for a praetor of 94 to succeed
the consul of 95. It is, indeed, conceivable that L. Gellius was on his way
to Cilicia and not to Asia(96). But Mag i e has shown - as far as the present
ev id enc e goes, convincingly - that 'Cilicia', at this time, appears to have
been merely the name for an ad hoc command, entrusted to men like M. Antonius
or L. Sulla for the ex ecution of some special commission: there is no reason
to think that apart from these two there was any governor of Cilicia, until
Q. Oppius was sent to watch Mithridates(97). L. Gellius, unlike his colleague C. Sentius in Macedonia, was lucky enough to get back to Rome before
the outbreak of the Social War. He probably remained for no more than a
year, like Q. Scaevola himself(98), and left the province in 92 : Asia, unlik
Macedonia, was a peaceful province, especially now that it had been reorganised by Q. Scaevola(99), and it did not need long-continued commands
under normal circumstances. His successor - still able to return before the
Social War - was probably C. Julius Caesar (Pater Diui Iuli~): his praetorship, as Broughton has shown, cannot come ear~y enough to make him a predecessor of Scaevola, and should probably be put in 93, which would put his
proconsulate in 92-1 (100). The next governor we find is C. Cassius, who
opposes Mithridates in 89 and 88. We do not know when he was appointed; but
it is perfectly possible that he was another unfortunate stranded in a
province by the outbreak. of the Socia l War(lOl). He may be Caesar's successor who arrived in 91. But we cannot be certain. After his tenure comes the
blackout of the Mithridalic War(l02).
(vii) C. Flaccus: Spain and Gaul
On Further Spain we have no information at all for our period. P. Crassus
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who triumphed in 93 (103), seems to have been succeeded by a P. Scipio Nasica,
about whom we know very little except that he was the father of Metellus
Scipio(104). After him we have no more evidence down to the Sertorian War.
In view of the evidence we shall consider later, it is quite probable that,
during the shortage of commanders, the two Spains were under the supervision
of a single governor: Sertorius, at any rate, does not seem to have fouwJ a
resident governor (of either faction) in Ulterior. And C. Annius, sent
against him by Sulla, similarly seems to have been in charge of the whole
Peninsula(l05).
We must next consider the case of C. Valerius Flaccus, who, in 81 \ur possibly 80), triumphed over Celtiberians and Gauls(l06). He had been consul
in 93, and soon after (it seems) we find him successfully fighting in Spain
(107). That he went there after and not during his consulship is virtually
certain. This, indeed, seems by then to have been the normal practice; and
no consul is attested as fighting in Spain between Scipio Aemilianus and
Caesar. As it happens, we know that the year of Flaccus' consulship was a
:peaceful one, certainly not calling for a consul's presence in a province
l 108). Normally he would probably have returned in 90. But, as in the case
of C. Sentius (who went to his province a year earlier, but was unlucky),
the Social War seems to have tied him to his post. It is theoretically possible that he d id return later, remaining ad urbem to safeguard his right to
triumph, and was then sent out again to govern Gaul (as we shall see he did).
But this, in itself a most improbable reconstruction, is made even more unacceptable by the fact that we do not hear of him during the Civil War, in
which his brother (the cos suff. 86) was so prominent(l09); nor do we know
of any other governor for Citerior - indeed, as we have seen, for Spain - until Sertorius takes over without opposition(llO), we do not know from whom.
Sertorius' quick success, and the absence, in our sources, of any hint of
the presence of a governor in Spain at the time (not tc mention a reference
to a named man), indicate a serious weakness in the administration of the
provinces of Spain. Tnere can be no doubt that it must be connected with the
shortage of suitable men, which we have already noticed; but it may be possible to define this particular weakness more accurately and thus further to
illustrate that general point.
C. Flaccus a:ppears as imperator in Gaul in 83: this date is explicitly
given by Cicerollll). But it is most likely (and indeed generally agreed)
that he was already holding this command two years earlier, when his nephew
L. Flaccus (Cicero's client) took refuge with him - and served as tribunus
militum under him - after the murder of his father by Fimbria(112). Thus it
looks as if C. Flaccus was in ch~rge of Gaul at least from 85 until the end
of 82, the earliest date for his return to Rome(ll3). But Cicero's language,
in referring to C. _Flaccus, is decidedly odd. He does not say that Flaccus
was in Gaul as governor (we might expect 'praetor' or the verb 'praeesse'),
but simply 'qui tum erat in prouincia'. Yet Flaccus was not just visiting
there: he was there with his army, and the faithful and honourable Massiliots
got to know his nephew (the military tribune) very well during his service
there (114). Clearly Flaccus' status was rather odd and deserves further
investigation. It is, in fact, extremely likely that he was looking after
the province (at least the Transalpina, to which Cicero explicitly refers)
while still in charge of Spain or, at least, of Citerior. Transalpine Gaul
was a peculiar prouincia: not annexed or organnised after its conquest in the
second century, it provfded, during the German invasions, a striking example
of the dangers of Senatorial unwillingness to extend Rome's administrative
responsibilities(115). Even in the first century, when we hear of the
province, its administration is usually combined with that of some other
province - normally Cisalpina: right down to the age of Cicero it is not by
any means unusual to find. a united prouincia Gallia (116). But in times of
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emergPrn:y commanders in Ci terior were much concerned with the prov i.nce that
forn,Pd their land link with Italy (117). Pompey h; the be s t example: his
achi£wements there are perhaps not always sufficiently appreciated in the
mo<iern tradition(ll8) . Thus, althougl1 i.t was far from an i.deal solution, it
would be quite natural, d u ring a time of emergency, when no other suitable man
c ou ld bP spared or found, to entrust the supervision of this province to the
governor of Cilerior. C. Flac6us, consular and imperator, governing Spain
and (as wr shal.L sec) a man whom the Gov e rnment thought it could trust , woul d
quite naturally be asked to keep an eye on the Transalpina, and this would
explain Cicero's odd phrase about his pre se nce there.
It will also explain
\1ha t we have noticed above: the weakness of the central administration in
Spain when Sartorius arrived there. Flaccus, amid his multiple reeponsibilities, was perhaps unable to oppose him effectively either on his passage
through th e Transalpina or in Spain - or perhaps, as we shall have to suggest,
h e wa s unwilling to.
That Flaccus held imp e rium in two provinces (at least
in succession) from 92 to 81 seems und e nia~le.
That, in the emergency of the
regnum Cinnanum, he received a cumulation of province s that recalls some of
the l a ter 'special imperia' is, at least, the most economical interpretation
of our evidence and is not contradicted by anything we know .
At this stage we must consider the administration of the Transalpina beJore Flaccus. As we have seen, he was almost certainly there by 85 and
quite possibly a great deal earlier .
The last Roman CQ!TlJTiander ·mentioned
th ere b e for e him is the man who, in 90, won a victory over the Salluvii(l20) .
Broughto~ lists him as C. Caelius and makes him a praetor or promagistrate
(1 2 11.
The rank cannot be accurately determined , as our source does not
gi...-e it. The name appears in various forms (122). Rossbach, for reasons he
d oes not vouchsafe us, printed ' Cae (ci)liu s ' (123).
The manuscripts divide
betw een ' Caelius ' (Nn) and 'Coelius' (P(arisinus]). The manuscripts of th e
f e r ioc h a are , unfortun a tely, all sadly corrupt.
In general, NTI, which form
one group, seem about equal in value to P: Rossbach, though he prefers the
former, has to admit that 'tamen non minor eorum locorum nume1us est, ubi
lectiones (of P )iis, quas N habet, praestent' (124). Munzer and (following
him) Broughton opted for 'Ca elius', rightly dismissing the contemptible
'Caecilius'; and this, therefore , has become the form in which the name generally appears (125).
But perhaps we can do bett er than entru st the choice
to Heaven.
On the principle of the difficilior lectio 'Co elius ' see~s far
preferable.
It is well known that 'Caelius' is the :form in which both these
names usually appear in the literary tradition.
In particular, the only
consular Coelius, C. Caldus (cos.94), appears as'Caelius'in codices and
texts of Cicero and once even
MRR (126), and other members of his family
seem to be equally unlucky(127).
Thus it is well worth while, in this case,
to consider the quality of the manuscript that gives the rarer form. As it
happens, Pis a manuscript very little plagued with 'emendation' - Rossbach
particularly comments on this fact and on its value(128).
There is therefore every reason, before we even start prosopographical investigation, to
accept 'Coelius' as palaeographically preferable. As for possible identiti es,
no one has ever found a Caelius with whom the victor over the Salluvii could
possibly be identified. Yet there is, on the other hand, an obvious C.
Coelius - none other than the cos. 94, a man of some military fame(129). We
are entitled to assume that the reference here is to him. It is not impossible that he went to Gaul ex consulatu, in the usual way, and stayed there
until after the Social War: there is, as far as we can see, no reason why he
should not have re.turned in time to avoid being caught there; but we have
not enough evidence to judge of these matters.
The case of
Sentius in
Macedonia is a warning example: praetor in the year of Coelius' consulship,
he went to Macedonia in the following year and, as we saw, had to stav until
87.
Similarly (it seems) C. Flaccus in Spain (though he only went in 92) does not appear to have been able to return for over a decade. Neither of
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these cases would have been believed if they did not happen to be attested;
and they should, at any rate, teach us not to reject such possibilities
too lightly. There is no mention of Coelius during the event of 91,
although he was a competent orator\130), nor any mention of him in connection
with the Social War, although he was an experienced soldier(131). He may well
have been caught in his province by the outbreak of the Social War and forced
to stay on. But we simply cannot tell. But even if that is not so, we need
not be surprised to find him fighting the Salluvii in 90. Spain was among
the most important provinces during the Social War(l32). Fortunately, as we
have seen, an experienced consular was in charge there (at least in Citeriorl
and acquitting himself well. But it might well be thought necessary to entrust to another experienced consular and military man the difficult task
of guarding the vital land link with the Peninsula(133). The presence, and
the military activity, of C. Flaccus in the same province a little later
perhaps helps to make this even more probable. We may, therefore, safely
adopt the course recommended by palaeographical considerations and proceed
to identify the victor over the Salluvii with the cos. 94, although we cannot
tell whether he was specially sent to the province to safeguard communications with Spain during the Social War or whether he had been there ever since
93.
That he stayed to the end of the Social War we may regard as certain,
But one wonders whether he was not still there in 87. In that year we find
a P. Caelius (thus spelled) in charge of the garrison of Placentia, trying
unsuccessfully to defend it against Cinna's forces (134). He was a man of
senatorial rank who, fortunately for the historian, had a faithful dog (135).
But that is not the end of the story. Miinzer, with his incomparable flair
for such things, noticed that this story is also told by Aelian about a man
called Vci,_Snc; , said to have died during a civil war(l36). He rightly concluded that the man must have been a P. Coelius Caldus. It is a pity that
this characteristically brilliant reconstruction seems to have been forgotten; it is well worth restatiLg (137). Placentia, a vital road junction
!138), was the key fortress in Lombardy, and its commander - being, as we
have se~n. a senator - should be assigned a higher rank than that of prefect.
He will, in fact, be a legate. We are told by Valerius Maximus that he was
assigned his post by Octavius. This ~em of information appears to receive
some indirect support from Appian (139), and in the absence of contrary
indications it must be accepted. But, whatever the status of the Cisalpina
between 89 and 81 (140), there was clearly a close historical connection between the two Gauls. Quite recently L. Crassus may have had both of them
ex consulatu (i.e. in 94) (141); a little later, M. Lepidus was to have both
the Gallic p·rovinces; and there are other examples in the age of Cicero,
where our evidence is better (142). It is an attractive conjecture that
Crassus' successor in the consulship, C. Coelius Caldus, also succeeded him
in his province of Gallia. However that may be, it is certainly likely
enough that in 90, when we find him fighting the Salluvii, his authority extended to the Cisalpina: someone would have to ensure the obedience of that
district, and we do not know ··of any other senior magistrate or promagistrate
in charge there. When, moreover, in 87 a relative of C. Coelius turns up as
a legate in charge of Placentia, one cannot help wondering whether he was
not lat least originally) a legate of the governor of Gaul (143). This does
not contradict his being .assigned his post by the consul Octavius: the consul's authority was superior to that of any provincial governor, and he
could intervene in any province as he saw fit - so, at least, one might argue, if it suited one's case . (144). And since P. Coelius proved his friendship for Octavius and his cause by his death, there is not likely to have
been any disagreement between them on this question.
Nor is it surprising to find the Coelii Caldi on the side of the boni
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against the Mario-Cinnans. We do not know very much about the career of c.
Coelius Caldus, except that he was a nouus horn~ who made his way to the top
after a hard struggle, helped by some military and oratorical ability (145).
As a tribune he had been po~ularis, passing a lex tabellaria. But that does
not mean much: even distinguished nobles (not to mention new men) were allowed by custom to sow some wild oats in politics; having thus raised their
price, they could count on grateful acceptance by the boni when they chose
to 'settle down'. We need only mention, as examples of this about the time
we are concerned with, the orator L. Crassus, who had bitterly attacked the
Senate over the foundation of Narbo (146), and L. Philippus, who, when
tribune, had threatened to stir up social revolution (147). It seems that C.
Coelius also, when of maturer years, came to terms with the boni. The commentariolus ~etitionis gives us invaluable information on his struggle for
tne nighest office: Coelius had two noble and very distinguished competitors,
and he managed to defeat one of them (148). Their merits may be exaggeratedi
to point a moral; yet it is clear that Coelius - like another nouus homo
with a popularis past, a generation later - must have had powerful noble
support to defeat them. But who were his competitors? One, of course, was
successful - his colleague L. Domitius Ahenobarbus. Very little is known
about this man, but more about his family. Two Cn.Ahenobarbi deserve mention:
the cos. 96, his elder brother, whose quarrel with L. Crassus came to a head
in their joint censorship in 92 (149) and Crassus, of course, with the
caution indicated by his shrewdness, was in the circle of the boni and one
of the chief supporters of M. Drusus (150)-- and, more important still, Cn.
Ahenobarbus, who must be the son of one of the two consulars, and who married a daughter of Cinna and fought for the Marians in Africa until he was
killed by Pompey (151). Thus it may be regarded as certain that the Ahenobarbi were enemies of the factio. This accounts for one of Coelius' competitors. Who was the other? ~he quest might seem fruitless; yet, oddly
enough, ~we can arrive at a highly probable answer. A noble who expected the
consulship as his birthright would, if defeated, normally stand again in the
following year. Now we happen to know the candidates for the consulship of
93 - the successful ones were C. Flaccus and M. Herennius (152), and the unsuccessful one was L. Marcius Philippus (later cos. 91). His defeat by the
nouus homo Herennius was the surprise of the year (153). This was clearly
Philippus' first candidature: had he stood in the previous year as well, his
defeat by two noui homines (Coelius and Herennius) in succession - unlikely
enough in itself - could not have failed to arouse additional comment.
Herennius, on the other hand, clearly cannot be the noble and distinguished
candidate mentioned as Coelius' competitor. This leaves C. Valerius Flaccus;
and here, beyortd reasonable doubt, is our answer. His distinguished birth
is beyond question, and his achievements (we must remember that in due course
he was to win a triumph} would certainly justify the language used. Defeated
at his first attempt, he topped the poll at the second. In common decency
he had a right to expect it ll54}. Now C. Flaccus, as is well known, and as
we have had occasion to indicate in passing, came of one of the foremost
pro-Marian families (155). There can be no doubt that he and Ahenobarbus
were what we may call the Marian team in the elections for 94. The year
95 · - a crucial one - had, on the whole, turned out successful for Marius and
his friends; yet they had suffered reverses and had to make concessions, and
this one may now be added to the list (156). The factio, having {as it happened} no one better to put up - for these things were inevitably to some
extent a matter of chance-, united in support of C. Coelius Caldus and pushed him into office. As we have already noticed, a more distinguished nouus
homo was in due course to profit by a similar chance to gain the consulship
of 63 - and there, fortunately - we have enough evidence to be able to observe how it was done.

PROVINCIAL GOVERNORS:

THE SOCIAL WAR TO SULLA'S VICTORY
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It is time to gather up the fragments and try to piece them together.
And, as so often happens in this difficult but r e warding period, they will
b e se e n to fall into place to form a pattern hitherto unsurmised, yet s hown
by its very clarity and coh e r e nce to be true.
C. Flaccus (we may s ay) we n t
to Citerior ex consulatu and, caught by th e So c ial War, had to stay th ere ,
as, for instance, C. Sc ntiu s (being e ven more unfortunate) s tayed in Mac e donia and as (we hav e good r eas on to beli e ve) other governors stayed in
th e ir provinc es . His predecessor, C. Co e lius Caldus, may hav e suffered the
s ame fate in Gaul - if s o, he there s u ccee d e d his ..predecessor in the consulship, L. Crassus.
In any case, wh et her r e tained or specially se nt th e re for
th e purpose, C. Coellu s is found guarding that key province in 90 and no
doubt continued to do so in 89; a s mi ght b e expected - and as we can see
wh e r e there is any evi d e n ce at all - governors t e nd e d to b e le ft at their
po s t s for the duration.
In 87 we find a r e la t iv e of his (157) a t Placent ia ,
probably as a legate, s upporting Cn. Oc ta vi u s and oppo s ing the Mario-Cinnans
to the de ath.
This, a s we hav e b ee n a bl e to deduce, fits in very well with
the fact that C. Coelius ga in ed hi s con s ul s hip with the help of the anti\larian faction.
But Cn. Octa viu s - lik e P. Coelius - wa s def ea t e d and killed.
If - as the presence of hi s relativ e a s a l ega t e in the Ci sal pina s ugge sts C. Coelius was still in charge of Gaul (whi c h was so often a s ingle prouincia l, the victors cannot h a ve looked with pl e asure upon the continuing prese nce of th e ir enemy in an important p rov inc e , cutting th e ir communications
with Spain. But a firm friend, C. Flac c u s , was n e ar at hand, gov e rning the
adj oining province of Citerior. He, as it happ e ned, was also lit see ms) a n
inimicu s of C . Coelius, who had def ea t e d him in th e elections for 94. Wh a t
happened n ext , we cannot tell. C. Coelius ce rtainly disappears from hi s tory:
we hope he d ied a natural death.
In any t:ase, the Government di d the obviou s
thing and asked C. Flaccus to intervene in the neighbouring province: as we
hav e see n, this is not the only example of a governor of Cit er ior doing s o.
Ey 85, the imperator_ C. Flaccus is firmly installed in Transal:i;in a (though
e ven a polite orator cannot really call him the lawful governor of it), while,
almost certainly, retaining Citerior.
In fact, in view of the Governme nt's
proved shortage of reliable commanders and administrators, and in v iew of
the weakness of the admini s tration in Spain at th e time when Se rtorius reaches
it, it is not impo ss ible that no s uitable commander could be se nt to Ul terior
either and that Flaccus had to do his best there as well (158). Flaccus, however, no doubt became rather less friendly towards the Government after his
brother's unavenged death early in 85: he would hear all about it from his
brother's son, to whom he offered a r ef uge and whom he made a military
tribune.
By 83, doubts of his loyalty must have been serious: Q. Sertorius,
a more trustworthy supporter, was designated to take over Spain.
In his case
the sources are unanimous in saying that it was the whole of Spain, as indeed his actions there also make clear. Yet moderns have been eager to limit
him to Citerior (159). In view of the facts we have surveyed, there is no
reason to doubt the sources, which are further confirmed by the fact that
Annius' command also seems to have extended over the whole Peninsula (160).
These attested facts make it all the more likely, in turn, that the absence
of any mention of a separate governor of Ulterior during our period is not
accidental and that Flaccus was expected to look after it, which he could not
do efficiently.
It is perhaps significant that Sertorius, who had to travel
by land, reached his province without serious opposition (161): the im~erator
in Gaul, who could at least have tried to stop him, perhaps had not quite
made up his mind which side to take.
But before long he must have taken the
right decision, and Sulla's weakness for Patricians did the rest: his triumph
in 81 (or 80) bears eloquent testimony. Yet it is worth noting that the
imperator and triumphator was not given another command: they were reserved
formore reliable followers of the winning cause.
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It will be convenient to summarise the
to indicate degrees of probability which information gained and suggestions made above. I have made no attempt
Parentheses indicate the lowest upPer and can be gathered from the full discussion in the text and notes.
(or earlier) to 87 (or later),
Province

Sicily
Sardinia

Spain

Macedonia

Africa

highest lower dates known or deducible;

Name

Remarks

C, Norbanus
M. Perperna
P. Servilius Vatia

190) - (87)
?
82
(91) - 88

Q, Antonius Balbus

Upper date unknown.
Probably in charge of
the whole of Spain.
His first tenure; sent
to succeed Flaccu s?

C. Valerius Flaccus

92

Q. Sertorius

82

81

C, Sentius
P, Gabinius
L. Cornelius Scipio
P. Sextilius

Cilicia

C, Fabius Hadrianus
L. Valerius Flaccus
Q. Mucius Scaevola
L. Gellius Poplicola
C, Julius Caesar
C. Cassius
Q, Oppius

Gaul

L. Licinius Crassus

Upper date unknown
Sardinia most probable
province for him~

82?
81

Q. Caecilius Metellus
Asia (162)

Dates

e.g. (91) _ (87) _ 'from 91

93
87
87
( 85) - 84
- ( 87)
87

84

84
95
94
93 92? (89) (89)

83
94
93
92?
91?
88
88

C, Co~}-ius Ca ldus

(90)
( 85) -

placed in Sardinia.
Not really gove rnor. but
cum imperio.

Possibly died early 82,
The most probable dates.
Including his legate's term ,
Precise dates conjectural.
Possibly from 91,
Found quite early in 88·
must have arrived by 89; if not
whole of Gaul.
Dates not certain.
Possibly from 93, as Crassus' successor.
In charge of Transalpina;
Cisalpina apparently administered directly by Government.

f~t1kily

94

C, Valerius Flaccus

Lower date unknown

Cos. 83,
Probably from 90 at least,
if Servilius is rightly

(87?)
81

{l) Though here, as elsewhere, there has recently at times been a tendency to regard source criticism as an end

in itself and neglect the historian's main and proper task.

(2) In an important series of articles in
Though it is fortunat e
that these i■portant studies are all in one periodical - and in one readily available to all scholars - it is
to be hoped that they will in due course be collected into a book.
(31 The Magistrates of the Roman Republic (cited MRR).
14) See Syme's judicious remarks in his review of M'.RR ICP. 1955, ln f.J ,
\SJ MRR
ii, 41. (for the sake of convenience I shall give MRll references wherever this ·saves space.) Pl utarch says that
Sextilius had n~ither friendship nor enmity for Marius.
(6) Varro, r.r. i,l, 10.
(7) App.,b.c.,i,80
(reading AL#!l>Ou&,
for the indefensible l'..-y...,..,:6,
; Broughton (MRR,ii,611 apparently tries to have if both
ways), ( 8) MRR ,_i i ,58 and 61 I but cf. 54); J ashemski, Origins and Ristorv of th e Proconsular and the Propraetorian lmoerium to 27 B.C._, 59 and 132, (I shall cite this work by the author's name onlyJ.
19] Thus clearly Appian, l.c.
1101 Cic.,Rr ,,308,
(11) Cf. Cle., l.c,; Livyl per. lxxiii; App . ,b.c.,i,77 f.
(12) MRR ii,60 f.
(13) MRR,11,69. For the date, see Oros.,v,20, 3 unaer 83); Livy, per,, lxxxvi (after the
younger Marius' election to the consulship).
(14) On Cn. Domitius ""'8nobarbus see MRll, l.c.
(15)Cic.
Font, 43; cf, App. 1 b.~.,i,40 (not complete - see Hist. 1957, 338, n. 162; 341I n.188). See also below, on the
Fast .i triumphalAs ror these years,
(16) E.g. Ja s hemski, Appendices III-X and cf. XVI), and Broughton, MRR.
1171 MRll_ ii,12.
(18) MRR,ii,14 (n, 3), 15, 16 (n. SJ; his predecessor most probably, was L. Julius
Caesar (cos. 90) : see MRR,ii 13, 14 In. J); RE, s.v.'Iulius', col. 466,
l19l MRR,ii,12, 15, 16 (n. 4) Cf.,
somewhat earlier, the case ot C, Marius (pr. 1151: though Plutarch (Mar, 5 f. I does not tell us his prou incia
in that year, it was clearly one that kept him in the city. On Gellius, see further Sect1on (vi), below.
(20) References MRR,ii,15,
(21) See Mommsen, Staatsr. ,ii , 240, n. 5, with ample documentation from good
Athenaeu.a, the first 1949, 173 f., the most important (so far) 1954, 41 f, and 293 f,

authors.

Insufficient attention to this (as well as in s uffi cient scrunity of the evidence on L. Caesar} has

led Munzer badly astray (RE, s.v. 'Sentius', col. 1510). Unfortunately this elementary point of Latin !inc luding Ciceronian) usage is also often ignored in MR.R, and t hi s ha s resulted in some glar ing improbabilities.

(22) E.g. per. xxxiii, compared with Livy's text, xxxiii,25, 8 IC. Sempronius Tuditanus); cf. Broughton's
discussion (not. quite accurate l of M. Crassus 1 position in 72 IMRR. ii, 121, n. 2). Clearly no conjecture on the
nature of a promagistrate's imperium is normal ly worth making, unless we have other pointers; nor can we decide (unless we have other evidencef betwe en praetorship and promagistracy.
123) RE, 1, c .
124) Livy,

per. lxx.
(25) Cic, Arch.,9.
(26) Cic.,div. in Caec.,64._
(271 RE, s.v. •Cabinius, no. 13.
{ZHJ Jashemski, 130 land jndex); MRR,ii,33, 38 ln, ZJ: his praetorshipl but no mention of a province.
(29) See Jashemski, l.c. - sound in outline.
(30) Arch. ,9,
(31 The Roman Citizenship_, 132 f. (on the
meaning of adsc~iptio). But there is no reason to be liev e t.hat Cicero i s not quoting t.he main provision of the
law. As Sherwin-White says , it wa s probably passed to rectify anomalies in previous legislation (necessarily
passed in some haste); and though there may well have be en others, we have no warrant for saying so,and no
knowl edge of actual cases,
(32) Broughton IMRR,ii,34), like many other recent writ ers on the subject, does

not seem to know Sherwin-White's discussion.

133) Ase,, 79 Cl.

(34) Sherwin-Whit e (op, cit. 133) mis-

interprets the phrase 'apud praetorem' as meaning 'be~ore !he praetor' (i.~., the p:aetor,urnanuS) 'at .Rome'.
In fact it means 'before a. praetor' (anywhere): that 1s quit.e clear from Cicero's discussion; tur Archias
could have made his professio before P. Gabinius or Ap . Claudius, as indeed others seem to have done.
135) Cic,, l.c. (n. 3UJ.
(36) Cic.,ay. Asc.,l.c.
(37) Seen. 31 and text (above).
(38) Insc, It.
xiii 1, 84 f.
(39) ILS,8888 !the most obvious interpretation).
(40) App.,b.c., i, 53; vir,_ill., 03,1.

(41) MRR, ii,45 (n.6). Metellus' military activities in 88 would not, of course, have prevented him from
receiving his friend's ~rofessio before he set out : Archias was eager to profess before his patron (cf. n. 34,
above).
(42) Seen. l3 and text (above).
(43) Arch.,9 : 'quae solae [tabulae] ex illa professione
collegioque praetorum obtinent publicarum tabularum auctoritatem.'
(44) Vell,,ii,16, 3.
(45)It is very
similar to the sort of thing that, in the case of the elder Curio, Cicero stigmatises as a serious fault of

memori• !Br .• 2171.
1161 Plut., Sulla,9, 2.
1471 See my Foreign Clientelae, 266, 315.
(48) App.,b.c.,
1 60; cf. Livy, per . . lxxvii.
\491 omit ii. 79, 82 ,
(50) Un A. Gabinius see cf.RE.(51) See RE, s.v.
•c'o rnelius,' no. 134.'
( 52) App .. Tl I.,:,. For the date see MR'l,ii,59 In. 2): th e e me ndation of "tPLd""'"°v
1 Scordisci',
lo
'tp1.a.XOCJ1.ocnbv
makes easy anrl obvious sense .
I S:l) Cf. RE . R .V,
'Maidoli','Dardani'.
(511 App.,l.c.
(55I Not 86 ( th u s RE, s.v. 'Maidoi'). The date is quite certain: see ~ffiR,ii,58.
(56I Livy, per.,lxxxiii.
(57I App . . Mithr_. ,55; Plut. , Sulla,23, 5; Eutr.,v, 7, l (the Dalmatae are obviously
impossible t-Dcn sele tae?J and th e Scordisci suspect); vir, ill.,75, 7; Gr. Llc.,34-5 B (th e Scordisci are
introdu ced into the t ex t by th e edito rs).
(58) Se e Fore ign CUent.elae_, 241, 272.
(59) See RE, s.v .
'Co rnt>liu s ', nu. 338 (not entirely sa ti:-;fa ctoryl.
lt>UI Rt, s . v . 'Vahiniu s , no. 13; MRR,ii,95.
(611 Cic .. dl\. Ill Caec.,61.
(62) Suet.,Jul.,4. Tac. dial.\34 lad fin. I i s wrong; cf.-Asc .,26 ·a nd 74.
1631 Asc.,81; Plut.,Caes .• -1, l.
(6 -1) Su e t., le.
( 65 This ca nnot be di sc u ssed in detail here. Cf. the
legP ~ Aureliae of 75 {lffiR,ii ,96 1 - an un ~ucccss ful attcmft at co mpromi se -, and the trihunates of Sicinius
tinio. 931, l.. Quinctius \ibi d . 103I, C. Liciniu s Ma ce r ibid _. 110), and finally M. Lollius Palicanus (ibid.
12ll. For Pompey's l et ter ot 7·1, see Sall.,hi s t.,ii,98,M; cf . Foreign Clientelae. 279 f. C. Caesar's e l ection
to a pontificate is another instance of the policy of conc ili atio n that, in the hope· of defending the main
prin c iples of the Sullan settlement, the Sullani were compelled to adopt. (Cf. Taylor, C.P. 1941, 117 f. - rightly st r ess ing it s importanc e. but failing lo recOgnise the change it betokens. l On hearing of it, Caesar. who
had previously preferred to go to st ucty und e r Molon {see last note), at once hurried home {Vell .• ii , 4 3,
init. l. The trials of A. Terentiu s Varro s hould also be mentioned in the series of attempts to bring vario u s
Sullani to book.
(See \ffiR,ii,97, 102, 108 In. 41. Cf. also Magie, Rom. Rule,ii,1125, n. 42 - wh e re, however,
the arguments for making the man a proconsul are not at all cogent. J
\66) Cicero says 'nuper' (div. in
Caec. 641,
(671 At the time of the Social War Pi so was 'gri,ndis iam puer' (Cic.,Pis.,87). If he got n1s
Consulship suo anno , he was born in 101 and would become eligible for the quaestorship i-n 71 - which makes
excellent sense. Cfc ero 's compliment implies military service; and, taking it together with the fact that the
Achaeans asked him as their patronu~, we may without hesit a ti on place that service in the East. It is an attractive conjecture !whic h. at present, cannot be proved) that he wa s with his father-in-law P. Rutiliu s Nudu s
{on whom see \ffiR,ii,105, and RE, s.v . 'Rutiliu s ', no. 30).
(68) Insc. It.,xiii,l, 84 f., 563.
( 69I Tbid . The fact that his commano· had be en pro _Era etore suggests I onma racie_, at this period I th at it was
not a very important one.
(70) Plut.,Sul!a, lU, 3 !Mommsen's emendation is obvious and unconte sted), See
\IRR,ii,43; RE s.v. 'Servilius', col. 1812.
(71) For an analysis of that factio in the nineties, see Hi st,
195.7,318 f.
{72) MRR,ii,82.
(73) MRR_,ii,30 (n. 5), against Miinzer, RE, l. c, As Broughton makes
clear, this excludes Spain.
(74) Africa and Cilicia hav e governors in 88 \on Africa, see section (i),
aboYe, on Cilicia, section (vi), below), hut they are not attested earlier. Oppius, however. was in Cilicia
too early in the year to be regarded as a newly-arrived governor; moreover. Cilicia almost certainly ha d a
governor with the higher imp er ium !attested for Oppiu s , as for M. Antonius earlier): Broughton 1 s as sert ion
to the contrary (MRR ii 19, n. 61 is e ntirely arbitrary and un s upport ed,
(74a) For the military possibilities of Africa: cf. Plut.,Sert . ,9. However , as we have seen, it is quite likely that Sextilius was there
for some time. In Sardinia we do no·t hear of a gov e rnor until Q. Antonius Balbus i s defeated and killed
there by L. Philippus (Livy, per.,lxx xv i). This event cannot be precisely Gated, since the Epitomator includes it in a job lot of provincial and Italian events, The one mentioned just before is tbe death of C.
Fabius, which belongs to 83 (se e n ·. 13, above); the one just after is the foedus of Sulla with the Italians.
If, as is quite likely, this r e turn to Italy marks . the beg inning of the new consular year (the next Roman
events undoubtedly belong to 82), the Sardinian episode will belong to 83 (at least in its beginnings). But
82 cannot be definitely excluded. Broughton (MRR,ii,67) puts Balbus' praetorship (during whicb he is known
to have coined in Rome) in 82; but this is excee dingly unlikely, At the earliest, it will be 83, and it may
well be 84 or even earlier, since we do not know how long Balbus was in Sardinia,
(75) MRR_. ii,26, 35,
43 (and in Index); but not queried 72, 82, 215, et al.
(76) Miinzer, RE, l.c.: '90 war er ¥raetor.'
(771 RE, l.c, (and coll. 1762 f.).
(78) RE, l.c. (combining Cic.,PHIL . ,ii,12 with AeL, fr. 110; cf. Dio
xlv lb) .
(79) On this man and his connections see Hist .• art.cit.; er. Munzer, Hermes 1932, ~20 f, and
RE 's v 'Norbanus' coll. 927 f.
(80) MRR,ii,41, 45 In. 3/, 48.
(81) xxxvii,2, 13 f. (w1tb the name
c1e~apit~ted.)
(82) Plut,,Sulla,10, fin,; d. Cic.,Br.,179,_The n~me of the tribune is 'Verg~nius' in, .
Plutarch 'Vergilius' in the best (but not the whole) of the C1ceron1an tradition. Tbe Florent1nus bas V1rgilius', 1 demo?Btrating the influence of the poet's name. Perhaps, therefore,'V~rginius' is bet~er, as the
corruption can be explained so very easily. There is a monetalis VERG about this period (MRR,- ii,455, 459);
unfortunately that is no help!
(83) 2Verr v 8: 'cum llello s·ociorum tota Italia ard~re •• ·, Ibid_., iii, 117
adds nothing to tbe point .
I 84 I MRR, il. oz.
( 85 I Cic., Br,, 308,
( 86 I MRR, ii, 67, 7'3 tn, 4 I, On
his nam A. Ree . Svme, CY. 1955, 135.
107) That Diodorus calls bim
o 1-'l)i; 1,,..,1.Ca,; a<pr.'tlll'oc;
(i.e,'governorl

means_v e rr- little.
. ttHi! :see Ma~ie, tt~man Hul e ~ii,1~79. _Magie, while right in hi s rejection of 'Cilicia'
(at thi~ t1mel as a te:ritor1al pr?vinc e. i A wrung in re1ect1ng the traditional designation of Sulla (in hi s
pr?mar1stracy after hi s praetorsh1p) an? o~ Oppius as pro co nsul s of 'Cilicia' : if not a province, it could
st1l_l be - and undoub!edly was - a prouinc~a.
I 89) See my discussion of his administration in Athenaeum
195b, 104 f. I now think that there 1s good reason for be li eving that Scaevola went to the provinc e ex con~
sula!u (i.e._in 9~. not in 951 :_not only wa s it by now becoming quite exceptional for a consul to go to a
provinc e duru:ig_his year of off1ce_(an~ we know that Scaevola transacted important bu s iness in hi s ); but the
f~ct that Rut1l1us _was rrosecuted 1n 92 s ugg ests that he returned, at the ea rliest, late in 93.
(90) See
Munzer, RE, s. \o"· . '\•alerius'. no. 178.
19 .ll C:ic.,div. in Caec .,63. The identification - made without re servation by_~lil.n~er ~l .c : l - is rightJy r ejected in MRR, wh ere th-ere i s however, no recognition of Cicero's
context and its 1.mflicat.ions (seen. 93, below).
l92) Mtinzer 11, c.) erroneously s tat es that Asia is
referred to.
93) Cicero, fortun a tel y for the careful reader, ins e rts this case be tween two others se~1;1-rely datable to the last years of the century , so that no doubt is rea11.y possible. On the coins, see MHR
11.~32, ~57 (dates ranging from 118 to 92!). Broughton id entifies the would-be pro sec utor with the cos. suff'.
108 and 1.s thus forced both to ignore the context in Cice ro and to invent -an otherwise quite unatt e!:neu -L. ·
Flaccu s , whom he makes Praetor or Procon s ul in 11 7. Rut such ad ~oc hypot heses fail to sav e the vic iou s
th eory . Broughton' s treatment of th ~ monet <1:l i ~ is hes itant and not e ntirel y convincing. {See MR.R, l.L. cc .
and Index (p. 536).1
194) On this see J.R,'3. 1956, 95 f.
(95) ~ffiR.ii,16 (n. 4). He ha s beeu unfortunate
enough to miss inclusion in Magie's lists , probably because hi s provin ce is not actually spec ified. But there
is, of course, no serious doubt that h e mu s t at any rate be put within Magie's field of stu<ly.
196) :\ffiR
l.c. Broughton's statement that the governor of Cilicia h ad im-periurn _pro praetore has no s upport whatever .1 11 '
the _ sources.
(97) MRR,ii,42: the date is quit e unc er tain, exce pt chat h e avpear s quite early in 88 and
must th e refore almost ine vitably have be (' n there in 89. !Cf. C. Cassi u s in As ia, below, for whom thi.s is attest ed .) In view of what we have seen , 90 may theref ore be r ega rd ed as certain and 91 as probable enough .
(98) Including the administration per legat ~.
(99) See art. c it. (n. 89, a bo ve).
(100) On the
caree r of thi s man, see th e important artic le by Broughton in 1\J.A. 1948 , 323 f.
He makes it clear that the
most convincing recon struction of the well -kn own elogia compels u·s to put th e main part of Caesar's ca reer in
the first decade of th e first cent ury . But Broughton overl ook s the fact that Caesar ' s agrarian c ommi s:--;i_on
(which precedes his quaestorship) may be dated in 103 with at least a s mu ch probabi l ity as in 100: Gabba (~ th.
1951, 15 f .) even considers 100 impossible. If th e commission is pu t in 103, the quaestorship may come in
102, and there is th e n no possible ohj·ection to a praetorship in 93.Broughton's collection of known c urs u s
for this period (art. cit, 32 9, n, 35 s houl d, incid entally , be u sed with extreme caution,
( 101/ MlU!,ii,
42, 45 (n. 7); Magie, op. cit,,ii,1579 and 1100, n , 22, s ugg esting that he may hav e been C, Cassius Long1nus
(cos. 96) - which is possible if the Senate was expecting serious trouble, but not otherwise, He i s not anywhere called a consular, which would ha ve greatly heightene d the pathos and indignity of his defeat.
(102) the three me n mentioned as 01:p(l.'t'll'oi
in In schr . v . Priene_ 121 (see M" ~ie, op. cit .,ii,1579 - unaccountably putting th em all before 94) may or may not have been governors: i t is perhaps most probable ( s ince
a quaestor of L. Murena concludes the l ist ) that th ey were legates under Sulla. Cf. Miinzer, RE, s.v .'Plautiu ,
coll. 15-6; Syme, Hist. 1955, 58.
(103) MRR,ii,15.
(104) Ibid. 14; cf. RE, s.v. 'Cornelius', no,
351.
(105) See further below.
(106) ~ . i i ,77 f . See Insc. l t,-xii i,l, 561l, ana cf. Hermes 1955,118.
(1G7) App.,Hisp.,100; MRR,ii,14 and 19, n. 7 {useful d i scussion) .
(108) Obs.,52: 'totus an1>as domi
forisque tranquillus fuit ' tthis is not considered by Broughton).
(109 ) RE, s .v.
'Val er ius', no. 178.
(110) He got his _Erouincia not b e fore 83 (MRR,ii,63).
(111) See MRR,ii,58-9, b·o (n. 3).
(112) MRR,
ii. 11. cc. Cf. Cic.,Fl.,63. The elder L. Flaccus seems to have b een killed early in 85 (se e RE, l. c . col.
30: certainly within a very few week s e ither way , and most probably n ot in his consulship),
(113l Rigbtly
thus in ~ffiR. Ja s hemski (126 and 141) is quite unintelligible, Miinzer (RF., l.c.) ambiguous on C. Flaccus' task
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and status.
(114) Cic., 11. cc.
(115) On this, see my discussion in Forei1tn Clientelae 264 n 3
(1161 Ibid.; and cf. below.
\117) On this aspect of Transalpina, see Syme, Huckler ~t~dies: 302:
(119) Broughton. while righ'lly re(1181 E.g. MRR,. ii, 90, 104 - cf. C1?·• l~1t- Man., 30; Font., 14.
cognising the connection of the triumph ex Celtiberia et Gallia' with the Spanish proconsulate l~IRR. ii 19
n. 71, omits to list C. Flaccus as a promagistrate between 91 and 86 (inclusive). That is flagrantly ihco~sistent: the trilllllph inescapably implies continued imperium.
(120) Livy per., lxxiii.
(121) MRR, ii,
25, 27.
(122) See discussion in Jashemski, 141.
1123) Livy, l.c. !T. Livi Periochae,p. 83, with
apparatus).
(124) Tbid., p. XIII, with numerous examples. This, of course, vitiates his expressed preference.
(125) See Jashemski, l.c. (also adopting it). Stella Maranca is the only important exception
i!asti Praetorii, 320), printing 'Coelius'. But he has no discussion and the choice is probably accidental.
Munzer has no proper discussion, Broughton none at all.
(126) 2Verr.,v. 181; Mur., 17; comm. pet.ii (all
OCTI. It is only the epigraphic and numismatic evidence that has revealed his true name. The same error is
found in MRR 5ii,3 (n. 2).
(127) See, e.g., Vell.)ii,120, 6.
(128) Rossbach, 1.c. In. 124 , above).
112,9) ee RE, s.v. 'Coelius', no. 12.
(130 Competent, but nut inspired: Cic., Br., 165; de or .• i.
117. It is a pity that Malcovati has omitted him in ORF(2J.
(131) See RE , l. c .
1132) The importance
of Spain in the Social War, obvious enough a priori, happens to be attest-..d in the Asculum decree (II.S, 8888).
· (133) On this function of Transalpina, see Syme, l.c.(n. 117, above). That the Province, at this time,
was not as settled and peaceful as it had become a generation later is clearly shown by the revolt of the
Salluv.ii and, even well after our period, by the campaigns of Cn. Pomp ei us Magnus. (Seen. 118, above).
(134) Val. Max.,iv, 7,5; MRR,ii,51.
(135) Pliny , n.h.,viii,144. See Syme, CJ'.1955, 134.
(136) Ael.,
hist. an.,vii,10, Similarly Plut.,mor.,969c, where, however, the name has dropped out altogether.
(137)
RE, _s .v. 'Coelius 1 • coll. 196-7. The chief reason for the neglect is probably that earlier, when he wrote
the entry 'P. Caelius' (s.v. 'Caeliu s'. col. 1255), Mlinzer had not yet discovered the importance of the dog;
and after he had discovered it (s.v. 'Coelius', l.c.). he did not refer back to the earlier entry and mark
it as superseded.
But there c an he no doubt that this was his intention; Broughton, however, seems to have

s imply failed to notice the later entry.

(138) See RE, s .v. 'Placentia', col. 1903.

(139) App.,b.c.,

i,66: Octavius and Merula send to Cisalpina for reinforcements - s howing that, wheth er de facto or de jure,
their authority extended to Cisalpina.
(140) Mi ss Ewins has recently revi ved the case for organisation

as a province in 89 IP.B.S.R. 1955, 73 f.) - not quite successfully , as there is no real evidence for it. App .,
b.c. ,i ,66 (see last note l and 86 certainly implies a connection with Italy; and though one can argue las Miss
Ewins does) that it i s merely a de facto one, there is in fact nothing what ever to set against these indications.
It seems almost certain, as far as we can tell, that between the belluni Octauianum and the bellum
Sullanum Cisalpina was connected with Italy, just as it is in each of those civil wars. That Verres was assigned to Carbo as his quaestor does not (as Miss Ewins claims) show that Cisalpina was a province: at most,
it was Carbo 1 s prouincia (and perhaps not even that - it may have been Itali a); but the consul, b eing

militiae, would

in

any case have a quaestor.

(141) Cisalpina (Cic.,Pis.,62; inv.,ii,111); but Valerius

Maximus tells us that his province was simply 'Gallia'

(iii, 7,6), and Crassus' int erest in the Transalpine

province is well known : it dates back to the foundation of Narbo Martius ann is confirmed by the promin ence
of Licinii in the nomenclature of the Province (see my discussion in Forei~n CliAnt elae , 264 f.). On the
date, Valerius Maxiaus ('ex consulatu' - i.e. 94) is almost certainly right against Cicero (inv.,ii,111:
'consul' - i.e. 95): Crassus, like his colleague Scaevola, was busy in Rome during his consulship (in fact
more so, since he also defended Q. Cae_pio - see Hist.1957, 11,cc.) and moreover Obsequens tells us (50) that
95 saw peace at home and abroad. Cicero himself would have been the last person to regard the de inventione
as altogether trustworthy (cf. de or,,i,5)! My allusion to this matter in Ath. 1956, 106 f., had better be
forgotten.
(142} Cf. Foreign Clientelae, l.c.; add C. Piso (cos. 67): see Larsen, 4P. 1931, · 427 f.
(\43) Cf. the perfect parallel of the Murena e (Cic.,Mur.j passim; Sall.,Cat.,42).
TT44) Cic:,PhiL,i~•9 (cf. Att.,viii,15, 3).
(145) See above.
1146 lac., Br.,160; (;luent. 140.
(147) C1c.,off., 11,
73.
(148) co111111. pet. 11.
(149) MRR, ii,17. Cf. Foreign Clientelae. l.c.
(150) See Rist. 1957,
328 f.
(15i-J MRR,ii,69, 74. For his wife, see Oros.,v,24, 16.
(152) MRR, ii,14.
(153) Cic.,Br.,
166.
(154) It may seem rash to confine enquiry to the candidates of 94 (for 93): defeated candidates
did sometimes wait a year before trying again. But that almost certainly did not happen in this case. Of
the coss.92, the only one whom the language of the commentariolum would fit was C. Claudius Pulcher; and he
had been praetor in 95 (Cic.,2Verr.,ii,122) and certainly not a candidate for the consulship in that year.
M. Perperna, though his father had probably held the consulship (MRR,i,501). was not of the highest nobility
and, in fact, was said by his enemies (whatever the truth of the scandalous story!) to be an alien (Val. Max .•
iii,4, 5). It is so unlikely as to be quite incredible that the distinguished man defeated by C. Coelius in
95 stood again in 93, only to be defeated again by a man like Perperna - and all this without our hearing
of it. The arglllllent for Flaoous is overwhelming.
(155) See Hist., art. cit., 333.
(156) See my
discussion (art. cit.).
(157) The son of this P. Coelius ( a very old man in 87) must be the pr. 74, whom
Cicero happens to mention (see MRR.ii,102).
(158) For the state of Ulterior after Cinna's death, see Plut..
Crass.,6 - certainly suggesting the absence of ordered government.
(159) E.g. MRR •. ii,63. Jashemski
ll26i does so with a reference to CAH.ix,320, where it is stated without evidence or argument. I have not
found either in support of this limitation; but cf. 1 against it, App.,b.c.,i 86; Plut.,Sert., 6; and, of
course, Sartorius' actions.
(160) Recognised \hesitantly) MRR, ii,77. But cf. Jashemski, l.c. ('Ulterior' - without discussion or plausibility}, Annius also is active in both parts of the Peninsula, and no
other senior magistrate is recorded as being there at the same time.
(161) He was opposed only by some
barbarian tribesmen in the Pyrenees (Plut.,Sert.,6, 2 f.) - which proves that he passed through the Trans alpine province without opposition.
(1621 A man described as
rva.,ov '°"1>1i,[a,,] r-(ao mpa.'Cl'lfov •~,.,.,
(I. de D,, 1782; cf, B.C.H. xxxi, 1907, 446 f.) is identified by the editors with the cos. 87
and described as praetor c. 90. (Thus also, with location in 'an eastern provinc e' , MRR, ii , 26.) In fact
the Greek leaves it very doubtful whether he was praetor or promagistrate at the time (cf. n. 102, above);
and the identification is anything but certain, since the man honoured may well be the .cos . 128, about whose
career we know nothing, The form of the name in the Greek on the whole favours the earlier date, and there
were obviously many Roman commanders in the area about 130.
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There are many perplexing incidents and issues in the outbreak and course
of the Second Punic War and in the outbreak of the Second Macedonian War
which followed. Explanations invoking short-sightedness, war-weariness, and
imperfect realisation of rEfsults accruing from an action or of danger threatening have been put forward to resolve these difficulties. All such explanations spring from the premise that the primary aim of the administration Carthaginian and Roman - was firstly to avoid war and secondly to bring about
the speediest possible victory. There is much to indicate that this is a
false premise: the primary aim of either administration was that of augmenting and consolidating its centralized power. Once this is realized many of
the above difficulties are readily explicable and in realistic terms.
Rome 's legal position in the Saguntine embroglio is difficult to asse s s.
A crucial point is the dat e of her alliance with Sagunturn in relation to the
date of the Ebro Treaty. This is a matter of s ome doubt (1)·. So is the id entity of the party responsible for the outbreak of warfare. Responsibility,
however, does seem to lie with Rome (2), though her motives in precipitating
war are far from clear. She "probably reckoned on repeating, if need be, in
Spain the successful bullying by which Rome had secured Sardinia". Carthaginian countermeasures then led to the ~ndangeringof Rome's prestige, and warfare was precipitated by Massiliot diplomacy, engaged because Marseill es was
menaced by Carthaginian expansion in Spain (3). This merely explains how, and
not why, the war came about, and begs the important question as to whe the r
Rome wished to annex Spain.
Livy records a statement by a demagogue that it was the nobility which hai
involved Rome in the war and which was prosecuting it inefficiently out of a
desire to retain command: ab hominibus nobilibus per multos annos be llurn quae
rentibus Hannibalem in Italiam adducturn: ab iisdem cum debellari possit,
fraude id bellurn trahi (the speaker is the tribune Baebius, the year 216) .•.
populurn •.• (consulaturn) datururn ei qui magis vere vincere quam diu imperare
malit (xxii, 34, 4 and 11). This statement, being obviously biased and partisan, has not been considered as a possible explanation of the problems that
surround the outbreak and early prosecution of the war, problems such as why
Rome sent no assistance during the eight month siege of Sagunturn, brought on
through her intervention and after Carthage had been told not to attack; why
the senate thereupon took so long to decide that the taking of Sagunturn was
a casus belli, and why mobilization for war was on such a small scale and
effected so lethargically (4). Baebius' remarks do however very well describe
the part played by the senate in the years leading up to and the months immediately following the outbreak of the war. The growing power of Carthage
in Spain and the threat to Rome constituted by that power had been recognized
as early as 231 B.C. But the S'enate allowed itself to be persuaded that this
development was in fact harmless (5). Rome's early dispositions for the war
were liesurely, as has been observed.
A motive for this action on the part of the Senate can easily be discerned by reviewing the situation in contemporary domestic politics. "The ·
senate" as a force directing politics is at this time the nobilitas (6), But
the dominance and composition. of the families monopolizing the consulship
in Republican politics was far from being a thing immune from change (7). At
this time the dominance of the nobilitas, composed of wealthy patricians and
plebeians and less wealthy plebeians of high military skill and ability, was
under strenuous attack by a popular movement (8). The outbreak of a major
war would mean the end of this popular movement, and would consolidate and
extend the powers of the nobilitas, for it would be their expertise that
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would he required - the leaders of the new movement were experts in the
field of domestic policy only - and the powers of the nohilitas had in the
past been actualized in war (9). And the Second Punic War did in fact do just
this. Inevitably greater powers had to he delegated to the administration and
executive by the populace in the interests of speed and efficiency in action
(10). Inevitably the militarists of the nohilitas engrossed office (11) extending the scope of the organs of their power, via claims of expediency, in
practice (12). This was followed hy seventy years of the most exclusive and
thoroughgoing dominance over the Republic ever achieved by the families who
from time to time monopolized the consulate (13).
Rome's initial war aim was the destruction of Carthage as a great power,
a policy consistently upheld by the Scipionic group. Hannibal temporarily
forced Rome into a defensive strategy which the Fabians wished to maintain,
although this meant the survival of Carthage as a world power.Scipio however
managed to secure a reversion to his father's policy (141. The policy of the
Scipios was acceptable to the entire nobility at the outset of the war, as
it spelt ruin for Flaminius' movement, but thereafter it became less acceptable to them because it involved dangerous mandates of power to individuals.
On the other hand it was a policy that was more and more acceptable to the
populace as the war wore on because it gave opportunities for plunder and
revenge for the devastation of Italy. Moreover, in domestic politics it represented the views of "a liberal progressive element of the Senate" (15).
Hence the support repeatedly given by the Scipios to popular leaders and by
the populace to the Scipios (16). ·
.
Fabian policy had the backing of the majority of the nobilitas, but the
attitude to it of the populace was never more than one of grudging support,
and often it was one of impatience and hostility. Its originator, Fabius
Cunctator, is credited with the anomalous distinction of being at one and
the same time Rome's subtlest factional politician and champion of a policy
that completely lacked insight into Rome's position relative to a radically
altering world (17). Actually, there is far more to Fabian policy than a
narrow isolationist nationalism. Fabius' refusal to meet Hannibal in fixed
battle was dictated by the circumstances that Rome had no commander in Hannibal's class, until Africanus appeared, and that her armies had not the mobility and flexibility on the field of battle that were necessary to meet Hannibal's tactics, - again until Africanus appeared (18). But the Fabian war
of attrition in Italy did not make the best use of Rome's superior resources of man-power, although this was the military motive behind its adoption.
The Carthaginian commanders, apart from Hannibal, were not outstanding, while
Rome had several good, if not brilliant, commanders. Hannibal's successes
could most speedily have been countered by overseas offensives in conjuction
with the war of attrition in Italy, for Carthage had neither the man power
nor the officering ability to mount a war in many theatres of operations simultaneously. Hence the deliberate restriction of Rome's strategy hy Fabius
despite pressure from within and without Rome (19) can only be explained on
the grounds that this restriction suited the purposes of the nohilitas, who
were responsible for implementing it. Certainly "the cost to Italy was prodigious" (20).
These purposes are easy enough to make out, if the social, economic and
political results of the war are considered. First of all, the war of attrition and its constant pressure on the Federation for man-power ensured the
build up of Rome's centralized administrative powers within the Federation
and the concentration upon Rome of capital and commerce at the expense of the
rest of Italy (21). Certainly, Capua's secession to Hannibal seems to have
been largely inspired by a desire to oust Rome from her position of primacy
within the Federation. The Capuan democrats saw an opportunity to overthrow
their aristocracy, which was intermarried with the nohilitas, and to shrug
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off the burdens of the civitas sine suffragio, which had been increasing (22L
It is quite possible that the cities of Magna Graecia which went over to
Hannibal in 213 were not so much allowed to do so by the culpable negligence
of Roman commanders possessed of overwhelming force (23) as deliberately allowed to secede because their disaffection, partly due to their democratic
constitutions, partly to their Greek sentiment, meant that they would anyway
have proved difficult to hold. Their retaking after secession would involve
the removal of anti-Roman elements and the transference of much capital from
them to Rome (24). "The punishment of the twelve colonies which withheld
their contingents in 209 included the imposition of direct taxation" (25).
Hence the cities of Italy supported Scipio's African invasion when the senate
refused to mount it adequately, because it championed Italian interests (26).
Hence also the rejection of the proposal to recruit senators from the gentry
of Latin townsas the senate became more exclusive (27).
A second result was that of ensuring the political dominance of the nobilitas in the Rome that they had thus made dominant in the ~ederation. Incidentally, the property holdings of the nobilitas increased tremendously (28).
Popular opposition to Fabian policy before and after Cannae was aimed at its
political results as well as at its military wastefulness.This can be seen
before Cannae in Minucius' election as Magister Equitum in 217, which curtailed the absolute powers of the dictator Fabius against the best interests
of military efficiency in order to retain considerable power for the representative of the Populace (29). The co-dictatorship of this same year, aimed
at the same object, stultified and meant the end of the institution of the
dictatorship (30). Baebius' speech in 216 (Livy,xxii,34) stresses the desire
of the nobilitas for war and for the retention of office. After Cannae and
before 206 dissatisfaction with Fabian policy was voiced in the elections of
212 and of 209 (31). Livy says: "accusavitque tribunus plebis (in 209) non
Marcellum modo sed omnem nobilitatem: fraude eorum et cunctatione fieri ut
Hannibal decimum lam annum Italiam provinciam habeat" ••. (xxvii, 21,2).
It is a mistake to think of Fabian policy as restricted to Italy in its
mental horizon. It took in Sardinia and Sicily, where commanders of the
Fabian faction distinguished themselves ( 32). Its characteristics are that it
involves a war of exhaustion rather than speedy campaigning, and restricts
its operations to Italy and the pre-war provinces. It is restricted in this
way, that it is designed, by means of rather s tatic warfare of exhaustion,
for the build up and perpetuation of the power of the nobilitas within a
Rome that was to be the mistress of Italy and certain overseas dependencies.
Overseas commitments were to be cautiously entered into however, because
they involved an increase in administrative machinery and personal which
might breach the charmed circle of nobilis privilege by occasioning an influx
of outsiders through the inability of its cadets to monopolize all the junior
offices leading to the consulship (33). There was a greater danger still:
additional commitments overseas might require for their administration an
instrument of such power that the central government might not be able to
control that instrument (34). Hence the opposition of the entire nobilitas
(35) to Scipio, who constituted just such a threat, (36) and whose whole policy involved commitments of this dangerous nature. The lack of success of
the leaders of the popular movement at the outbreak of the war discredited
that movement (37), while the success against Hannibal, qualified though it
was, of the Fabian group and policy led to the entrenchment in office of the
nobilitas. Scipio was the only threat to their power (38), and from the popular viewpoint, the people's only hope of shaking it: as the war progressed
military policy became part of domestic politics because it was to a large
degree the instrument of these politics. Hence the tremendous popular support
for Scipio.
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Hence also the lack of support he received from the Senate (39). His independence in the matter of policy-decision could set a precedent that would
undo its
efforts to create a practice of deferring to the senate in this
matter, and the power mandated to him was a serious thre~t to tr.e ~er.tralization of governing power in the senate, as indicated above. The orthodox
explanations of the senate's motives in terms of overall strategy are not
really satisfactory. Explanation as prudent mistrust of this adventure and
doubts about the problems it would raise (40) glosses over the difficulties
that the senate had been prepared to invade Africa at the beginning of the
war, had proved unable to remove Hannibal from Italy, and was in fact now
sabotaging the war effort (44). The view that "the Senate •.. was ... afraid
of making any heavy draft upon the defence forces in Italy so long as Hannibal held his ground there, and recoiled from fresh levies" (42) is also inadequate: the holder of this view himself states that, after the battle of
the Metaurus, "the Senate seemingly lost interest in Hannibal .•. The Roman
field forces were gradually reduced" (43). This fact also counters the theory that the paucity of support was Jue to war-weariness (44): it was a
question at this point not of mounting additional forces hut of remobilizing
forces that had already been mobilized and allowed to disband (45). The only
evidence of resistance to such remobilization came in 209, when 12of Roma's
30 colonies refused their contingents when Rome's demands were at their most
severe. There was no subsequent resistance from the Federation to Rome's demands in the interests of the war effort.
The senate's refusal to hack up its departing general went to such lengths
that modern historians have on occasion been forced to invaliditate the
sources where acts of non-cooperation contrary to Rome's best interests are
recorded (46). Failure to provide Scipio with adequate naval forces could
have proved ruinous to his African campaign (47) and in fact hampered him
considerably (48). Scipio actually seems to have lacked the feel for the
strategical and tactical use of sea power that he undoubtedly had for land
power !49). The action of the home government should not, in this as in many
other incidents of the war, he traced to an imperfect realization of the implications or possible results of their actions. As early as 217 the senate
had shown a very clear realization of the importance of naval supremacy as a
safeguard against attempts hy Carthage to strengthen Hannibal hy seaborne
reinforcements. Repeated pillaging raids were launched against Africa by sea
during the. war, generally to answer Carthaginian raids on Italy and Sicily.
Hiero in 216 had outlined the strategy of the counter-offensive, and Rome
had the strategical sense to concentrate or split up her naval effective to
meet concentrated or widespread Carthaginian attacks (50). In Africa as in
Italy the Fabians, and the nobilitas in general, did not want the most telling victory in the quickest possible time (51). They wanted a war policy
that would secure their ends - and in Africa this meant either a qualified
success only for Scipio, who would otherwise be a threat to their dominance,
or his replacement by one of their number (52). Such an unpatriotic motive ·
does not agree well with the highly moral picture of the Roman people in
this war as drawn by Livy. But then Livy is a moralist and did not see behind the fa~ade of the Republic (53). Moreover he records many individual
actions of the utmost selfishness and lack of patriotism during the war in
general as well as this campaign. The most nptorious of these is the scandal
of M. Postumius, who sank old hulks laden with worthless cargoes after contracting to supply the army in Spain with supplies and equipment, all vessels and cargo to he state-insured (54).
From the view-point of the administrative class Hannibal ~as in a similar
position vis Avis his home government as was Scipio. An overwhelming success
on his part might well result in the deposition of the Thirty and the substitution in a popular movement of an autocracy based on the house of Barca
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(55). Hence much of what is o·ften termed "short-sightedness" and "faintheartedness" in Carthaginian policy (56). This was interested in consolidating the ground won by the Barcas in Spain, as success here greatly increased
state resources. The Thirty were even prepared to back Hannibal in a war
against Rome, for this bade fair to recoup Carthaginian losses in the First
Punic War arid since (57). As with Scipio, however, an overwhelming victory
on Hannibal's part was not in the best interests of the dominant oligarchy
of the home government, who feared that a victorious Hannibal might be able
to set up an autocracy based on popular support. Hence the greater vigour in
pursuing warfare in Sicily, Spain and Sardinia and Corsica than in reinforcing Hannibal, for victories here would increase state resources without
dangerous after-effects in domestic politics. That Hannibal's needs were well
known to his home government is clear from the timing of the Sicilian r .a id of
216, which all but coincided with Cannae (58). But Hannibal's appeal for aid
in this same year was met by the sending of reinforcements to Spain (59), a
compromise probably reached through the desire of the Thirty to follow up
the success of Cannae without unduly strengthening Hannibal (60). This is
the only motive that can explain . why the sending of assistance to Hannibal
via Spain repeatedly took precedence over sending it by sea, although the
Carthaginians could, if at a risk, send convoys direct by sea. In the same
way strong forces were sent to Sardinia in 215, "a glaring disproportion
between the unstinting exertions for the sake of this diverting offensive and
the scanty support Hannibal received on the principal theatre of war" (62).
To explain this policy as short-sighted is perverse in view of the exce l lent
grasp of strategy shown in general by the Carthaginians. To explain it on the
grounds that Roman naval supremacy forced Carthage to deploy her forces at
the wrong points is to i~nore the fact that Carthage did repeatedly send
fleets into Roman waterslin 217 for instance), and did land forces in Italy
when it was absolutely essential (63). Anyway the Roman naval defence had
many weak points and Hannibal came to command naval bases on th e Italian
coast {64).
Once Carthage lost her grip on Spain, Sardinia and Sicily, and especially
after Scipio reached Africa, the landlords of the Thirty, whose vested interests were ruinously affected, were able to bring round the populace to a
demand for the recall of Hannibal. The mysterious inactivity of the Carthaginian fleet off Africa from 205, and in particular the slowness with which
it proceeded to its attack on Scipio's fleet at Utica, an attack inspired by
the war party, may have as their explanation the fact that the Thirty had
decided that continuation of the war was not in their, or the state's,best
interests and wished for no excuse, such as would be provided by a naval
victory, against Hannibal's recall and the termination of the war {65). The
war-party seem to have been equally unscrupulous in their efforts to keep
the war in being, as is indicated by the treacherous attack on Scipio's envoys, returning from Carthage after their protest about the siezure of the
Roman transports grounded by a storm {66).
The turn of the century saw the instigation by the senate of yet a further bout of prolonged warfare in the Second Macedonian War {67). Again the
senate's legal position is a matter of some dispute {68), as are its motives
{69). Th.ere is an orthodox explanation, that of Holleaux, who suggests that
Rhodian and Pergamene misrepresentations of a threatening build up of power
in the Hellenistic East .led Rome to start a war in defensive anticipation.
This does not really explain away the difficulties. The senate had been markedly reluctant to put out a fresh war effort at the end of the Second Punic
War and quite opposed to overseas commitments in new regions even when faced
immediately by a very serious threat from a foreign power. Why this sudden
change in policy? The senate had such an impression of the menace constitut~d
by Philip even in the throes of the Second Punic War that it sent over only
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minute forces to deal with him (70). It is now supposed to have overestimated the danger he represented. The difficulties involved in interpreting the
Senate's motives as being guided by considerations of foreign policy are so
serious as to suggest that these motives must have been inspired by other
considerations (71). The populace could not see the necessity for war and
were loth to undergo the sacrifices it would entail, but the senate overbore
their opposition (72). The situation is the same as that at the outbreak of
the Second Punic War: the nobilitas brought on the Second Macedonian War and
conducted its initial stages with the same lack of decision (73), .gaining
the same results in further strengthening of their administrative and executive powers (74). Significantly, when the wars of -the second century B.C.
came to an end, so did the uninterrupted dominance of the nobilitas (75).
Presumably then the nobilitas brought on this war in order to consolidate
and extend the extra-constitutional dominance they had built up over the
Republic in the last war, usin~ the pretext of a threatening constellation
of power in the East to do so l76).
Incidentally, the Jugurthine War may be a case where the position is reversed. In this war, again, Rome's legal position and motives in aggression
are a matter of some dispute (77). The state seems to have been involved in
a war (78) to further the interests of a group, this time not the nobilitas
but the equites. The latter had been empowered by C. Gracchus (79), and were
seeking to further their commercial interests by this war (80). Significantly,they overrode nobilis opposition by building up the power of their general (81) - for Marius was their associate against the nobilitas (82). But
it is beyond the scope of this article to develop this point beyond a general statement that in the years 225 - 200 B.C. Rome was involved in a war by
a faction desirous of extending its power within the state, by the actualization of the power latent behind its functions, during the emergencies of
warfare which necessitated the impairment of the regular working of the
machinery of the Republican constitution. What is more, during the Second
Punic War warfare was conducted with a primary objective of consolidating
the power of this group, the administrative class, rather than of winning
the war in the speediest way possible, though the latter was of course a
strong secondary motive.
(1) Frank (Roman Imperialism, 1914, 213-14 and n.26,213) estimates that the alliance was made after the Ebro
Treaty, Hallward (C.A.H. 8,1954, 28 and n.l.) before, for example. See Walbank, A Historical Commentary on
Polybius, vol. 1,1957,320;322;336;357.
(2) Hallward ibid. 28-32, with the conclusion that "the balanc e
of aggression must incline against Rome" (p.31); so Scullard (Roman Politics 220-150 B.C. 1951,40), and Walbank, 322,
(3) Hallward, pp. 28,29,31; cf. Walbank, 314 and 320. So Frank (ibid,322,121-24) and Grima!
(Le Siecle des Scipions, 1953,58): "11 fallait sauver la face" (by Rome's embassy demanding reparation from
Carthage) aux yeux des Massiliotes. Au fond d'eux-memes, les Romains savaient que la guerre etait inevitable
et qu'elle ~tait voulue par Hannibal". Hallward concludes: "Rome's policy at this time was not consistently
imperialistic: it was often vacillating, timid, inert. but h e r malignity, in which now fear, now jealousy,
now arrogant self-confidence, now greed of wealth and power w~s dominant, must have seemed beyond question",
a conclusion which indicates the difficulties in which this explanation becomes involved.
(4) On the
last point cf C.A.H. 8,33-34; Frank, H.I., 125 and Cary, History of Rome, 1949, 159; for Rome's inaction after the fall of Saguntum, see Walbank, 332.
(5) C.A.H. 8,27; Scullard, R.P., 40-41.
(6) Syme, The
(7)Sherwin-White, Violence in Roman Politics, J.R.S.,
Roman Revolution, 1952,12; Scullard, R.P.,25 .
xlvi, 1956,1.
(8) C.A.H. 8,109; Frank, An Economic Survey of Ancient Rome, vol. 1,1933,72-73; cf. also
Walbank, 686, and von Fritz, The Theory of the Mixed Constitution in Antiquityl 1954, 224-26.
(9) Ibid.
226-27.
(10) C.A . H. 8,111 and 360; von Fritz, 167-72 and 232-34.
(11 Scullard, R.P., 82.
(12) C.A.H. 8,111-12; von Fritz,166 ff. and 226-27.
(13) C.A.H., 8,110-111; van Fritz, 227-29; Walbank,
691.
(14) Scullard, R.P., 41-42.
(15) Ibid., 55.
(16) Ibid., 46; 51; 53-55; 72.
(17) Scullard, R.P., 61: "But if he was slow to move with th e times, he was al e rt enough to control the hidden machinery of patronage and amicitia with an astuteness that baffled hi s rivals". On his policy, cf. Scullard
Sci~io Afri~an~s in the Second Punic War, 1930, 65 and 16~ and R:P.,76.
(18) Scullard, Scipio, 267-70.
(191 From within: C.A.H. 8,78, seen. 29; From without: Livy, xxii, 37,9.
(20) C.A.H. 8,74.
(21 ) In general: Grima!, 87-88; Frank, R.I., 129-31; Wa l bank, 179-81. For th e actual losses s uffered by the
Italians, see C.A.H. 8,334-35 and 338; for the dominance built up by Rome over the Italians and in particular Magna Graecia, see C.A.H. 8, 350-56; Frank, Economic Survey, 76;100; 113; 124-26 and 209. The rise in
value of Roman property is noteworthy.
(22) Grima!, 65; Cary, 163; C.A. H. 8,51.
(23) Ibid., 77.
(24) Some such explanation is needed to explain the treatment of Tarentum when it f ell in 209; Ibid., 82.
(25) Ibid., 11 2 .
(26) Grima!, 85-86.
(27) C.A.H. 8,113.
(28) Frank, R.I., 132; C.A.H.,8,33537 and 356; App., B.C . ,i,7,5; Scullard, R.P., 56-57.
(29) C.A.H., 8,48; cf. Walbank, 332 and 435. Scullard, R.P. q46, indicates that i t is also an attempt by th e Scipiones to check the ri s ing pow e r of the Fabii.
(30) C.A.H. 8,51; Scullard, R.P., 48.
(31) C.A.H., 8, 78 and 91; Scullard, R.P., 63 and 70-71.
(32) T. Manliu s Torquatus in Sardinia in 215 and M. Claudiu s Marcellus and T. Otacilius Cra ssu s in Sicily in
214 and 217-211 re spe ctively:Scullard, R.P., 58-60. The other import ant nobilis factio are the Claudii, who
were bitt e rly opposed to th e Scipios (Scullard, R.P.,78-81). Their commanders operated in Gr eece (Laevinus:
Scullard ibid 62-63) and in Spain (Nero: Scullard, ibid, 66-67), but, again, these men fought rather static
wars and.aime d at preserving the status quo antebellum. The Fabians thus in practice had the cooperation of
the whol e of th e nobilitas except the Scipios. (33) Marsh, The Founding of the Roman Empire,1~27, .chap. 2,
explains Rome's spasmodic anne xations of territory on the grounds of spasmodic increases in he r administrative machinery. The gains of the Second Punic War were administered by increa s ing the numbers of praetors
and qua es tors. By 197 the new provinces fully occupied the increased administrativ~ staff, so a halt was
called because further increase in offices would have meant novi homines. as explained above. Before 197
however this point had not been reached so the nobilitas was against, but not absolutelr ?pposed to, further
annexation.Hence commitments in Spain were - albeit reluctantly - undertaken by the nobilita~ throughou~
the war but further commitments in Africa strongly opposed. .
(34) A fore-runner of the imperium maius
of the late Republic which did away with the safeguards of collegiality an~ annual te~ure: cf. Ma:s~: op.
cit.
(35) Scipio's eminence by 203 estranged even former members of his own factio, the Servilii:

Scullard, R.P., 78-79.
(36) C.A.Jl.8, 112; von Fritz. 249; Scullard, Scipio. 263-64; R.P . , 85-86.
(37) C.A.H., 8, 110; von Fritz, 226; Scullard,R.P., 53.
(38) Scullard. R.P., 82-88.
(39) Shown in
their opposition to his projected African invaMion: von Fritz, 168-71; in their reluctance -to vote him adequate forces when he managed to go ahead with the project: Scullard. R.P., 76. and in their willingness to
see him superseded even though he was successfully conducting the war: ibid., 77-81. Polybius comments on
such obstruction as within the power of the senate and exercised by it: von Fritz, 158 and , 161.
(40) Grimal, 84.
(41) By allowing Hannibal's forces to reach Africa although it cou ld have destroyed
them without risk at sea: "why did the Romans not even mak e an attempt to destroy those convoys on sea be fore they reached Africa? .... It is difficult to give the answer" - Thiel; see hi s discussion. pp. 171-7 3 .
Moreover, although the Senate could have given Scipio naval forces su ffi cient to have guarranteed victory
from 205, it chose to do so only at the very last moment in 202: "there lies an element of ridicule in the
fact that in the preceding years the senate had suffered Scipio to muddl e through with 40 sail in th e most
dangerous circumstances, but now suddenly at the very last moment began to reinforce this squadron most
strenuously by way of afterthought" Thiel, 180; cf. discussion 176-80. Thi s looks like in surance against a
Hannibalic victory in Africa: the ships which had not been u sed to prevent his leaving Italy would be u sed
to retain him in Africa.
[42) Cary, 171.
(43) Ibid., 166. The senate had r eserves enough to mount
[44) Thiel, 1 54 and passim.
[45) Ibid .• 155-56
a greatly increased offensive in 203-2: Thiel, 176.
176 and 185.
(46) Ibid., 146-47; Scullard, Scipio, 168.
[47) Thiel , 157; 162-63; 176-80, and 18889.
(48) Ibid., 159; C.A.H., 8,100.
(49) Scullard, Scipio, 215; Thiel, 111. 143-46 and 164-68. It
was Scipio's decision to use lembi at Utica that wa s responsible for the Carthaginian success there. The
Carthaginian warships were initially prevented from coming to grips with the Roman mercha ntmen beca u se the
latter stood higher out ~f the water. This and their relative immobility - they were lashed together into a
floating wall - gave their marines superior fire-power (Livy, xxx, 10,13). But when Scipio's s mall sh ip s
came out to skirmish, they were usel ess against the warships and, being mixed up in the fighting, prevented
the marines from using their missile weapons ; consequently the Carthaginian warships were able to u se grappling irons and they thus secured their prize s (ibid., 10, 14-18).
( 50) Re spect iv ely: Thiel 48; 54 and
60; 56; 76.
(51) As is suggested by the fact s recorded in C.A.H. 8, 49; Scull ard , R.P.,49 n.l., and
"Thus, as often before, the advantages gained were disproportionate to the sacrifices involv ed" p.68.
[52) Henc e the action taken over the Pleminius sc andal in 204 [Scullard , R.P .• 77) and the s upport given by
the senate to consuls who desired to take over from Scipio in Africa although the latter wa s proving
suc cessful. Cases in point are Cn. Servilius Ca epio , 203; Ti.Claudius, 202; Cn. Cornelius Lentulus, 202: Thiel
177 and 181; Scullard, R.P., 78-52.
(53) Scull ard , R.P.,53; Syme explains Pollio's jibe at Livy's
"Patavinitas" as . signifying political rusticity : 485-86 and n.l.
(54) On this incident cf. Livy. xxv,
3, 9-11; Thiel, 73-74; Scullard, R.P.,63. For incidents prior to Scipio's African campaign, see Scullard,
R.P., 46; 48; 59 and 69; during the African campaign, ibid., 77 (Pleminiu s at Locri); 78-79 (Servilian jealousy and their secession to the Claudii).
(55) Polybius, viii, 2 indicat es the de sign s of the house
of Barca to attain autocracy; cf. Charlesworth in C.A.H.,8, 485-86 and especially: "at Carthage the establishment of the Court was expressly designed to check and curtail th e influence and ascendancy which the
family of Mago had gained". Hannibal's success in domestic politics after the war shows the use he would
have made of victory in it : ibid.,467-69. Thiel suggests that the Barcas recruited their naval personel from
Spain because they wished to spare the urban population of Carthage, upon whom thi s duty normally fell, and
thus retain the latter's sympathy - indi s pensable to th,e Barcas (p. 51); · cf. Walbank, 310 -11 and 329.
(56) Shown in not following up the defeat of the two elder Scipio s in 211: Cary, 169. When threatened with
invasion, however, the Carthaginian s maintained their overseas front in Italy and even launched a diversionary attack there (ibid., 172), thus revealing a sound grasp of the overall strategy of the war and the
fact that they could have reinforced Hannibal at other times, instead of sending forces to Spain (ibid.,
174). Another instance of a sound ~ras~ of the requirement s of overall strategy is to be seen in their
countering of Fabian strategy by involving Philip of Macedon in the war and in general extendin th
of the':'tres ?f operations: Scullard, R.P., 58. These policy decisions are quite distinct from f~il e ar~a
t f ~re ~ in
execution owing to inferior commanders, such as Bomilcar in 211 (CA H 8 86 . Thiel 85 )
t(weeln commanders (ibid.• 86) • and are fnexplicable on grounds of st~aiegy !er• Thiel• 192~9~) o net ion be 57 The primary object and justification of the Barcas' policy in Spain wa; the a~quisitio~ of fresh
;ources of revenue to 1make up for recent war losses. Their ulterior motive was that of securing man power
or use against.Rome Cary, 158). Hannibal was merely the agent of the home government and was res onsible
only for determining when, not that, the war should start (C.A . H., 8, 30-32; cf. Walbank 310 and ~11 )The
success of the Barcas removed the criticism of · Hanno and the peace party (Cary, 159). but only half-h~arted
~ttempts were made to support Hannibal (Thiel, 65). Yet the utmost effort was exerted in Sicily (ibid 79)
or h~re fo:m~r possessions could be won back without a dangerous mandate of power to a general who might '
use his position and success against the central government subsequently in civil life
(58)Th. 1 58
In 217 they sent 70 ships into Italian waters but failed to contact Hannibal: ibid
52
(59) ~~·•1 62
cf. _n.85.
(60) Hallward is of opinion that Hannibal planned the spreading of ihe w~r into new ar~=s•to
encir~le It';'lY (C.A.H., 8,~l): this in 216, when Hannibal was appealing desperately to the home governmant
f?r aid [Thiel, 62). Certainly H':'nnibal seems to have thought that his home government were jealous of him:
Liv~, x';x, 20, 2-~, (61) Thiel, 64.
(62) Ib~d., 65.
(63) E.g. Bomilcar's convoy to Locri in
~l~. Thiel, 70-71, Magos landing at Genoa in 205: ibid., 148-49, and his subsequent sea-borne reinforcement
ibid., l~l and C.~.H-; 8,98. .
[64) Weak points are indicated by Thiel, pp. 73; 81; 89; 95; 149 and 187.
He de~cribes H':'m:iibal s secur11_1g of b~ ses on the Italian coast at p. 98.
[65) Thiel comments on "the
puzzling inactiv~ty of th~ ~unic navr: ~60; cf. Scullard , Scipio, 200 and 219. On the s lowness in sailing
of the Carthaginian e':p~dition_t? Utica rn 203, see Thiel , 166 and 168 and Scullard, Scipio, 214. For the
background to ~a:thaginian _poli:i~s, see_C.A.H., 8,485-87. In this campaign Scipio .fairly obviou sly calcula te~ on Carthaginian naval inactivity:_Thiel, 157 and 168. He might well have known that the attitude of the
T~i:ty was that here sugge~ted. Certainly only such knowledge explains his exRectationof Carthagini an ina ctivitr and the fa~t t~at hi~ e xpectations we re consistently justifi ed .
166) Livy, xxx, 25.5. Hannibal's
r~act1ons on landing 1n A~r1ca are worthy of note; "His disembarkation so far from Carthage and Scipio gave
him freedom of movement, 1nde~endence_of the Carthaginian government •••.• " Whiteley, Livy , Book Thirty ,
~957, n?te to 26,12.
( 671 von Fritz, 164)
(68) Declaration of war involv ed infringement of the
ius f et iale: ~rank, R.I., 145-47; Rome had anyway no locus standi in the quarrel between Philip and his
G:eek antagonists : Cary, 199; Scullard, R.P., 94.
(69) Frank, R.I., 148-51 poses the difficulties, giving an explanation (~e si re for glory and philhellenism) which has not stood the test of t ime;cf . C.A.H .. ,8.
155-61,
(70) Thiel, 57; 90-95; 100-103.
(71) Sub sc ribers to Holleaux's interpretation are Carco pin~, Point s de Vue sur l 1 Imp8rialisme romain, 1934 , 43-45,and Cary, 199. Perversely Carcopino's interpretation of Roman motives shows they are "un accident, doubl8 d'une erreur de jugement .•• sans les ( cons8quen ces) avoir ni souhautees ni prQvu,s" (p.46); so Cary : "From the standpoint of immediate expediency it may be
doubted whether the preventitive war whic h Rome fastened on Philip was necessary" (p.199) . Scullard also
accepts Holleaux's view (R.P., 90-94) and is fac ed with the difficulties of a "remarkable change" in th e
Roman attitude and of senatorial overestimation of the danger threatening. Holl eaux has been criticised by
Balsdon, (Rome and Macedon 205-200 B.C., J.R.S. xliv, 1954, 30-42), who suggests that the annalistic version of the causes of the war is correct (p.41) Against Balsdon two points must be urged. Firstly, there
was no Macedonian contingent at Zama: Dorey, Macedonian Troops at the Battle of Zama, A.J.P. lxxviii, 1957,
185-87 . Secondly, how could new lesions be raised for the war. (Balsdon 38)? There could be none, as Thiel's
demographic analysis shows (189-92). Moreover it is not true to think that .popular opposition to the war
was speedily won over to the Sena,e's view: Frank, R.I., 145 and n.13, p.160, Hence it is difficult to subscribe to Balsdon's interpretation either.
(72) The populace was against this war from beginning to
end: Frank, R.I., 145 and n.13, p,160. For their reasons see C.A.H., 8,344.
(7 3 ) Scullard, R.P., 89.
(74) von Fritz, 165.
(75) C.A.H.9, 1-2 and 90; Walbank, 691.
(76) They did not foresee the need for
a major command against opposition of Philip' s calibre and Scipio was not a candidate for a command(Scullard,
R.F,, 86-87). Hence the disappearance of senatorial scruples about an overseas campaign.
(77) C.A.H.,
9, 131.
(78) Ibid., 119-120; 131-32.
(79) Greenidge and Clay, Sources for Roman History B. C.133-70,
)903, 28, and Badian, P.Decius P.F. Subulo, J.R.S. xlvi, 1956, 94.
(80) C.A.H.,9, 131-33; for the cavalier treatment of their interests by the nobilitas, see Walhank, 693.
(81) Ibid., 125-26. It is note-
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wor t hy t ha t t he nob i l i t as ! as i n S~ipi o 1 s case , uses all i t s obstructive powers agains t a gene ral wh ose manda t ~ of powe r and po~u~ a r1t y are l ikely !o prove a t hrea t to i tse lf. Marius' appo intme nt as c ommande r in
Af ri c~ s hat t e r ed n? b ilis ~on t ro ~ of f or e ign poli cr, ~e rtain ly the s ubsequent popula ri s at t ac k on the nobilita s aim~d at break ing th e ir dom i nanc e by r ees t a bli sh ing the power s and independ ence of t he magistrates at
se nator i al expe n se: She rwi n - Wh i t e, 3 - 4.
(8 2 ) Sherwin - Wh i t e , 2 _ 3.
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I have chosen a subject which I have already dealt with allusively in several places; but, as my views seem to have made no particular impression on
anybody, it may be permissible to coilect them together again here.
Who was ' the Roman goddess of war? An easy question, you will say; why, Bellona, of course. The answer is correct - but does it go far enough? Bellona is
a name derived from a sphere of interests, from 'bella', just as Pomona was
derived ffom 'poma', fruit. It is possible, I suppose, that the Romans worshipped a goddess who was called 'Lady of War' - just that and nothing more.
But it is surely also possible that the special name, Bellona, may veil one or
other of the great goddesses - may express one particular 'numen' of a goddess
who had more than one. This is the possibility which I wi s h to explore .
I hold that a very definite an swer may be giv en to the question. Bellona
does represent a special aspect of a major godd e ss, and that godde s s is Diana.
To those who think at once of a Diana who is a hunting maiden like Artemis
this may seem surprising; but let us look at the evidence, which adds up to a
formidable total:
1) Diana is sometimes named where Bellona is clearly meant. Ovid (Pont.,i,l,
41-2) writes:
Scimus ab imperio fieri nil tal e Dianae;
unde tamen vivat vaticinator habet.
The context leaves no doubt that Ovid i s thinking of the 'fanatici' of Bellona.
I believe that there i s a se cond passage in Ovid with a similar use; but the
one I have quoted will be enough.
2) Diana, with Mars , is patroness of gl a diator s . She might, of course, be so,
because of the 'venationes'; they will c e rtainly have been thought of in the
context. But the possibility of a more gene ral interest of Diana in gladiators
is obviously open.
3) To the Romans the hunt wa s a peaceful counterpart of war. It wa s entire ly
appropriate, then, that the same goddess s hould pre side over both . On imperial
coins 'Virtus Aug.', the Valour of th e Emperor, can be represented by the Emperor on horseback, attacking e ithe r a lion or a prostrate en emy. Th e Greeks,
as far as I know, did not make thi s clo se c onnection between hunt and war; I
have not found any evidence tha t they eve r r egarded Artemis as a war-goddess.
4) In the seventh book of the Aeneid of Virgil (11.805-7) we are introduced
to the 'animosa virago', the Volscian Camilla:
'bellatrix, non illa colo calathisve Minervae
feminea s adsue ta manu s , s ed proeli a virgo
dura pati.'
We are not actually told in s o many word s that Diana is war-goddess; but the
fact that a warrior maiden is her votary comes very near to saying as much.
Minerva, be it noted, is contrasted with Diana - as the patroness of handicrafts. She had her warlike aspect, but with the Romans it did not come first.
5) The evidence of the coins is extensive and interesting, but not everywhere
easy to interpret.
Diana, some of us believe, is the true name of the goddess in griffin crest
who . appears on early Roman didrachms and Aes Grave. A modified form of the
same goddess forms the obverse of all the early denarii. With the wing added
on her helm she is 'Bellona Victrix' - Diana still, under her special name as
goddess of war. She has been called alternatively Minerva or Roma. There is no
serious doubt that Bellona is the exact description. Under the Empire· Diana
appears rarely, and always as huntress; but, as we shall see in a moment, she
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is not really absent in her military capacity - only hidden behind another
figure.
The fact is, there is a whole gro.u p of· goddesses, who are represented as
Aaazons in arm.our, who are closely related to one another, who may in some
oases be said to be the same, First, there is Diana; after her, Bellona-Diana.
These two are never named on imperial coins; but the third goddess, Virtus,
may conceal them both. Virtus is actually identified with Bellon& and there
is no obvious reason why this identification should be confined . to the later
Virtus, equals the Cappadocian war-goddess Ma. On sarcophagi, showing Hippolytus going out to the hunt, he is accompanied by an armed figure, with the
type of Virtus; Virtus is the name given by archaeologists to the figure. But
we know our myth, and it is not Virtus, but Diana, who accompanies Hippolytus
on his adventures; or, more exactly, it is Virtue who is also Bellona or Diana.
Virtus is represented as an armed Amazon, with the short sword, the 'parazonium', as her distinctive attribute. Virtus, by the way, has a male companion,
Honos, an Apolline figure suitable to one who could be regarded as Diana.
Roma, as a full goddess, was, as we know, rather late to appear - not before the early second century B.C. She does not appear very commonly on Republican coins. Under the Empire she is one of the favourite deities. She can be
represented as something like Minerva; but, more commonly, she appears as an
Amazon in type almost indistinguishable from Virtus, except that she does not
usually carry the distinctive 'parazonium'. On late siliquae of the fourth
century 'Urbs Roma' and 'Virtus Romanorum' alternate with one another, with
very little distinction of type,
How are we to account for this near-identity of the two figures? I think
that there is a simple exylanation. Virtus represents in Latin the Greek
dpetj
or, with a very slight shift of meaning, pwµT)
• Virtus, then, might
always be Roma, though her name might at first be kept secret by a certain deliberate making of mystery. Virtus would be the special 'tutela' of Rome and it
might seem important to keep her real name a secret, lest an enemy should
learn it and so be able to 'evoke' her from her city. When Zosimus, the bitter
pagan historian, tells of the capture of Rome by Alaric, the Visigoth, and of
the enormous ransom in gold and silver that he demanded, he recounts how the
Romans were in such straits to find the metal that they melted down such statues as still stood in the temples, including that of the goddess whom the
Romans call 'Virtus'; Zosimus gives the name in Latin. And with that, he goes
'JD, vanished all that was still left of manly quality , in Rome, as the adepts
in religious lore had long foretold. To destroy the special 'tutela' of the
city was tantamount to committing suicide - and that is really what Zosimus,
almost in so many words, implies. Alfoldi has recently tried to find in the
goddess with griffin crest the Roma who in legend founded Rome. I cannot quite
convince myself that his arguments are decisive; but if, as we have suggested,
Vlrtus always, in a certain sense, meant Roma, before she was worshipped plainly under her own name, th.a goddess - Diana - Bellona - or Virtus, too, if you
will - might also cover the lady of the foundation legend.
The exact relationship of the goddesses whom we have been discussing to one
another is hardly susceptible of exact deilnition. ·we might th·ink of cults of
the Virgin Mary under various names - qifferent, yet always the same.
Much .more might be written on the theme; what I have said may be enough to
carry conviction on my main thesis - that Diana was the Roman goddess of war.
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Three sayings of Sophocles survive, "Aeschylus was often successful but
he did not know it;" "After I had fought my way through the pomp of A~schylus and later the unpleasantness and artificiality of my own style, I changed
to my third manner which was the best and had most character;" "I create the
sort of people that ought to be created, Euripides creates the sort of people
that are." Sophocles was sure of his own standards and knew that he was steering a middle course between the magnificence of Aeschylus and the realism of
Euripides, Sophrosyne-moderation, discipline, modesty, informed both his art
and his life.
Sophocles was born in 497-6, according to Pliny "in the highest station."
He was six years old when the Athenians defeated the Persians at Marathon; he
was chosen to lead the chorus of thanksgiving after the battle of Salamis in
480; he later served his country as president of the Imperial Treasury, a s Ambassador, as Admiral (several times, and once shortly after the production of
the Antigone in 442), and as one of the ten commissioners chosen to manag e the
affairs of Athens after the failure of the Sicilian Expedition in 412. He di ed
in 405, having seen the Persian Wars, the rise of the Athenian Empire , Pe riclean Athens, the Peloponnesian War, and the ,disastrous policy which was to
lead to the fall of Athens soon after his death.
In 468, when he was twenty-eight years old, he produced his first batch of
three tragedies and one satyr play - the first of thirty-one, of which eighteen won the first prize in the contest and the rest the second. On that first
occasion , we are told, popular feeling ran so high that the archon, instead of
appointing the usual judge s , ord e red Cimon and his brother generals to give
judgement, and they adjudged the victory to Sophocl es in pref e r ence to Aeschylus. It seems likely that Sophocl es move d in th e circle of Cimon; at l eas t we
know that Cimon and Sophocles had three common fri ends - th e philo s opher,
Archelaus, who wa s the teacher of Socrates; the paint er, Polygnotus , who i s
coupled with Sophocles by Aristotle as a 'good draught sman of character', and
the poet,lon of Chios, who modelled his tragedies on Sophocles and who has
given us a prose account of a dinner party at which he met Sophocles.
Ion sums up his picture of Sophocles: "in state business h e wa s ne ithe r
clever nor energetic, but like one of the Athenian nobles." He wa s not cl ev e r
in the sense in which Pericles was clever: he had not the cleverness of the
professional politician nor did he willingly consort with the modernists, th e
philosophers and Sophists, like Pericles. He had not the muddl e some energy
which was the prized virtue of the Athenian democrat. But he was like one of
the Athenian nobles: like Cimon, the son of Miltiades, the victor of Marathon,
himself also a great general, who had "taste and culture and natural grac e in
Society."
The ideals of these Athenian nobles, which can be traced from the sixth
century down to Plato, can be summed up in three Greek words, physis, eusebeia and sophrosyne. Physis means breed, the character which is implanted in
you by your father, the inherited standards up to which you must live. In the
Philoctetes, when Odysseus tries to persuade Neoptolemus to deceive Philoctetes, he answers (88): "It is my nature to do nothing by guile, both mine and
my father's who ~egat me". And when Antigone has stated her position clearly
and defiantly to Creon, the chorus say (471): ".She has shown herself the
fierce child ·of a fie·rce father" - the daughter of Oedipus, who in anger
killed his father on the road, and blinded himself when he discovered the
truth. But another side of physis is more important for Antigone - affection
for kin and duty to kin. Kin, for Sophocles, means those who have a common
father, because according to current Greek biology the child inherited every-.,
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thing from the father and nothing from the mother. - Therefore Antigone is more
closely related to her sister and brothers than she would be to her husband or
child, had she been married. Her love for her kin rules Antigone's character
and" determines her action. It comes out in the first line qf the play "Ismene,
my· sister, my own dear sister." Her last words to Creon when she justifies
herself to him are ( 523): "I was not born to join in hatred but in love." She
tells her sister that she will bury her brother Polynices, although Creon has
forbidden it (70): "It is honourable for me to die in doing this. I shall lie
with him I love, with him who loves me."
Antigone defends her action to Creon as obedience to the laws of the gods,
which are "not for to-day or yesterday but live always, and no-one knows from
whence they came -(450)."As she isled off to die, she says (943): "I have reverenced Reverence, (eusebia)." When Sophocles wrote the Antigone the traditional religion had been subjected to criticism for someeighty years, from
the time of Xenophanes who attacked the myths about the Olympian gods and set
up a philosophical god of his own, to the sophist Protagoras who disclaimed
all knowledge of tle gods' existence or form. Even the Aeschylean religion,
with its high and mystical Zeus, its grim Furies, and its relentless pursuit
of the sinner, differs, at least in colour and emphasis, from the religion of
Sophocles. Phidias is said to have been inspired by some lines in the Iliad
when he sculpted the Zeus at Olympia. But he might have found his text in a
chorus of the Antigone (604): "Thy power, 0 Zeus, what human transgression
can restrain? Neither sleep, which ages all, nor the unwearied months of the
gods conquer it: but a ruler unaged by Time, thou dwellest in the flashing
light of Olympus." Twice in the Antigone Sophocles refers to modernist theories, and both his references are instructive. Where older thinkers had referred the development of civilisation to the gods or at least to the demigod
Prometheus, Protagoras ascribed it to human skill. Sophocles follows him in
the first chorus of the Antigone, but adds significantly (365): "In the contri
ving of his art man has a skill beyond all hope by which he ~ometimes walks
towards evil, sometimes towards good." Skill alone is not enough: without the
restraint of religion it may mean disaster. Secondly when Creon defies Tiresias and refuses to bury Polynices, he says (1044): "No mortal is strong
enough t ,o defile the gods," He is in all probability quoting Protagoras, and
the same theory put into Theseus' mouth by Euripides in the Hercules (1232)
serves a higher religion: Sophocles thinks it is dangerous because it moves
the gods too far from men, and he therefore gives it to the angry Creon, who
is suffering from ate, heaven-sent infatuation.
The gods govern the world by Laws; some are moral commands such as that
to which Antigone appeals; others are universal princi~les. After their description of Zeus, the chorus of the Antigone continue \611): "For now and for
the future and for the past this law shall suffice. In mortal life nothing
very great moves outside Ate." It is a divine law that any excess brings the
exceeder into the danger zone: the gods do not punish riches or strength or
skill as such, but the exceeder is likely to commit an offence (hybris)and
such offences the gods punish with ate, "infatuation",which ultimately leads
the offender to disaster: after the disaster he has learnt the truth, (or if
he has himself died, has shown others) that man should not try to exceed the
bounds of human nature, that he should know sophrosyne, moderation, discipline, modesty. At the time when Sophocles wrote the Antigone, the Parthenon was
being erected and the repetition of sculptural motives shows that the whole
great system of decoration was designed to preach Eusebeia and Sophrosyne. In
fact, the decoration must have been planned about five years before Sophocles
wrote the Antigone. The gold and ivory figure of Athena was dedicated five
years after the production of the Antigone. The East pediment is decorated
with the Birth of Athena, the West pediment with the Contest of Athena and
Poseidon, when Athena gave Athens the olive and Poseidon gave her the salt
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spring on the Acropolis (naval supremacy). The reliefs on the base of the
cult statue showed Pandora (Athens) receiving presents from the gods. The
frieze contained the procession of all Athenians in honour of Athena. So far
the theme is Eusebeia. The rest of the sculpture preaches Sophrosyne, because
it represents the triumph of discipline and moderation over pride and violence .
hybris. This was the natural interpretation, which can be supported by lite- '
rary evidence, of Centauromachy, Amazonomachy, Gigantomachy, and Trojan War,
which are the subjects of the metopes; all these subjects, except the Trojan
war, are repeated in the reliefs on the shield and sandals of the gold and
ivory statue of Athena. Eusebeia and Sophrosyne are also the theme of the Antigone: the chorus sum up the drama (1347): "Wisdom (often identical with sophrosyne "modesty") is far the first part of happiness. And there must be no
irreverence towards the gods. The great words of the proud are punished by
great blows, and teach wisdom in old age." The application to Creon is clear:
nis prohibition of Polynices' burial is an act of hybris because it contravenes the divine law that the dead must be buried. His action during the play
shows his infatuation, ate; he threatens the guard with death, he gives Antigone a punishment beyond her due, he cannot listen to any other view but his
own and will rule the city in his own interest alone, and he suspects Tiresias of bribery. His punishment is the suicide of his son, Haemon, and his
wife, Eurydice - the result of his own "ill counsel" (another synonym for sophr_o syne). The cycle is complete and Creon has "learnt his lesson."
Sophrosyne is an aesthetic as well as an ethical principle. It is both the
knowledge which Sophocles missed in Aeschylus and the restraint which made him
avoid the realism of many of Euripides' scenes and characters. The magnificence of language, music, and spectacle, which Aeschylus uses all through his
plays to frighten his audiences into accepting his conception of Zeus, is for
Sophocles, by the time of the Antigone, a means to be employed occasionally
to emphasi_s e particular moments such as the death of Antigone and the entry of
Creon with Haemon's body. The chief characters of Sophocles never have the
realism of Menelaus or Orestes in Euripides' Orestes; he draws ideal characters and Creon, in spite of his hybris, holds many impeccable views and does
his best according to his lights.
We can see Sophocles' art most clearly if we try to imagine how the Antigone grew in his mind. Some time before he wrote . the play, perhaps in 445, he
heard his friend, the historian Herodotus, reading the story of Darius and the
wife of Intaphernes. She was allowed by the king to save the life of one of
her relations, who had been condemned to death. She chose ·to save her brother
in preference to her husband and her children.It may well have been this story which turned Sophocles' mind to Antigone who buried her brother in defiance
of the king. It is certain that he remembered it when he was writing Antigone's
last speech: there, all her fine pretensions are gone and she is forced back
to the ultimate logical reason for her contravention of Creon's decree: she
would not have done it for anyone else, but a brother is unique, "I could have
had another husband, had one died, and a child from another man, had I lost
this: but now that my mother and father are hidden in Hades, no brother could
ever be born." Modern sentimentality, which in defiance of Greek tragic convention gave one of Ismene's lines to Antigone (572) that Antigone might refer
to her betrothed, caused these lines to be excised as interpolation, but they
are psychologically true - in the last hour Antigone's heroism falls away and
she justifies herself by cold logic: "In this case I could not have done anything else."
Herodotus gave Sophocles this passage, and perhaps the original idea of an
Antigone. From that point Sophocles proceeded according to the rules of his
own art. He sees the story as a conflict of two great personalities of whom
both lack Sophrosyne and one also lacks Eusebeia. The story cannot therefore
end with the death of Antigone, but must continue to the discomfiture of Creon,
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that the moral may be pointed: "great words are paid in great blows and teach
wisdom in old age." A clash between Creon and Antigone, a procession in which
Antigone is led to death (in which Antigone's central speech of self-justification is framed by a formal lamentation and a song of consolation), the news
and vision of Creon's discomfiture (which naturally takes shape as a messenger speech followed by further lamentation and another procession to balance
the earlier one) are the essential ingredients in the story. Creon's discomfiture is caused by the suicide of his son, Haemon, and of his wife, Eurydice;
therefore, the audience must have seen both Haemon and Eurydice. Eurydice is
introduced to hear the messenger speech and die: the messenger speech is far
more moving, because Haemon's mother is listening - a motive which Sophocles
had already us.ed in his Eurypylus, having borrowed it from Aeschylus' Persae.
Haemon therefore must defy Creon earlier in the play, and thus produce a character contrast such as Sophocles loves - boy v. man, son v. father, democrat
v. tyrant. Haemon's death and Eurydice's death are the result of Creon's treatment of Polynices, but Creon's tragedy will be more terrible, if in attempting
to undo his decree he not only fails but brings about the death of his wife and
son, and the audience will feel it more keenly if they believe that his attempt
will be successful; Creon can only be persuaded to undo his decree by the venerable figure of Tiresias, whose prophecies have never been false, and the audience are persuaded of Creon's . success by the joyous song of the chorus which
makes the sharpest possible contrast (peripeteia?) with the appearance of the
messenger who enters as they conclude. Tiresias provides another character contrast to Creon, old man v. middle-aged man, priest v. sceptic. Thus the Creon
story, of ·we may so call it to distinguish it from the Antigone story, consists of Haemon scene, Tiresias scene, cheerful chorus, messenger speech (to
Eurydice), lamentations. But the Creon story must be united with the Antigone
story and therefore the Haemon scene, with the little hymn to Eros which forms
its emotional conclusion, precedes the procession in which Antigone is led to
death, just as in Aeschylus' Agamemnon the Cassandra scene before Agamamnon's
murder preludes the rest of the play.
The Antigone story has its climax in the clash between Creon and Antigone
and its end when Antigone is led off to die. Before the climax the audience
must know both Creon and Antigone, and there"fore Sophocles inserts the first
act, in which Creon explains his decree to the Theban Elders who form the
chorus, and hears the news that his decreehas been broken by an unknown criminal: the quibbling guard who brings the news is a comic figure in the tradition of the Nurse in the Choephori and designed to irritate Creon. In the prologue Antigone states her intention to bury Polynices and Ismene is introduced
as a foil: Ismene is the quiet sister, who accepts the limitations of the
Greek woman and tries to dissuade her more ardent sister from a course which
must lead to disaster. Between the prologue and the first act the trii:µnph
song of the Theban elders makes a bright patch which contrasts with the preceding and succeeding gloom. The climax of this earlier part of the play can
only end in deadlock: Creon, "Not even in death can one I hate win my love;"
Antigone, "I was not born to join in hatred but in love." The stubborn fixity
of both is underlined in the later part of the scene when Ismene appeals in
vain, first to Antigone that she may share her guilt, then to Creon to pardon
Antigone. On this scene the chorus make their comment: "In mortal life nothing
very great moves outside Ate".
The architecture of the Antigone has the double object of displaying two
great and conflicting personalities and demonstrating the need of Eusebeia
and Sophrosyne; the citizen must obey the laws if the state is to continue to
exist, hut the government must govern in the interests of the citizen and
with full respect for his rights. In the earlier plays of Aeschylus the characters are less important than the laws which their actions demonstrate; in
the later plays of Sophocles himself the clarity and economy is a little
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blurred by realism ·a nd emotion. The Antigone, like its contemporaries the
Parthenon frieze and the White Lekythoi of the Achilles painter, is classical in the truest sense: the desire to portray the external world is kept
within hounds by the desire to create perfect form and the temptation to develop form into manner is checked by a vivid sense of reality.
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(A lecture given to the members of
a Spring School in Local Government held at the University of the
Witwatersrand.)
In reviewing the problems of Local Government in the Roman Empire it is
not my intention to add yet another general theory of its decline to the vast
number that have already been advanced: the argument of this paper may he
summarised in the following terms:- all organizations, whether they take the
form of a large territorial state, or a vast industrial corporation, as they
grow and develop in size and scalet create for those who operate them a ·series
of new problems. The administrative machinery which serves the needs of a
small structure proves incapable of meeting the requirements of that same
structure when it has become more complicated; if they are not modified in
good time the administration may he seriously weakened: it may, if the expansion is rapid, break down more or less completely. In the sphere of human relations the deterioration arising from failure to adjust to the changed situation may he less apparent, and therefore less easy to detect and analyse. In
a small enterprise, for example, the impetus necessary to success may be maintained throughout the organization by leadership and encouragement exercised
personally from the top and carried directly through the organization. But
when the unit of organization, whethe r social, political or economic, increases in size and complexity, the problem of leadership from the top and response from below become~ acute. Now the great development in the twentieth
century of the large-scale industrial unit, employing many thousands of operatives, and using mass-production techniques, has brought these two related
problems of leadership and responsibility right into the forefront. They aFe
no less uppermost in the minds of those who are concerned with the relationship between central and local government in the great nation-states of today.
This paper attempts to consider the effects upon local government in the
Roman Empire of the increasing complexity of the central government, and of
the changing nature of the ideas which dominated its rulers and administrators.
The story of Rome's achievements in the sphere of local government is ot
more than ordinary interest, and no less important to the student of political
science than to the classical scholar. Its development is typical of the Roman genius in government: an achievement brought about not by the exercise of
any brilliant general theories, hut by a process of trial and error, and one
that involved much bitterness and bloodshed. The result was the finest system
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of local government the world had so far seen, one that provided ample scope
for local pride and. local initiative, and offered a variety of inducements and
facilities to enable- less civilized communities to gain higher status and seek
greater opportunities for community-development. It was a system which promoted peace, security and physical well-being over a considerable portion of the
earth's surface.
The ultimate decay of the system seems to be largely attributable to a number of complex socio-economic forces, which had the effect of reducing incentives to effort, and sapping the energy which had created it. The self-governing cities, founded on local initiative, and nurtured by civic pride, were
the core of the system; it was the cities which later lost their independence
through their inability to arrest the daily encroachments of a central government which became increasingly bureaucratic in its structure, and increasingly
tyrannical in its demands. In the end the entire structure of local government
was undermined by crushing taxation; and civic dignitaries were driven to shed
their rank and flee to the shelter of the monastery or the safe obscurity of
the humble tiller of the soil, wbere the tax-collector could no longer reach
them.
DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT: THE MUNICIPIUM.
In the course of her conquest of Italy Rome at first pursued a policy of
incorporation,that is,she made her conquered neighbours part and parcel of her
own body politic, thus rapidly increasing the area of her national territory
and the number of her citizens. Communities which already possessed local autonomy and flourishing local institutions were often granted the special status known as citizenship without th e franchise. This may sound to modern ears
like a motor-car minus the engine; possibly we are inclined to over-value the
possession of the vote. Be that as it may, the fact is that this statqs was
eagerly sought after. Members of these communities possessed reciprocal citizen rights, that is to say, they could qualify for full Roman citizenship by
migrating to Rome, provided they l e ft a son in their own city. These communities were classified as "municipia". The term municipium means literally the
status of one who shares in a privilege. Members of a municipium shared in the
privileges of Roman citizenship, and could obtain these rights in full by taking up residence in Rome.
Later on, after Rome had become the dominant partner in the Italian Federation, the rnunicipium came to be employed as a half-way house on the road to
full citizenship. It would be difficult to over-estimate the importance of this
step . For it was by means of the municipium as a status that Rome was able to
create a form of political advancement by stages, which in time provided the
pattern for local government throughout her vast Empire.
The important thing is that, in course of time, the municipium with its organs of self-government became an exportable commodity, a political institution which was no longer tied to the geographical area in which it had grown
up. The following incident will serve to illustrate the point. After their
life and death struggle with Carthage, the Romans took over the former Carthaginian dependency of Spain as a Province administered by annual military governors sent out from Rome. A mere generation later, the Roman senate received
a deputation from the province taking up the cause of several thousand people
of mixed race, the sons of Roman soldiers of the occupying forces and Spanish
women. Marriage with local women was forbidden, and the children took the status of their mothers, who were legally slaves, The deputation requested that
a town be assigned to them, in which they might live as a distinct community.
The Senate granted their request, released them from slavery, and allocated
them a suitable area in which to settle. Each of them also received a grant of
state land in full ownership (1).
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During the great expansion of Roman power in the second century B.C. when
in a mere half-century Rome became the controlling power in the entire Mediterranean area, the wealth that poured into the capital city soon enabled the
government to dispense altogether with income tax. This popular move together
with other benefits so increased the perquisites of Roman citizenship that Rome
was flooded with immigrants. Many municipia complained that they were losing
their citizens at an alarming rate, and could no longer meet their obligation
to supply a regular flow of recruits for the Roman legions. The Roman answer to
this problem was the passing of an Aliens Act, which resulted in 12,000 men be ing ~Lruck off the roll, and sent back to their own areas (2). For the next
hundred years the story of Rome 's relations with her Italian allies is one of
growing oppression by Rome and smould e ring discontent among th e alli e s, which
burst into flames in the War of Italian Independence. Tired of broken promises
by successive reforme r s t he Italians ros e in revolt, not with the aim of breaking away permanently, but in ord e r to obtain th e prized pos s e ss ion of the Roman citizenship. Time ly c oncess ions in the midst of the fightin g arr e st ed the
spread of the revolt; within a y e ar of t he outbre ak, Roman citiz e ns hip was offered to all Italian s . Th e So c ial War, like the American Civil War, swept away
all political distinct ion s that made against unity, and hast e ned the progre ss
of Italy towards full na ti onhood ( 3 }.
The next forty y ea r s saw t h e rapid ex t en s i on of what may now be prop e rly
d escribed as the muni c ip a l sy s t em. A municipium now meant simply a s e lf-gov e rning c ommunity within t he I ta li a n fede r at ion, regardl e ss of it s origin. By the
cime of Julius Ca e sar c i t i ze n s hip had a l ready lo s t all it s loca l ass oc iations
wi thin Italy. And tha t expo r ta ble in st i t ut ion, th e municipium, c ould now be
e asily transport ed into t he west ern provinces of Gaul and Spain where veteran
s oldi e rs, farmer s a nd bu s iness me n, who had emigrat ed from Italy into lands of
fresh opportunities and settled th e r e , co uld form the nucleus of an ever-increasing number of new s e lf-gov e rning c ommunities. Provincial settlements which
had for a reasonable period of time c ont a ine d a number of Roman citizens now
be gan to re c eive full c itizen ri ght s fo r al l their members (4).
In addition, another important deve l opment had tak en plac e in Italy. Threatened by wholesale migration s of Itali a ns to the city of Rome, th e authorities
h a d discontinued the old practi c e of granting citizenship by migration and had
substituted a new idea, whereby the local magistrates and councillors in the
municipia could become Roman citizens at the end of their period of office. In
this way a new pattern of advancement was created which was also exportable.
The development of local government in the new industrial centres of nineteenth century England provides us with something of a parallel. Local families
whose energy and enthusiasm in trade and commerce were carried over into the
service of a vigorous and expanding community provided mayors and aldermen of
their cities. A generation or two later, their descendants, often profiting by
a judicious marriage alliance with the landed gentry, began to look further
afield. Some of the ablest sons of Birmingham and Manchester, having won their
spurs in the Council Chamber and the Mayor's Parlour, have s e en their own sons
making their mark at Westminster (5).
Similar trends can be traced in Roman public life. Italians who had served
their local municipium well migrated to Rome and in due course joined the ranks
of the office-holding aristocracy, and shared in the variety of spoils which
were exclusively at the disposal of the ruling class. This tendency was accelerated by the disastrous civil strife of the days of Marius and Sulla, when
the liquidation of political opponents and the confiscation of their estates
became a recognised method· of raising party funds. As the old ruling families
of Rome saw their ranks thinned in the disturbances which led to the military
dictatorships of Sulla and Julius, Italians from many parts of the Peninsula
moved in to fill up the gaps. In the final round, when Caesar crossed the Rubicon and Pompey withdrew from Italy, the municipal gentry flocked to join Caesar.
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All of them received their reward in the shape of power and privilege (6).
Though Caesar's brief period of personal rule was inevitably provisional and
full of obviously makeshift arrangements, there is little doubt that he planned
to introduce radical changes in the whole structure of the imperial administration so as to make it capable of carrying out its greatly increased responsibilities. The incorporation of northern Italy and southern Gaul into the area of
full citizenship, the founding of colonies in Spain, Africa and the East, indicate that Caesar took no parochial view of Rome's problems, and that he intended to put an end to the privileged position of Italy, and to create in all sections of the Empire a class of new citizens enjoying identical rights with
those of Italy. In filling up vacancies in the Senate Caesar appointed his own
supporters regardless of their home background or their racial origin. This logical method of introducing fresh blood into a depleted governing order was not
received with enthusiasm by Caesar's political opponents. The disgruntled opposition vented its displeasure by defaming the new recruits to the senatorial
ranks. Atticus (ap. Cic., Ad Att., ix,1O,7), dismisses them contemptuou s ly as
a disgusting rabble; some were derided as bumpkins from the remoter parts of
Italy who spoke Latin with a coarse accent, and could not drape their togas
correctly; others were held up to ridicule as raw barbarians from the backwoods
of central Gaul who, in addition to wearing trousers, had to be shown the way
to the senate house. Syme (The Roman Revolution, pp. 78 ff.), has assessed
these allegations at their true value.
In spite of criticism from hitherto privileged groups, the task of civilizing the western provinces of the Empire went steadily ahead.Instead of attempting to govern their vast new possessions on the Old Colonial pattern by means
of directives from a distant centre, enlightened emperors set themselves the
task of winning over the conquered peoples by introducing the Italian municipium as the chief instrument for promoting civilised standards, and as the organ of local government for the West. They did not adopt the easy way of applying this po.licy according to a ready-made formula: from the administrative
point of view this would have been perfectly simple, since the emperor himself
controlled the status of all communities and individuals. The evidence of the
considerable quantity of surviving records of their legislation shows clearly
that the institutions of Italian local government were applied with full regard for the varying conditions of the different areas (7!.
A single example will suffice to illustrate the point. The southern portion
of France, which still retains its ancient name of Provence or the Provincia,
as distinct from the regions conquered later by Julius Caesar, is rich in ancient cities whose splendid remains delight the eye of the modern tourist.Nimes,
Orange, Arles and St. ~emy leave upon the visitor an abiding impression of municipal splendour equalled only by the magnificence of the dead Roman cities
of North Africa, Leptis Major, Timgad or Djemila. Nemausus, the modern Nimes,
was the chief among 24 towns in the territory of the great clan of the Volcae.
Julius Caesar organised these town into a kind of federation with Nemausus
as the Capital city. Under ,Augustus Nemausus was raised to the status of a Roman colony, a centre of civilisation for the surrounding area. As the smaller
towns advanced their status was improved and now municipia came into existence.
Caesar's Gaul was a very different proposition, and its treatment was naturally different. Three .Provinces were formed, and in each of them the existing
tribal pattern was made the basis of their future development. About 64 tribal
grou¥s were recognised, and each of them was provided with a rudimentary form
of municipal government based on the tribal organisation. The Gauls of the
northern areas did not take kindly to the delights of city life. Any attempt to
impose it out of regard for that uniformity which makes for tidy desks at Head
Office would undoubtedly have failed. The tribal pattern can still be discerned
in the names of the French cities which grew up in later times. Names like
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Reims, Limoges and Soissons are derived from the tribes of the Remi, Lemovices
and Suessones. In all this vast area, which included most of Belgium and a considerable part of Holland, there was only a handful of towns. Here the Romans
made no attempt to apply the principle of urbanisation. The earliest civic
settlement was at Lugdunum, the site of a great modern industrial city and
communications centre, Lyons. Here, where the river Rhone, a great artery of
trade between the Mediterranean and the north from ancient times, is joined by
its most important tributary, the Saone, was a place marked out by nature for
expansion. It was here that Rome established the seat of government for the
northern provinces of Gaul. The policy pursued in this venture in statecraft
is a tribute to the genius of the Romans as organisers and administrators. Local sentiment was regarded right down to the smallest detail. No troops were
permanently garrisoned anywhere in the entire area, in spite of the fact that
the region had only recently been pacified (8).
Lugdunum itself was provided with a small detachment of armed constabulary
for its defence. Of course the Rhine legions with their permanent camps at
Nijmegen and Mainz were available in the event of trouble on a big scale in
Gaul. But it was a matter of deliberate policy to avoid offence by the display
of the visible emblems of supremacy.
The progress of this region, which was for centuries the richest part of
the whole empire, is a fine memorial to the wise patience of the architect of
the Roman Empire - Augustus. It was he who established at Lugdunum the Assembly of the whole province, a kind of Durbar, where all matters affecting the
welfare of the region could be discussed in the presence of the Governor and
his staff, and from which petitions could go forward for the personal attention of the emperor himself. The provincial council was an elected body, consisting of representatives of the municipia in the area, together with others
from the tribes who did not yet possess a municipium. This embryo parliament
for the province ·was ultimately adopted in more or less the same form in every province. It had no legislative authority, but its influence soon became an
important element in the direction of improving relations between the Central
government and the local authorities. The emperor Tiberius encouraged the provincial Council to lay charges against dishonestor rapacious governors. The
Councils in fact became an effective link in the chain of local government.
We may fittingly bring this part of our story to a close by referring to a
remarkable inscription found at Lugdunum (9). By the middle of the first century A.D. many leading men from the western provinces had been admitted as
members of a body which had once been the close preserve of Italians - the
Senate of Rome. In this respect the inhabitants of Caesar's Gaul were at a
disadvantage compared with those from Spain or Provence. In the reign of the
emperor Claudius a deputation of Gallic notables arrived in Rome with the request that this privilege be also extended to them. By a rare piece of good
luck the inscription contains the greater part of the emperor's reply, delivered in the Senate in the presence of the deputation. The style and phrasing
of the document are highly personal in character and it is clear that we have
here the authentic words of the emperor Claudius himself. Several senators had
spoken strongly against the proposal, pointing out that these men were actually
descendants of those who had fought bitterly against Caesar's legions, and
even referred to the capture of Rome by the Gauls more than four centuries
before.
Claudius began his reply by pointing out that Rome owed her positionof praeminence in the world principally to her policy of admitting aliens and conquered enemies to her ranks. His own family, the Claudii, had been immigrants
to the city, and had been welcomed by . the older settlers. In rec~nt ,years the
Balbi from Spain and numerous other foreign families had rendered notable service to Rome. ·Tb the well-worn argumen.t that the idea was new and therefore
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dangerous he gave the simple-st of answers: "Everything, gentlemen, that is
now held to be a proud tradition was once unheard-of".
THE ADMINISTRATIVE MACHINERY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
Thus in course o! time the Roman empire came to consist of a large number
of self-governing cities with Rome as the chief among them. In some parts of
the West the number of such communities was very great; the evidence from
North Africa is all the more striking in comparison with the condition of much
of this area to-day; the high density of population in late Roman times is
reflected in the official 'Notitia Africae' which lists a total of no less
than 297 episcopal sees in the fifth century of our era. For a picture of the
growth of urbanization the reader may be referred to the admirable chapter on
this subject in Jullian's Histoire de la Gaule, V(l92O), ch. ii, pp. 33 ff.
Full bibliographies for the cities of the various provinces will be found in
the list of references cited by Rostovtzeff, the Social and Economic History
of the Roman Empire, second edition, 1957, vol. ii, pp.593 foll. Against the
background of historical evolution which I have endeavoured to outline, we
may now proceed to examine the administrative machinery of the system, and
then to bring our survey to a conclusion by taking a look at a typical municipium, discussing its local problems, the work of its Councillors, and its
relations with the central government. For a broad overall picture of the relationship of the municipia to the central government I cannot do better than
quote the following passage from the pen of the greatest of all social and
economic historians of the Empire, Michael Rostovtzeff.
"The government of the empire in the first and second centuries was far
from being a bureaucracy in the modern sense of the word. The ordinary subject, except the inhabitants of the capital, came much less into contact with
the officials of the central government than he does in any modern state except America. The imperial provinces were a mere superstructure added to the
self-governing communities throughout the empire. The elective magistrates of
these communities were the links that connected the man in the street with the
state. They and the municipal councils in Italy and the provinces had entire
control over the town and its affairs; they were also judges of first instance, and gave orders to the police of the town and district; they acted as
government agents in settling and collecting the direct taxes; and they enforced other obligations on the inhabitants, such as making and maintaining
roads, and conveying government officers or stores or the government post.
They discharged these duties, not only for the town but also for the district,
often very large, which formed the territory belonging to the town. In ordinary cases the agents of the central government merely supervised the municipal authorities and heard complaints brought against them by the local inhabitants.
It is true that the right of interference in municipal affairs, possessed
by proconsuls and propraetors, and the imperial legates and procurators, was
limited by no law but by tradition only; and a tolerably free use of this
right was sometimes made at a crisis, when these great men issued written
edicts or verbal proclamations to their military and civilian subordinates.
But, as I have said already, the emperor kept a sharp look-out on the doings
of provincial governors; and the governor knew that the annual meetings in
the provincial capital, where representatives of the towns came to do worship
in honour of the emperor and to discuss local business, might at any time
complain of illegal or violent action on his part and draw down on him the
vengeance of the Senate or the emperor".
As the private property of the emperor increased, so did the number of imperial officials, until eventually the emperor's own . household took on the
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character of an elaborate court, and his administrative offices were filled
with an army of officials. In time the emperor's agents and tax-collectors
began to find their way into the provinces. But in matters other than finance
the local authorities were left free to administer their own affaini. In education, and social welfare, in public health and sanitation, the local authority remained the authority. For the ordinary man in the street life was almost completely free from these irksome attentions of the central government
which have willy-nilly come to be accepted as an inescapable feature of the
modern community.
The charter of incorporation as a municipium (and many of these have been
preserved) (10) provided for the creation of the usual institutions of local
government - magistrates i.e. executive officials corresponding to the heads
of departments of a modern municipality; a council of decurions or senators,
and a popular assembly of all citizens. Sinc e there were no rates on property,
there was no body of ratepay e rs either. The charter defined the rights and
duties of these bodies and further contained the rules and regulations relating to the routine affairs of local government;rules for elections (which
were often rowdy) standing orders for the Council and so on.
Judging by the extant evidence, the townspeople at least in the first two
centuries of the Empire, took a lively enough interest in local affairs. Good
evidence comes from the racy and often scurrilous election notices preserved
on the front walls of houses in the buried city of Pompeii. Right down to the
moment of destruction the townspeople of this vigorous and enterprising community displayed plenty of interest in the claims of rival candidates for office. Local magistrates were elected by the body of their fellow-citizens in
th~ Assembly. Consequently candidates had to take their canvassing seriously,
and to employ a variety of methods in order to solicit the support of the
electors.
In spite, or more probably becau se , of this vigorous electioneering, the
physical remains of Pompeii suggest that local government in 79 A.D. was reasonably efficient. Drains, streets, public buildings and waterworks were all
found in excellent condition.
Even more impressive is the evidence of intense local patriotism r~vealed
by the wealth of inscriptions and the substantial public buildings of all
kinds, the gifts of wealthy citizens. The donors of course did not go away
empty-handed. It was in return for civic honours, for statues in the forum
of their town that these public-spirited men were prepared to spend so lavishly in providing baths or colonnades for the inhabitants. Not even modern
American benefactors can match the scale of their munificence.(11)
The evidence for this is scattered over the entire Mediterranean region:
and it is by no means confined to the older capital cities such as Alexandria,
Antioch or Pergamum, and their flourishing counterparts in the West, such as
Lyons or Tarragona , or the newer African centres. The smaller municipia in
Africa, Gaul and Britain were generally models of good town planning, cleanliness and sanitation. The main streets were straight and wide, the sidewalks
clean and all were paved. The houses even of the less well-to-do were well
designed, with good drains and an excellent water supply which was available
for gardens as well as being piped to the houses. The following general specification may be taken as standard for all the urban areas of the empire.
A carefully planned civic centre with the main public buildings grouped
c·o nveniently around it, a colonnaded forum, with temples, law-courts, a
.
covered market building, a town hall and municipal offices all within easy
reach. There were public lavatories, baths with hollow-wall central heating,
a theatre, an amphitheatre, a public library, and the usual complement of
boarding houses and inns.
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"One may say without exaggeration", writes Rostovtzeff "that never in the
history of mankind (except during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in
Europe and America) has a larger number of people enjoyed so much comfort; and
that never, not even in the nineteenth century, did men live in such a surrounding of beautiful buildings and monuments as in the first two centuries of the
Roman Empire".
SOURCES

OF

REVENUE.

Where did the money come from to provide these numerous urban amenities?
Primarily, of course, it came from the land owned by the municipium, which was
its largest single source of revenue. Here we must remember a very important
difference between an ancient and a modern local authority. In the ancient city
there was no real gulf between town and country: most of the wealthier citizens
either owned land in the immediate neighbourhood of the city, or rented it from
the city authorities. Many of the larger cities possessed territory of vast
extent in the surrounding district. In addition to this major source of revenue,
the cities received the product of taxes on real estate in the city itself, on
import and export into the municipal area, and from trading-licences, rents of
shops owned by the municipality and on the use of other municipal property. Within this general framework there was, great variety in the sources of revenue; and
on many points there is considerable disagreement among modern authorities. See
Rostovtzeff SERE, second edition, vol. ii p. 598, n.7., where F.F. Abbott's
thesis (Abbott and Johnson, Municipal Administration in the Roman Empire, p.138)
that 'the residents of a civitas were practically exempt from the payment of
municipal taxes' is challenged.
It should also be noted that those liable to taxation included both citizens
and dwellers in the surrounding district. There was apparently no way of avoiding the burden of municipal 'rates' by purchasing property just outside the
urban boundary. This brings us to the most startling difference between an ancient and a modern municipality- namely the burden of rates. It appears that only in the case of water supplied to private residents by a municipium was there
anything in the financial system resembling a "rate".
Theatres, baths, gymnasia and other places of public entertainment were available either without charge or for a trifling fee. These services were often provided without payment as a result of an individual benefaction like those remarkable bequests which enable undergraduates of certain favoured colleges at Oxford and Cambridge to come in late without paying the statutory fine.
As for the detailed sources of revenue, many municipalities raised revenue
from the rent of shops in the forum. We also hear of small factories run by the
local authority for profit. In one case the magistrates operated a small woolspinning factory, the rent of which was set aside in a sinking fund to provide
an annual feast for the citizens on the emperor's birthday. I cannot but feel
that the declining interest among citizens in the affairs of local government
dates from the abandonment of those functions when the jovial and hospitable city fathers of earlier days sought frequent opportunities of entertaining the city 'en famille', with an ox-roasting or a braaivleis to cement their good relations with their constituents (12).
Many of the Roman municipalities possessed lucrative sources of revenue in
the form of forests, fisheries and mineral deposits. Harbour towns and towns
situated astride of main overland trade routes grew rich on the product of harbour dues and duties levied on goods in transit by land. Sooner or later, however, thllse sources of revenue attracted the notice of the central government,
and were lost. In fact, as we shall see, the same fate overtook the ancient municipium as bids fair to destroy us. All found themselves ground between the upper and the nether millstones of increasing responsibilities of a financial ·na-
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ture and diminishing sources of revenue (13).
Another source of revenue accruing to the local authorities was that provided
by fines for breaches of regulations and ordinances. Prominent in the records
are heavy fines against local officials for breaches of regulations. Every official who did not within five days of election take the usual oath of obedience
to the laws was fined in a certain municipium the sum of 10,000 sesterces,
equivalent in purchasing power to about £250. There were also numerous fines for
minor breaches of regulations. ,Among--ihe most curious are the severe penalties
levied against persons found guj.lty of interfering with graves in the municipal
cemetery. The prevalence of this class of offence may· perhaps have some connection with the ancient practice of lining the main highways leading out of town
with the tombs of deceased citizens, thus putting temptation in the way.
One of the most substantial items on the revenue side is one that is likely
to startle the present-day local government officer, namely the obligatory payment for the privilege of holding a magistracy or a seat on the municipal council. In the older-established cities of the East it was common practice for
rich citizens to be mulcted according to the size of their estates by the system
known as the 'liturgy' or public burden; and it is quite likely that this easy
way of raising the wind was taken over from eastern practice and extended in theWest (14). At any rate the whole thing was soon standardised, the rate of payment being fixed by statute. Appointment to priesthoods of the local cults in
the cities also landed the successful candidate in a fairly heavy outlay, especially for membership of the Augustales who looked after the cult of the emperor himself.
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET : THE EXPENDITURE SIDE.
Turning now to the items of expenditure in the municipal budget, we must
first of all notice the important fact that the budget was heavily subsidised,
often very substantially, by benefactions from private citizens. Many items of
municipal expenditure which are regarded as essential to the city's well-being,
are a constant source of concern to the modern local authority by reason of the
fact that they require heavy subsidies from the rates. Chief among these are
swimming baths and public transport services. Here the cities of the Roman Empire enjoyed the advantage of a long-standing tradition of voluntaty effort
which helped very considerably to defray the heavy costs of certain amenities,
Private donors provided such things as a permanent supply of oil for the municipal gymnasium, while the gifts of permanent buildings for libraries, baths
and so forth are a commonplace among the vast quantity of surviving inscriptions
testifying to the munificence of thousands of private citizens (15).
In spite of considerable private support, the municipalities had very heavy
commitments. It is true that they paid no salaries to their magistrates; it is
also true that a great proportion of the work done in a modern municipality by
paid officials was carried out by slaves. Even the latter's services, however,
involved expenditure on quarters, clothing and food, and many of the minor officials were salaried men.
The provision of markets for the clean handling of meat, fish and fresh produce is traditionally a function of the local au~hority.(16) The Roman municipia
seemed to have found this task even more difficult than some of their modern
successors. It is well known that land transport was exceedingly expensive in
the ancient world. This made it impossible to convey bulky articles such as
corn over long distances. Loc'al famines were common; and our sources indicate
that this problem, which had political implications, was a sou~ce of much anxiety. The difficulties of the local authorities were increased by the activities of the central government; produce of the imperial estates, which comprised
very large areas, was reserved by the emperor for the purpose of supplying the
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armies and the population of the capital; very little corn from these areas
ever appeared on the open market to meet local shortages {17). Another important aspect of the budget is that of social welfare, State-aided feeding
schemes and free medical services, which are the sign-manual of the modern
Welfare State, are not at all new.
We have numerous inscriptions informing us of the appointment by the municipality of doctors who treated the poor free of charge, and in return were
exempted from local taxation and compulsory services. Food subsidies were also an essential feature of ancient urban communities. In Rome itself the sale
of corn by the government at less than the ruling price goes back to early
times. The activities of ambitious politicians in competing for the votes of
the city rabble had subsequently led to the unsound practice of providing it
free; and this heavy charge on the exchequer had been retained by the emperors as a guarantee of support from the fickle Roman mob. Bread and circuses
were a necessary evil. Elsewhere indirect methods of subsidising the poor
were common. Tenants of municipal land were often r equired as part of their
contract to provide a stipulated amount of produce at a low price for the benefit of the poor. Market officials seem to have been very much occupied with
the task of keeping down the prices of essential foodstuffs, breaking up
price rings and defeating the aims of unscrupulous speculators who were trying to make excessive profits at the expense of the ordinary citizen {18).
The peculiar institution known as the 'alimenta' is of considerable interest. Quite early in the empire attempts were made by successive emperors,
notably Trajan, to stimulate the falling birthrate of Italy by providing a
fund to help poor parents in the upbringing and education of their children.
The endowment was provided by the issue of loans to farmers of up to one
twelfth of the value of their farms. On these development loans the farmer
paid a low rate of interest, the proceeds being used to pay maintenance grants.
The loans were issued from the imperial treasury, while the farmers paid the
interest to the local municipality {19). In this interesting social welfare
scheme two purposes were in view: to stimulate the birth-rate and to help the
small farmer by providing him with capital for improvements,
It has already been pointed out that the public amenities were largely provided by private benefaction, but the maintenance charges, which must often
have been a heavy burden, had to be met by the local authority. As time went
on the expenses involved in the maintenance of highways were thrust more and
more upon the local authority. This strikes quite a contemporary note. Drainage was elaborate and costly; excavations conducted on the sites of a number
of provincial towns have revealed sewerage systems that are strikingly modern
in plan.
Amongst the heaviest items of expenditure was the amount spent on embassies to Rome. As Rostovtzeff remarks, "every event in the history of the imperial family was marked by a stream of envoys to Rome from the most distant
towns of the empire". Deputations were frequently sent to make flattering
speeches before even the most corrupt provincial governors. Expenditure under
this head was one of the main reasons for interference in local affairs on the
part of the central government {20). Certainly it would be of considerable
interest to know the total cost of these deputations. Much of this expenditure,
however, appears to be unavoidable, since a deputation ~o the Administrator or
the Minister often turns out to be the only WfY of getting the ear of authority.
If the Roman experience in this matter is any guide, it should make us
rather chary of always running to the Administrator. For it was precisely
this constant reference to the imperial authorities for the settlement of
local problems, often of the most trivial nature, that led to the undermining
of local autonomy. Quite early in the history of the Empire we hear of the
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appointment of a s pecial cat e gory of offi c ial known as the cura tores r e ipublicae or the Gu ardians of the Municip a lity. Th e y were s ome tim es r e ferr e d to
more simply as logistae or auditor s . They we re speciall y c ommi ss i on e d imp e rial agents charg e d with inv es tigation of abu s e s . Th e e mp e ror Tra jan, wh o is
perhap s better known as a s trong i mp e ria l i s t who pu s hed th e fronti e r s of th e
e mpire northwards into ~wnani a , a n d t e mpo ra rily ex t e nd e d it s so ut he rn b o un da r ie s to the Per s i a n Gulf, a l so took th e k een es t int e r est in provinc i a l a dm i ni s tration and lo ca l g o, e rnm e n t . He d i d not h es it a t e to orde r a full inv e st i gat ion of th e aff a ir s of a ny ci ty wh ere was t e fuln ess a n d in ef f icie n cy had got
control. We are pa rti c u lar ly well in fo rmed a b ou t t h e p r ov ince of Bi t hy ni a,
fo r t h e s pe c ial c ommissioner appointed in this case h appe n ed to be t h a t garrulous a n d ra ther prigg i s h gentleman the Yo unge r P l i ny . Hi s correspondence wi t h
Tra j a n h as f ortu nately be e n pre se rved , and fro m it s pa ges we l ea rn a g r eat
deal about local goverrn11e11L in the early secon d ce n tury of our e ra.
Th e a ppo int ment of these imp er ial inve s tiga t ors seems to hav e become more
a nd more common d urin g this cen tury . By t h e middle of th e third ct: nt ury t hey
have b ec ome regular magis trat e s c h ose n f rom the l oca l co uncils , with prece dence over their fellow- co uncillors- in f act a kind of bur~omas t e r
system
has arisen .
The second c e nt u ry also saw the r i se of another type of govern me nt in spec tor, with th e t i tl e of ' Corr ec t or ' (2 2) . Hi s j ob was to see tha t th e charter s
a n d ordina n ces of th e citi es we r e properly ca rr ied out. Once financ i al con trol h ad slipped in, it wa s not lo ng b e fore the t e ntacle s of th e central go ve rnment b egan to envelop oth er sphe r es of municipa l admini s tratior•. Local pat r i ot i s m, t he d r iving f orce behind mun i cipal gov e r rnnent , can so eas il y b e
s n uffed o u t by the well - mea n i n g p a t ernalism of a gove r nment machine . Those
wi se e me r gency measu r es , tho se ca refu ll y selecte d' and s trictly t e mpora ry s upe rv i so r s s oon develop ed int o a p e rman e nt system staf f ed by a n increasing
numb e r o f med i ocre civil servan t s . The rate of advance in thi s d ir ect i on was
accelerated , t h en as i n r ecent tim es , by ex t e rnal events in th e s hap e of wa r s .
Th e d i sas tr ou s s uc cess ion of c ivil wa r s a nd pup p e t e mperor s in the thir d cen t u ry b rou ght incr eased t axation a nd a mounting inflation whi c h co u ld only h ave
one e n d - th e es t a b l i s hme nt of a bu rea u cratic des p ot i s m. The pri ce of p eace
and o r de r was c ompul s i o n i n eve r y de p a r t me nt of activity . The ent ire mac h i ne r y of th e s tat e wa s dra st i c ally r e vi sed in or de r to adapt i t t o the primitiv e
econ omi c c ondition s to whi c h t h e Rom a n worl d h ad b ee n re duced. Th e town counc i l l or s a nd ma gi s tr a t es in t h e c iti es we r e n ow ma de personal l y r es po n sib]e
f or t h e p ayment of all t axes a n d th e p e rforma n ce of all comp u lsory se r v i ces .
It i s hardly s urpri s ing that candida t es were no lo ng er r ead ily fo rt hcomi ng.
If they r e fu se d to s tand th e y could b e " pe rsua d e d". As the impo ve ri s h e d agricultural labourer was now ti e d to t h e so il s o the muni c ipal offi c i a l s were
bound to their city and to th e ir j o b s . Th e same princ ipl e of c ompul s ion wa s
ruthlessly applied to nwne rou s cl asses of ke y wo rk e r s in indu st ri es and t r a des regarde d a s e s sential. Once a baker alway s a bake r was the rul e . Th e
s hipowner' s son must stay in s hipping . Ma nufa c tur e r s of vitally important product s we r e comp e lled to s ell to th e s ta te a fi x e d proportion of th e ir stock s
at uneconomic price s . Refu s al or ina bility to supply re s ulted in both proprietor and employ e es being attache d to th e ir ca lling a nd forbid d en to change.
If this method proved ineff e ctive the industry in ques tion was nationali s ed'
and it s e mployee s were r e du ce d to th e s ame condition of se rfdom as that of
their compatriots on the impe rial e s tates.
As a modern historian drily observes "the empire did e s tablish equality
among most of its subject, in the sense that all alike were beggars and
slaves" ( 23 ) .
THE LESSON OF THE LATER ROMAN EMPIRE
Th e last phase of our story is depres sing yet instructive. Of this a s toni-
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shing record of achievement and ultimate decay, we can as representatives of
local government in all its complexity say with Horace, "Muta to numine 'de te
fabula narratur' ". Then, as in our modern western societies, the local authorities in the towns and cities were the mainspring of civilization. Civic
pride and willing if often inefficient service to the local community lay at
the root of this great experiment.
Then, as now, the basis of local government was the belief in the value of
local initiative, local pride and local service to the community. When .this
flow of initiative from the humble parish pump dries up, the forces that make
for regimentation and uniformity must inevitably triumph in our time, as they
did in ancient Rome. The planning of our local societies must not be in abstract standardised form devised by remote specialists, it must be geared to
local requirements and carried forward with the willing co-operation of those
who know the needs of their own community, and are inspired by the spirit of
local patriotism.
The third century of our e ra mark s a turning point in the history of local
government in the Empire. Wh en sta bility ha<l been restored after the disastrous anarchy, the central governm e nt }1ad a magnificent opportunity to reorganise the municipalitie s on mor e democratic Jine s . Thi s would hav e demanded
creative initiative, in which Diocletian and his successors were singularly
lacking. Instead of giving the muni cip ia a n ew start, the later emperors, in
Rostovtzeff's words "kill e d the whol e idea of self-government by making all
the members of the city community re spon s ible to the state, and by piling up
duties on them without any corresponding rights" (24). Local Government today faces a similar crisis. At conference after conference the complaint is
raised that the local authorities are fast losing the last vestiges of their
former independence; that they have virtually become the convenient agents
for carrying out the policies of the central government, and that under these
conditions it becomes increasingly difficult to induce men and women of ability to serve as councillors. The lesson is clear: reforms in local government
are certainly overdue; but they must not be undertaken for the sake of making
things easier for the central government. That is the doctrine which destroyed the self-government of the cities of the Empir e , and cut off one of the
greatest sources of its vitality.
(1) Liv. xliii, 3 (Carteia),
(2) Liv. xxxix, 3.
(3) M. Ro st ovtzeff, Social and Economic History of
the Roman Empire, 2nd edition, p.24; p.550 n.21.
(4) Rostovtzeff, pp. 48 f.
(5) Much has heen writt en
on social mobility in the modern world. See P. Sorokin, Social Mobility, New York, 1927; M. Gin s berg, Studie s
in Society, London, 1932 pp.161 ff; D. Glass, Social Mobility, London, 1954.
(6) R. Syme, The Roman Re volution, pp. 89 f.
See the excellent summary on Municipal administration hy H. M. Last in C.A.H. XI,
456 ff.
(8) J.S. Reid, The Municipalities of the Roman Empire, p.169, attributes the virtual absence of
disturbances in Gaul after the conquest to the wi se self-restraint of the government. and to the Roman re s pec t
for the existing local and political patterns of the count ry.
(9) I.L.S. 212; cf. Tacitus , Ann., xi, 24 .
( 11) S. Dill, Roman So( 10) See. the laws and charters contained in E.G. Hard y , Roman Laws and Charters.
ciety from Ne ro To Marcus Aurelius, p.223 points out that even in a third-rate town like Pompeii, a large number of the public buildings were the gift of private citizens.
(12) Dill, pp. 228 ff. gives some intere s ting examples of this kind of civic grnerosity.
(13) See the hrilli.ant account of the situat ion in S.
Dill, Roman Society in the last Century of the We s tern Empire, pp. 249 ff.
(14) For a good, if bri ef s urvey of the liturgy system see Rostovtzeff, op.cit., pp.380 ff.
(15) Dill, Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius, pp. 218 ff., contains a good account of private munificence, and mentions most of the important
literary sources. See also Rostovtzeff, op.cit., pp.148 ff; p.601, n.13.
(16) There appears to be no se~arate study of markets and market building s . On those at Os tia s ee Rostovt ze ff, p.567, n:36..
(17) The ev i dence on food shortages is scattered about in the source s . See th e summary of the question 1n Rostovtzeff, pp.
146 ff; p. 598, n.9,
(18) Ro s tovtzeff, p,700, n. 21 and refere nc es cited th e re.
(19) For a good s ummary of the scheme see R.P. Longden in C.A.H., Vol. XI, pp. 210 ff.
(20) See Pliny, Ep.,x,43 (52)1By z ant1uml.
(21) A full list of sources will he found in P-W., Vol.4, Cols. 1806-1811 (E. Kornemann)..
(22) A fu ll
list of sources will he found in P-W., S.V. 'Corrector' (Von Premerstein).
(2 3) In the end the only cl asses which could be described as 'free' we r·e the beggar s and the robber s ; both groups increased enormously during the later empire.
(24) P.513 f.
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THE ATHENIAN EPHEBEIA TOWARDS THE END OF THE FOURTH CENTURY B.C.
Two observations have been made, in connection with the list of Athenian
ephebes belonging to the year 305/4 B.C.(1). First, it deals with the ephebes
of all the tribes. This is a change from the method followed in earlier ephebic
lists known to us, which invariably have to do with ephebes coming from single
tribes.(2) Secondly, the ephebes mentioned in that list finished their training during the archonship immediately following that under which their enrollment took place. Unless we suppose that they were enrolled at the beginning of
one archonship and completed their training at the end of the other, this will
not coincide with the normal length of the ephebic course which extended over
two years.(3)
These observations were taken by Girard to depict a twofold change in the
ephebic institution towards the end of the fourth century. By the year 305/4,
according to this opinion, the ephebeia had already ceased to be compulsory,
while the length of its course had been reduced to a single year. (4) I aim to
find out how far these deductions are justified.
The reason given to prove that the ephebeia lost its compulsory nature is a
supposed decrease in the number of ephebes at that time, The argument would be
that a small number of ephebes would not require a separate list for every tribe
Having made this assumption, Girard claims that the number of ephebes in one
tribe, Kekrops, in 334}3 was 88, whereas he estimates at 34 the number of ephebes for two tribes, Erechtheis and Akamantis, in the decree belonging to 305 / 4.
Let us investigate both inscriptions and compare them with others to see if
there was any decrease, and, if so, whether it justifies the assumption that
the ephebic training ceased to be compulsory towards the end of the century.
First, the 334/3 list. This is inscribed on a stele, the upper part of which
is missing. The remaining part falls in two columns. The right column, which
is more complete, contains 22 names and, as the stele is inscribed in stoichedon, Girard takes the left column to represent the same number of names, which
would give us roughly 44 names for the two columns. He then takes these 44
names to represent only six demes, i.e. half the tribe (assuming that the twelve demes known to us from this tribe are all the demes in it) and consequently
concludes that the whole tribe had 88 ephebes that year.
This, however,is a misleading calculation. First, we do not know the size of
the missing upper part of the stele, a fact which prevents us from assessing
the number of the missing lines and, eventually, knowing .in a rough manner how
many names were there. And even if we did know the size of that part, a section
of it would no doubt be occupied with a dedication or an introduction of some
kind of an unknown length, again hindering us from giving a correct estimation
of the number of names inscribed on it.
We are therefore left, in our calculation, to depend on the number of demes
known to us and the number of ephebes in the dames which appear on the preserved part of the inscription. First we have the names of the ephebes coming
frcl'I six dames and two names from a seventh (they are not only six as Girard
calculates, for we have four in the right column and two and a part of a third
in the left column). But we cannot say in any sure manner that the missing
part contains names from all the remaining dames (which, to our knowledge
would be five) since there is evidence in other inscriptions that not all the
demes of a tribe always had ephebes in one given year. (5) Secondly, the number of ephebes in the different demes cannot be calculated on mathematical
lines, since the demes were not all of the same size or age structure. This
can be proved from the same inscription, where one deme has as many as eleven
ephebes while others have only one or two.
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The conclusion is that we have not enough grounds to Justify Girard's estimate of 88 names. The same must also apply, for the same reason, to Gomme's
estimate of . 44-45 names.(6) Thus, the number of ephebes in question must remain broadly over 44 - which is the number in the preserved part of the inscription.
As for the 305/4 list, I find that Girard's estimation at 34 names from
Erechtheis and Akamantis is also a misrepresentation. First, in the Erechtheis
we have 11 names in the deme of Eunomeis, 6 names in a deme whose name is mi s sing, 5 in Anagurasioi, and five other demes, one of which is Argulethen , with
one name each - i.e. 27 names in all. Jn Akamantis we have one ephebe from th e
deme of Eiresidae, 2 from Cholargeis, 3 from Kerameis, 2 from Kikynneis, one
from Thorikioi and 5+ from Kephaleis - i.e. more than 14 in the whole tribe.
Thus we have more than 41 in the two tribes with a sure number of 27 ephebes
from one tribe, the Erechtheis.
These 27 names, if taken to represent one tribe in 305/4, show a definite
decrease in the number of ephebes compared with the 334 list which contained
over 44 names. However, let us extend the comparison to three other complet e,
or fairly complete, ephebic lists known to us and belonging also to the fourt h
century,l7) in order to gain a clearer idea of the situation. The first is th e
327/6 list of the Leontid tribe which gives us 63 ephebes and 11 lochagoi.(8)
The second belongs to the year 330/ 29 and comes from the Oeneid tribe. It givee
us the names of 52 ephebes and 5 lochagoi.(9) The third is another Leontid l i s t
and belongs to the year 333/ 2.(10) Although this is mutilated to a certa in extent, the number of ephebes mentioned in it can be r eac hed with a great de gree
of accuracy. In the section allotted to the ephebes' names we fir s t find a
space for 13 letters followed by 6 lines stoichedon of 26 letters each. The se
would accommodate the name of one deme and the names of 8 ephebes ( averag e of
20 letters for first name and patronymic). These are followed by t wo names ,
thus making 10 name s. The deme of Potamioi follows immediately with one ephebe
for each of its two sections and is followed by Leukonoeis with three ephebes .
A space for nine lett ers c omes after this followed by the name of one ephebe.
This space could accommodate the name of a deme, probably Eupuridai, bein g a
small deme (in the 327/6 Leontid list it had only one ephebe). Then comes a
space for six letters , whi ch could accommodate either Eubadai or Ex Oiou, f ollowed by one n ame (the probability lying with Ex Oiou; since in the 327/6 list
it had only two names whereas Ubadai had 5. A space of 8 letters follows which
could accommodate the deme Sounieis. This is followed in its turn by a mutilated space with enough letters and syllables to show the names of 5 ephebes.
Then comes a space for 25 letters which is too long for one first name but
would be long enough for a deme and a first name. The deme of Painoidai is
mentioned after this, followed by a space for 3 letters, four lines stoichedon
of 34 letters each, and a space for 7 letters - enough for 7 or 8 names. Thus
in all w• should have 30-31 names for the whole tribe.
A survey of the preceding evidence would give us,then, the following results:
TRIBE
NUMBER OF EPHEBES
YEAR
Kekrops
44+
334/3
Leontis
30-31
333/2
Oeneis
330
521+ 5 lochagoi)
Leontis
63 +11 lochagoi)
327/6
27
Erechtheis
3o5h
Akamantis
14+
A study of these results does not confirm the claim that the number of annual ephebes decreased towards the end of the fourth century, despite the
great drop from 63 ephebes in 327/6 to 27 (in one tribe) in 305/4. First, there
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is no great difference in number between the 27 ephebes of 305/4 and the 30/31
ephebes of 333/2. Secondly, the table shows a great fluctuation from year to
year. The number of ephebes, which was 44+ in 334/3 shows a drop in the following year. This is followed by a rise in 330 and another rise in 327/6 to be
followed by a drop in 305/4. This fluctuation can even be noticed in the number
of ephebes coming from the same tribe. The Leontid ephebes who numbered 30-31
in 333/2 more than doubled their number by 327/6. Such fluctuation could reasonably be attributed to the difference in the structure of age groups from tribe
to tribe and from year to year.
Again, a comparison of the above figures (and, for our purpose, particularly the 27 names of the 305/ 4 Erechtheid ephebes) with figures contained in the
ephebic lists of the third century B.C. (when the ephebeia did loose its compulsory nature), provides us with a definite conclusion that there was no radical decrease in the number of ephebes towards the end of the fourth century.
In the ephebic lists be longing to the years 283/2, 282/1 and 276 figures as
low as 33 and 29 (the latter figure is almost equal to the 27 ephebes of one
tribe in 305/ 4) came to represent the ephebes of all the Athenian tribes.(11)
We even find sometimes, during that century, tribes with no more than one or
two ephebes.(1 2 )
Having thus s hown that the small number of 27 ephebes can reasonably be attributed to the fluctuations in the number of ephebes from year to year (even
in the s ame tribe) and that it is not, in any case, small enough to warrant
the assumption that the institution lost its compulsory nature, I would not
like to leave this point without touching on two relative considerations. The
first is the fact mentioned above, that the 305/4 list, unlike earlier lists,
was meant for all the tribes instead of one tribe. This outward change should
not be connected with any decrease in the number of ephebes in that year. The
small number of the ephebes coming from the tribe of Leontis in 333/2 did not
cause them to be listed with ephebes from other tribes although their number
of · 30-31 was not much bigger than the 27 Erechtheid ephebes of 305/4. The
change in the method from listing the ephebes of every tribe separately to
listing all the tribes in the same inscriptions could therefore be attributed
to some other reason, formal or otherwise, but must be dismissed as a sign of
decrease in the number of ephebes.
The other consideration is the probability that there might have been a
slight decrease in the number of ephebes in the last two decades of the fourth
century. This is not as yet attested by any new lists, but it is not unreasonable to conjecture that the yearly ephebic numbers did not, in their fluctuation during that period, register the rise reached in earlier lists. Since the
ephebic institution was closely interlocked with Athenian citizenship in the
fourth century, the former being a necessary prelude to the latter, the const•i tution, introduced by Antipater, which restricted full civic rights to those
in possession of 2,000 drachmae or more, thus reducing the number of Athenian
citizens from 21000 to only 9000, must have had some bearing on the number of
ephebes.(13)
·
For the claim put forth by Girard, that by 305/4 the ephebic course lasted
for only one y~ar instead of two, he depends, as mentioned above, on the timing of the decree of honours conferred on the ephebes in the list belonging
to that year. This decree (which marks the end of their training) was passed
during the archonship of Euxenippos. The same ephebes were enrolled under Koroibos, the archon of the preceding year.(14) ftis fact was reasonably taken
to mean that the ephebes mentioned in this list could not have been enrolled
for more than one year, otherwise they should have been enrolled under the
archon who preceded Koroibos.
I have already referred to the weak point in this argument, namely that the
305/4 ephebes could have been enlisted at the beginning of Koroibos' archonship and honoured at the end of that of Euxenippos, in which case they would
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have served two years in the ephebeia. However, I would still uphold Girard's
claim against this criticism in view of the following observation. From a series of ephebic lists it is to be noticed that the honorary decrees were passed in the third prytany in the month of Boedromion and not at the end of the
archonship. This custom can be traced continuously since 283/2 B.C. till a s
late as 94/3 B.C. (15) If this practice could be carried on without a chang e
through two centuries it would not be unreasonable to throw it back for a matter of only twenty years to cover the 305/4 list. Thus, it follows that if the
ephebes of 305/4 received their honours (i.e. ended their training) in the
third prytany of Euxenippos' archonship, yet were enrolled under Koroibos in
the previous year, they could not have served for two years even if they were
enrolled during the first prytany of Koroibos'archonship, since they would
have served, at the most, only one year and hardly a third of the other.
Thus we find the first signs of decline in the ephebic order (16) already
making themselves felt towards the end of the fourth century. Undoubtedly the
Macedonian rule helped to discourage the institution. But probably another
factor helped the Macedonian rule to exercise its influence unchallenged. This
was the same factor as that behind the birth of the ephebeia: specialisation
in the military art and eventually the appearance on the military scene, on a
large scale, of the mercenaries - the skilled fighters. Being, above all, a
military body preparing its members to be good soldiers, the ephebic order was
intended to meet the need of the moment. It was a last bid on the part of the
citizen administration to compete with the specialised mercenary.(17) In the
course of time, however, it was soon realised that even the ephebic training
was not enough to qualify an Athenian to compete with the skill of a type of
soldiers who made fighting their job and their only means of livelihood.
Thus, since it was realised that the purpos e of the ephebeia could be more
efficiently achieved by another means - the mercenaries, there remained no
longer any reason for maintaining the same emphasis on the order as before.
This took the form of reducing the ephebic course from two years to one year
towards the end of the fourth century, a step which was soon to be followed
by another, when early in the third century the ephebic institution lost its
compulsory nature altogether.
I.G.11 2 478.
(2) The list of 334/3 (I.G.11 2 1156) deals with the ephebes of Kekrops, that of 333/ 2
1940, pp.62-3) with those of Leontis. The lists of 330 (Resp.Supp.VIII. 1949,pp . 273-8) and of 327/ 6
1918,p.75),,with t~e ephe~es of Oeneis and Leontis respectivelr.'Af'x.:r..(31 (Aristotle),'Ae. llo\..
XLII,3-4.
(4) Girard, L Education Athenienne, pp.292 ff. He was followed by Marrou, Histoire de l'Education dans l'Antiquite, Paris 1948, p.154. Compare Reinmuth, The ephebate and citizenship in Attica, T.A.P.A.,
1948, p.218, for the claim that the ephebeia ceased to be compulsory at that time. See also hi s comment on lis
ting the ephebeg of all the tribes on one stone in this inscription,in Hesp,XXIV(l955 ) ,p.226.
(5) For e.g
the list of Oeneid ephebes where 3 demes are not represented (Heap.Supp. VIII, 1949,pp.273-8) and the 305/ 4
list where 8 demes only represent the whole Erechtheid tribe which should have 11 domes ,
(6) Gomme Population of Athens in the fifth and fourth cent . B.C. (Oxford 1933),p.67.
(7)1 have left out the list ~f Aiantid ephebes, edited by Kendrick Pritchett, Hesp.XVl(l947!,pp.184-5,as it is not complete enough to be instructive on our point. It contains names from 3 of the 6 demes of the tribe - one deme has 5 names, the second ha s
4 and the third 3+. It has the physical characteristics of the 330/ 29 and 327/6 list s !see nn.8,9 ~elow) wh i ch
gives an idea of its probable date.
(8) 'Af,x. 'i°1>-,
,1918,p.75. The opinion that this list contains the
ephebes of the two years (i.e. of the s ame course I is upheld, among others. by Leonardos,
• /tpX. 'i°1>-,
1918
and Mathieu, Rev.de Phil,1929, pp,159-183. The fallacy of the theory is proved by two points. First, if the
list represents the ephebes of the two years, thos e of the first year would have nothing to do wi t h Leosthenes
who was o-q,c""'°' t,,,. ~ ll'll'9and should therefore have command ed the ephe bes only during th e ir second year of
training; see
"NJ. !Jo>..
XLII, 5. Also thos e of the se cond year would have nothing to do with Dikaiogenes
and Pherekleides, who were generals of the Piraeus and as such shou l d command the ephe be s only during their
first year, see 'M. IJo>..
., XLII, 3-4; Hesp.63 (the 333/ 2 li s t ) . It is, of course, understood t ha t the ephe
bes who graduated in any given year usually honoure d the gen e ra ls who command ed th em in th e ir two years of
tra ining (e.g. in the 333/ 2 li s t). The s ame difficu lt y would ap p l y in the case of the kosmet e s mentione d in th
inscription. Only one half of th e ephebe s wou l d c ome und er him, while the ko s met es of the othe r half' {thos e of
th e first or second ye ar) would be left out. This follows from the fact that in any g i ven ye ar there we re two
kosmetai. s inc e a kosmete s s ta ye d with hi s group of ephebe s through th e ir two y e ar s of training . Thi s is prov e d from the 333/2 list. The eph e be s there ar e definitely thos e of the second y ea r s ince they crowne d the
CKpel~ bu 'l'iJ 1IP4>'1.
If they had had a different ko sme t es for each year of th e ir training they would
have crowned them both, since we see them crowning the general s be longing to the two ye ars of their c ourse (th
general of the Piraeus and the
kl~,,..,._
).Th e oth e r point which refute s th e theo ry of Le onardo s and
Mathieu is that the occurence of brother s in th e 32 7/ 6 li st (they had thought thi s impo ss ibl e among the ephe be
of a single year) is parallell ed in the 305/ 4 l is t, wh e r e we hav e the eph e bes of one year only,
(9) He sp.
Supp~ VIII,1949,pp.273-8. The l oc ha goi mention e d in this li s t and in 327/ 6 were not taken from the l ochagoi of
the proper army.whom we see in (Ari s totle) 'A8. 110)..
, LXI, 3 and Xen ., Mem. ,111,4 , 1., but were appoint ed
from among the ephebes themselves - the same a s happ en s nowa days in any cad e t for c es-and it is po ss ibl e tha t
they were appointed by the tax i arch. Se e I.G.JI2,2976; Hesp.1940,p,63; Heap.Supp. VIJI(l9 4 9)pp.27 3 ff.; Roussel
Rev .Arch.,XVIII ( 1941) ,p. 223 ;B.Meri tt, A. J.P. LXVI ( 1945 ),p. 234.
I 10) Hesp.1940, pp. 62-3.
I 11) I.G. 112,
665 (283/2 and 282/lB.C.); 681 (276 B.C . ).
(12) S.E.G.XIV (1957) ,62. In thi s list Oeneis has two ephebes
and Kekrops only one. See He s p.XXIII (1954) ,p.255.
(13) Diodoru s , XVIII. On th e e ffect s of Mac edonian rule
on the ephebic order in Athens se e Re inmuth, op. c i t .lpp ,2 17-18; I agree with his claim that the ephebeia became optional from 30¼4.
(14) I.G.JJ2,478.
15) I.G.JJ2, 665 (283-1 B.C. ) ; 100 6 (122 / 1); 1008(118/7);
1028(100/ 99); 1029(94 3).
(16) It is ·understood that the ephe beia wa s r avi,ed vigorou s ly under the Roman
rule.
(17) That a section, at least, of public spirited Athenians frowned upon the ever increasing use of
mercenaries and called for more dependence on citizen soldiers is reflected in many passages of Demosthenes'
orations. See e.g.Dem.,111,3596 where he says," Never have I made the suggestion that .... we should be inactive
or remain idle and helpless while we know by report that some general's mercenaries have won a victory.• Compare Dem , ,IV,24. The two speeches were delivered in 349 and 351 respectively.
1)
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Mlle. Guillemin in an article published a few , years ago drew attention to
some "Curious resemblances" between the love-poetry of Propertius and Catullus.
In each there is an encounter with seductive beauty (1). In each the beauty
turns away (2). In each the poet gazes from afar (3). In each he enjoys aperiod of happiness (4). In each he experiences a period of des~air (5). In each
the poet asserts his own fidelity however the lady behaves (61. In each he finally comes to reject her (7). In each we are shown the lady still alive but the
poet's love for her dead (8). "S'il a ete le poAte de l'amour", writes Mlle.
Guillemin of Propertius, "c'est sa sensibilite qui l'y a entraine, mais il a fallu un point de depart, une sorte de declenchement opere par les sourvenirs plus
ou moins conscients de Catulle" (9). Propertius certainly knew Catullus' poetry:
Propertius certainly knew Catullus' poetry:
haec quoque lascivi cantarunt scripta Catulli,
Leshia quis ipsa notior est Helena (10)
But Propertius there hopes to emulate not merely Catullus, but Varro of Atax, Calvus and Gallus as well. Propertius certainly did not consciously see
Catullus as a model whom he was making peculiarly his own. Human nature does
not vary so greatly, and :Ln most love-affairs there are periods of frustration
and periods of contentment. Most people have moods of humble veneration and
moods of arrogant self-righteousness. For love to grow cold, even if it has
blazed fiercely, is fortunately not an universal occurrence, but neither is it
a rare one. Further, we shall expect to find the pendulum swinging between misery and happiness in the poetry of love, because it is precisely out of such
tensions that poetry is born. We need not be surprised that there are close parallels between Catullus' account of his relations with Leshia and Propertius'
account of his relation with Cynthia. Such parallels tell us nothing. On the
other hand it is possible that Propertius, because he was going through similar
experiences, may have been caught up into the moods of the older poet, and this
may have affected his poetic expression. This can only be discerned by examining the expression, not the experience, the phrases, not the phases. To do
this may illuminate the poetic process; it may also help to cast light upon the
peculiar methods of the two poets.
It seems that there was some similarity between the mental processes of the
two authors. Postgate long ago drew attention to some peculiarities of expression which may be observed in Catullus and which are sometimes developed almost
to the point of ' man:ierism in Propertius. Such are (al the use of slang, conversational cliches and a prosaic vocabulary. We may note phrases like "sint satis
superque" in Catullua, "quod quamvis ita sit" in Propertius, or words like "parare" "to buy• and "ferirew "to do down"(ll) (b) the use of verbal periphrases,
and a tendency to prefer the potential to the actual. Postgate's psychology
here seems a little confused as he suggests that in Catullus this may be a sign
of an "ardent, impulsive temperament", in Propertius it denotes weakness of will
(or rather, he says at one point that weakness of will is apparent through them,
at another that he would not venture to assert so). Whatever the explanation,
such expressions are strikingly predominant in Propertius. and the usage is adumbrated in Catullus (12). I should incline to say that such phrases, before
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they become mere habit, represent a certain ~reoccupation with the psychology
of action rather than with action itself. {cJ a tendency to "disjunctiveness"
and corresponding fullness of expression. Thus in Catullus we have "•ens animi",
or "terra" and "solo" in a single phrase. The usage is precise, for the terms
are not synonymous, though they are close. There are many examples in Propertius; "unda" and "lympha" in a single phrase for instance, or "meruit mea gloria
.nomen"{13).{d) a predilection for the pluperfect, which Postgate again explains
psychologically as arising from a desire to throw events into the completed
past (141.(e) a certain tendency to strain the preposition 'in' (15). Propertius does not see ■ to have absorbed Catullus' characteristic use of diminutives,
nor his indefinite phrases. Munro reckoned the elimination of the former "one
of the most grievous defects of the literary diction established in the Augustan Age"; he said that "it made the lyric of the heart impossible" (16). This
is exaggerated, hut there is a sensitive judgment behind it.
Catullus' poems fall plainly into three sections. First come sixty poems in
various metres, which we may call lyrical. The second section comprises eight
longer poems, all concerned at some level with the relations of man and woman.
Finally , comes a series of elegiac poems, some of them tersely epigrammatic,
some few more elaborate. I have made the tentative suggestion elsewhere that
these three collections may have been circulating separa tely during the Augu s tan age; Horace clearly knows the first two, hut possibly not the third (17).
It was to the poems of th e first section that Catullus' immense popularity
was due; there are, for example, no less than six references to the two Pa ss e r
poems in Martial alone (18). It is here that we find his two essays in Sapphics,
the first and last poems which he wrote for Leshia (19). Here too are contained
the greatest of his poems of happy love, Vivamus mea Leshia, with its pendent
Quaeris quot mihi basiationes, and that poignant outbreak Miser Catulle (20).
Propertius never essayed the variety of Catullus' metres. He claimed Callimachus
and Philitas for his models (21). Catullus would not have disowned the same
debt, but his passion for Sappho prevented his range from being too narrow; his
experiments in galliambics and pure iambics are among the more remarkable pro ducts of Latin poetry; and he patently tossed off hendecasyllabics at will. It
is interesting to ask why Propertius limited his scope. He does not strike one
as the sort of person to play safe hy repeating triumphs in a familiar medium
and his fire (22) could have burned more freely in other forms. Perhaps the
answer lay in the mood of the times. Catullus lived in an age of excited experiment. The experiments of the Augustan Age were refined. The mood was more
ca~tious. It is a "classical" age. Horace in the Ars Poetica lays some stress
on the fact that particular metres suit particular themes (23).
versihus impariter iunctis querimonia primum,
post etiam inclusa est voti sententia compos.
These two lines, dealing with the elegiac couplet, are uncertain in meaning,
and therefore difficult to reconcile for sure with the practice of the Augustan
elegists. The first line refers to elegy in the strict sense; the second was
interpreted hy Orelli and others as referring to love-poetry. Wickham remarked
that amatory poetry is not
all ~f ' ! granted · prayers', and Horace leaves room
for love alongside · wine as suited to lyric metres. None the less,. the reference
is not excluded,and there was in the Augustan age some feeling of standardization which was intensified by the practice. of patrons who liked to hold in their
literary coteries representatives of the different poetic disciplines. It was
possible to change, as Horace changed from lyric to satire, but there was a
general notion that you were either a lyric or an epic or an elegiac . or a satiric or a dr.amatic poet, _a nd each field had its a~propriate means of expressio~.
Ovid gives us a vivid picture of such a circle (241.
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Propertius knew the lyric poetry of Catullus, but did not have it by him as
he wrote. He shows ·familiarity with only four poems from this section. Three
of them are poems of the Leshia cycle, and all were likely to remain in the
mind, especially in an age when reference libraries were less accessible, and
minds more retentive; further they all spoke to his own experience. It is interesting to observe how he transfers their expressions to his own medium. In
the fifth poem Catullus began with lines which have never ceased to charm:
Vivamus, mea Leshia, atque amemus,
rumoresque senum severiorum
omnes unius aestimemus assis.
soles occidere et redire possunt:
nobis c.um semel occidit brevis lux,
nox est perpetua una dormienda. (25)
The passage falls sharply into two halves: "Let us enjoy ourselves despite the
censure of the old: when our sun is set, unending night follows". Propertius
expresses each half in an elegiac couplet; as they are in different poems, the
carpe diem theme has to be made explicit in each case.
ista senes licet accusent convivia duri!
nos modo propositum, vita, teramus iter (25)
I do not think that the Catullan derivation of that can be doubted. The first
line is a subtle variation on Catullus' words, designed to fit a hexameter
which becomes almost mannered in the process. The second echoes the first line
of one of Catullus' elegies
Iucundum, mea vita, mihi proponis amorem (27)
where his lady is also his "lif e ", and the path of love is "set before them".
In another poem Propertius has
dum no s fata sinunt, oculos satiemus amore:
nox tibi longa venit, nee reditura dies (28)
The opening words are Tibullan (29), but the pentameter reflects the Catullan
passage. Catullus is far sup erior; the falling cadences of"occidit brevis lux"
and the long assonances of"perpetua una dormienda"match the sense without obtruding themselves as artificially clever. The monosyllables and dissyllables
of Propertius are distracting, and the long"reditura"is in the least suitable
context. The concluding lines of another poem seem a further essay on the same
theme;

quare, dum licet, inter nos laetemur amantes:
non satis est ullo tempore longus amor.
Here the'carpe diem'is more poignant because Catullus reached the point when he
was forced "longum deponere amorem" (30). In the last part of this poem Catullus offers Propertius less. On this matter K.F. Smith has some good words: "The
minuteness with which Propertius describes her perfections is as modern as it
is unclassical. In this respect the love of Cynthia is a striking contrast to
the love of Lesbia. Both men are sensitive, sensuous, luxurious. Both men reacted keenly and instantly to the beautiful. But Prop~rtius was analytical and
reflective, He could not attain the joyous wisdom of Catullus' immortal youth.
Propertius never could have destroyed the tally of his raptures- "Conturbabimus
illa, ne sciamus", as Catullus said of his Leshia's kisses. On the contrary, he
must needs count, weigh, and appraise them one by one "(31).
The two renunciation poems which appear in this section are 8 and 11; the
former is in scazons, the latter in Sapphics. The Sapphics, addressed to Furius
and Aurelius, say that they are ready to go with Catullus on hazardous exploits
in a nwaber of distant lands extending from the extreme south-west to the extreme north-east. He instead sends them on a more hazardous errand; they are to
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proclaim to Leshia his final renunciation of her. The poem is one of the greatest he wrote, and its language influenced Horace and its imE.f.3ry Vergil. Propertius too was affected. He responded by a skilful inversion of the situation.
His friend Tullus had invited him to join him on an expedition to Asia. Propertius is not afraid to come to the seas west and east of Greece,or the mythical
lands to the distant north and south - but Cynthia holds him fast.
non ego nunc Hadriae vereor mare noscere tecwn,
Tulle, neque Aegaeo ducere vela salo,
cum quo Rhipaeos possim conscendere montes
ulteriusque domo vadere Memnonia (32)
Unlike Horace, Propertius was not interested in Sapphics; it is the ideas that
he has · picked up, not the language. But, as we shall aee,"conscendere montes"
is taken from another part of Catullus, and Catullus' hand on this poem is
clear (33). A further poem to Tullus continues the same geographical mood, and
the description of the Nile
et quae septenas temperat unda vias
recalls Catullus'
sive quae septemgeminus colorat
aequora Nilus l34)
In general the mood of the renunciation poems is one that fits some aspects of
Propertius' relations with Cynthia. They are po-ems to which he would at times
find his own mood responding. Catullus' 8th poem is a poem of loneliness, in
which he suddenly turns from morbid introspection to transfer his loneliness in
imagination to Lesbia. Something of this mood of loneliness seems to have infected Propertius in 1,5 and 1,12. To say this is not to deny the sincerity of
Propertius' emotions nor his originality as a poet. But we are considering Propertius as a poet,not a man, and poets, however original, must start from some
point within the tradition. Propertius soon found his own means of expression;
his starting· point was Catullus.
The Acme and Septimius of Catullus is a poem of happy love; this spoke to
another mood of Propertius. As Catullus contemplated the bliss of the lovers he
depicted Love sneezing in good omen:
hoc ut dixit, Amor, sinistra ut ante,
dextra sternuit adprobationem.
Propertius diverts the omen from Acme to Cyntha:
non tibi nascent! primis, mea vita, diebus
candidus argutum sternuit omen Amor? (35)
The very words "mea vita" are applied by Acme to Septimius (36). The couplet
has other Catullan reminiscences. "Candidus" is one of his favourite adjectives,
and he applies it once to the god of love (37). The same poem contains "argutus"
as of good omen in love (38). Propertius also includes in this context a reference to Ariadne; we shall see that he had been deeply impressed by Catullus'
Ariadne ( 39).
One point of interest in all these passages is the adjustment from one metre
to another: A line of Catullus is quoted by Porphyrion
at non effugies meos iambos,
and found its way from there into· the Cusan anthology ( 40). No one knows how it
came to survive, bu.t there is no reason why it should not be ~uthentic.Porphyrion uses it to ill4strate the principle that poetical attacks should be in
iambics. It is thus a little whimsical that the line should itself be a hendecasyllabic, and should be in Propertius' mind in -writing the hexa~eter
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sed non effu,gies; mecum moniaris oportet (41)
What Propertius has done is to retain in memory just so much of the original as
would fit his medium.
Such adaptions from one metre to another are of considerable technical interest, though more so when performed by Horace's polished pen (42). But naturally Propertius' greater concern is with Catullus' elegiacs. Here the sort of
parallels which Mlle. Guillemin has drawn between the two poets may he more
persuasively, because more precisely, adduced. "The delicacy, the restraint,
the refinement, which so often characterize Propertius' relation with Cynthia
find a model in the elegiacs of Catullus. If Catullus was capable of foulmouthed coarseness in the epigrams, in the somewhat longer elegiacs he expresses often the depth and sincerity and purity of his passion for Leshia. The
bond between them is sacred, his love is pure, equal to that of marriage, his
loyalty entire and unquestioning, and to him his beloved is dearer than life
(68,107-8,119-24,159-60; 72; 73; 76,1-9; 109). The resemblance to the fine sentiment of Propertius is evident. The charms of Cynthia are more than physical
(1,2,27;2,3,20;2,ll,6; 4,11,14); he cherishes her tenderly, as his mother (1,11
21), and he speaks of a tie as of wedlock between them (3,20,21;4,7,21)" (43).
The process which we see in the third section of Catullus' poetry, as Day,
following Wheeler, has maintained (44), is the expansion of epigram into elegy,
and it is this which constitutes Catullus' revolutionary co~tribution to the
development of Roman elegy. Thus we can see how Catullus treats the "Odiet amo"
theme, now in two lines !85), now in four (75),and finally at length in one of
the three great renunciation poems (76). Or again the thought that Leshia's
~rotestations are not to be trusted is presented epigrammatically in four lines
!70), and more elaborately in eight (72). Others of these poems, if they are
epigrammatic, might have been similarly expanded; if they are longer, strike us
as being elaborations of a single idea. This same pattern of writing may be
discerned in Propertius. A good example is 3,17, where the whole theme is "Bacchus, give me peace". It is stated in the first couplet:
nunc, o Bacche, tuis humiles advolvimur aris:
da mihi pacato vela secunda, pater.
It is stated in the last couplet:
tu modo servitio vacuum me siste superho,
atque hoc sollicitum vine~ sopore caput.
All that goes between merely embellishes these statements. 1,5, is a particularly interesting example. It is a variant on the "Don't try to steal my girl"
motif • . There are no clear verbal reminiscences of Catullus, except perha~s for
the Catullan elision over the caesura of the pentameter in the last line \45).
Butler and Barber however suggested, not without reason, that its literary derivation may he Catullus 77 and 82, both epigrams on the same subject. This would
then be another such expansion, but this time with its roots in Catullus. It is;
perhaps worth pointing out that Catullus 78 is directed to one Gallus, as is
this and one or two other poems of Propertius. The name Gallus is not rare, but
neither holder has been satisfactorily identified, and it is possible that Propertius is using a literary name borrowed from Catullus. Again, 3,8 says "I am
glad we have quarrelled; it shows that we care for one another". Catullus might
well have made that an epigram. Propertius treats it at length. The - last six
lines indeed, if they really belong to the poem, can be taken as an epigrammatic swmaary of the situation:
gaude, quod nulla est aeque formosa: doleres,
si qua foret: nunc sis iure superha licet.
at tibi, qui nostrb nexisti retia lecto,
sit socer aeternum nee sine matre domus!
cui nunc si qua data est furandae copia noctis,
offensa illa mihi, non tibi amica dedit.
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They have been separated by some editors because they do not sum up the remainder of the poem. But it is difficult to see where else they belong; such a six-:
line discrete epigram would be unusual in Propertius. All this points to a debt
and a difference. Catullus was naturally direct in expression but with his Alex
andrian interests was experimenting with the elaboration of conceits. Propertius was by temperament a far more elaborate writer, and saw the possibilities
of Catullus' trials. The resulting divergence is great, but the line of descent is clear.
Technically, there are two major differences between Propertius' elegiacs
and those of Catullus (46). The first relates to the rhythm of the pentameter.
As Roman poetry advanced there was a tendency to secure the coincidence of
word-accent. and metrical ictus at the end of each line. Catullus had achieved
this in his hexameters to an almost monotonous degree. But the pentameter was
a thornier problem. Strict coincidence was impossible without a monosyllabic
ending, and that would have given a disturbing feeling of abruptness, and would
have been impossible to sustain over a long poem. Without that there was a
clash. Catullus realized this, and put it good effect in the harshest pentameter ever written.
ut mihi, quern nemo gravius nee acerbius urget,
quam modo qui me unum atque unicum amicum habuit.
There are normally three word-accents in the second half of a pentameter. If
the last word is dissyllabic th~re will normally be two coincidences with the
ictus and one clash; if trisyllabic, one coincidence and two clashes; if longer
two coincidences and one clash, but without complete satisfaction, for the
clash is on a primary, and the second coincidence on a secondary word-accent.
Some of this Catullus had perhaps sensed·. There is a tendency for the more vitriolic elegiacs to have harsh endings to the couplets, as in the 74th or 81st
or 113th poem; elsewhere, when the harshness is less appropriate he tends to
precede a final trisyllable with a monosyllable, as in the 82nd poem ("est
oculis") or the 107th ( "mi cupido" and "quis poterit"). In the longest and
greatest poem of this section, the 76th, there is only one trisyllabic ending
to a pentameter ("abusum homines") and there t~e harshness is appropriate.
None the less only 38% of Catullus' pentamenters end with a dissyllable. In
the first poem of the first book Propertius seems to be set to follow Catullus'
practice:
Cynthia prima suis miserum me cepit ocellis,
conta'c tum nullis ante cupidinihus.
tum mihi constantis deicit lumina fastus
et caput impositas pressit Amor pedihus,
donec me docuit castas odisse puellas
improbus, ' et nullo vivere consilio.
But the verse soon smooths out, though there 1s a remarKable outbreak of polysyllahic endings in 1, 20:
ille sub extrema pendens secluditur ala
et volucres ramo summovet insidias.
iam Pandioniae cessit genus Orithyiae,
a dolor! ibat Hylas, ibat Hamadryasin,
hie erat Arganthi Pege sub v~rtice aontis
grata domus Nymphis umida Thyniasin,
quam supra nullae pendebant debita curae
roscida desertis poma sub arboribus,
et circum irriguo surgebant lilia prato
candida purpureis mixta papaveribus.
quae modo decerpens tenero pueriliter .ungui
proposito florem praetulit officio~
et modo formosis lncumbens nescius undis
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errorem blandis tardat imaginibus,
tandem haurire parat demissis flumina ~almis
innixus dextro plena trahens umero. 147)
Here the effect, which Paley describes as "singularly beautiful", is deliberately contrived. Vergil also liked polysyllabic endings with Greek proper
names, and it is noticeable in general that irregularities from normal practice tend to recur in a single context. But it is noticeable also that 1.30
comes from Catullus'
idem cum tenui carptus defloruit ungui.(48).
Altogether 64% of the endings in the book are dissyllabic,and in book III this
increases to 97.6%, and in book IV to 99%. We can in this see that Propertius
starts with Catullus as his model, but introduces a calculated and revolutionary innovation. It is possible that Gallus anticipated him; we have no knowledge. It is certain that Tibullus followed him, and extended his first experiments. But in the absence of other evidence we may give Propertius the credit.
Secondly, Catullus, following his Greek exemplars, when he was not writing
epigrammatically, did not treat the couplet as a self-contained unit, hut as
part of a continuous whole,
consule Pompeio primum duo, Cinna, solehant
Maeciliam: facto consule nunc iterum
manserunt duo, sed creverunt milia in unum
singula. fecundum semen adulterio (49)
The sense swings on from one couplet to another. In the Coma Berenices, the
first stop stronger than a comma is at 1.14. Here the change in what we might
call an 0vidian direction is more obvious in Tihullus than Propertius. But it
is exceptional in Propertius for a couplet to end without a pause in the sense
-4,10,40 is quite extraordinary - and in the nineteen couplets of the first
poem of the first hook, only two have as weak a stop as a comma at the end (50).
Detailed borrowings from this section of Catullus' work are rare, and not
particularly illuminating. The clearest is
hoc perdit meseras, hoc perdidit ante puellas:
quidquid iurarunt, ventus et unda rapit. (51)
This echoes Catullus'
dicit:sed mulier cupido quod dicit amanti
in vento et rapida scrihere oportet aqua, (52)
Catullus is in turn echoing Sophocles:
~~ ~ yv\lCL~,c&; &l<; ~ ~

(531

Similar phrases are common in Greek, but "rapit" shows that Propertius has
Catullus' "rapida" in his mind. Here the Augustan trend of Propertius' writing
shows itself: each line is solemnly divided, and this determines the versepattern. Another probable echo is in 1,4,17
non impune fares: sciet haec insana puella
et tihi non tacitis vocihus hostis erat,
Catullus, in a fragment which has somehow got imhroiled with the 78th poem,has
veru.m id non impune fares: nam te omnia saecia
noscent et qui sis fama loquetur anus.
The parallel development of thought - non impune fares, sciet and noscent, non
tacitis vocihus and loquetur - is too close to he coincidental. Here again the
same tendencies are visible, The Augustan breaks his sense at the third foot
caesura and at the end of the hexameter, and his pentameter is chiasmic in pat~
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tern. The whole effect is more mannered. It is possible that "non impune" at
the end of 1,5 comes from the same Catullan passage. We have already noted a
reminiscence of
iucundum, mea vita, mihi proponis amorem '(54)
in 2,30. 1,12 is of greater interest. The poem is Catullan in mood, Cynthia is
in Rome, hut will have nothing to do with Propertius. He is torn between her
cruelty and his continuing love. The final couplet reads
mi neque amare aliam neque ah hac desistere fas est:
Cynthia prima fuit, Cynthia finis erit.
There is some uncertainty about the reading in the former line, hut "desistere"
is confirmed by Catullus'
nee desistere amare, omnia si facias (55).
These are the final words of an epigram; it is notable that Propertius has chosen to end with a brilliant hut consciously antithetical statement. 1,18 is a
poem with obvious affinities to Catullus, though it goes off into some rather
artificial pastoralities which Catullus would never have perpetrated.
nunc in amore tuo cogor hahere notam
seems to echo
quanta in amore tuo ex parte reperta mea est (56).
"Nota", though in a good sense, is found at the end of a Catullan pentameter
(57). There is not much to be learned here, and other alleged echoes are tenuous in the extreme, though we may note in passing that Propertius' claim to
he to Cynthia a brother and a son is a variant on Catullus' claim that his
love for Leshia was pure and paternal (58).Propertius' variant may he influenced by Catullus' love for his brother, which becomes entangled in his mind
with his love for Leshia (59). In any event it displays an important psychological difference between the poets - possibly also a difference between the
techniques of Leshia and Cynthia.
It is evident that Propertius started with a considerable interest in the
shorter elegiac poems of Catullus. But their epigrammatic quality did not suit
him, and he took a hint from Catullus of the possibilities of a more ornate
treatment and developed these. Further, the age in which he was living demanded more controlled effects than the dynamic epigrams of Catullus; he therefore refined the elegiac couplet as a means of expression. In the course of
this process he was finding his own originality as an artist, and Catullus
slipped into the background. It is significant that echoes of Catullus' shorter e.l egiacs are found almost entirely in Propertius' earlier poems.
We turn finally to Catullus' longer poems, and here the relationship between
the two poets is of considerable interest. The two marriage-songs have not affected Propertius , save for one echo which we have already noted (60); his
thinking lay in other directions. The Attis is also outside the range of Propertius' poetic experience, though he may have culled "tepido limine" from its
"limina tepida" (61). Catullus' handling of the succession of short syllables
is masterful, hut Propertius is differently skilful in adapting the phrase to
the middle of a pentameter. Catullus' epyllion struck home deeply. It appears
to have had an influence beyond our judgement of its merit. It stands as the
main fruit of Catullus' Alexandrianism. and one would expect Prope·r tius to he
interested in the polish of its verse, its psychological preoccupations, and
its pictorial imagery. An early poem starts with a visual image of Ariadne,
perhaps forced into his consciousness "»y Catullus.
qualis Thesea iacuit cedenta carina
languida desert is Cnosia li torihus (·62
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The couplet is an excellent general imitation of Catullus' epyllion style, but
the debt is closer than that. The language is scattered through the first part
of the Catullan poem -"carinae"(L.10)."desertis"(L.42),"Thesea cedentem"'{L.53),
"deserto in litore, Theseu" (L.133) followed by"discedens"(L.134), "Gnosia litora"
(L.172), "deserta"(L.187) followed by languescent (L.188). Propertius has in
fact condensed into a couplet Catullus' drawn-out image of the situation. Catullus' picture has impinged upon his brain, and he presents it in a single
flash. Catullus' Ariadne was said to have climbed the hills to gaze out to sea
ac tum praeruptos tristem conscendere montes (63).
Propertius transfers this to a quite different context. In an elegy which we
have already observed to be indebted to one of Catullus' poems of renunciation
comes the line
cum quo Rhipaeos possim conscendere montes.
The allusion is a happy one. Ariadne climbs the mountain-ridges because Theseus has abandoned her. Propertius will not climb the mountain-ridges because
Cynthia will not let him go. It is noteworthy that "con-scendere" in Propertius
is pointed - "climb with Tullus" - whereas in Catullus it is pointless, for
Ariadne is alone.
Ariadne's great speech contains a protest against chance "insultans extremo
tempore". The absolute use of "insultare" is not common, and the whole phrase
with the ablative has surely affected the words which Propertius puts into the
mouth of Cynthia
si placet, in~ultet, Lygdame, morte mea (64)
Propertius imagines Cynthia seeing herself as an abandoned heroine. Again in
a poem otherwise indebted to Catullus comes the couplet
quantum quod posito formose saltat Iaccho,
egit ut euhantes dux Ariadna choros.
It looks as if this is a condensation of the Catullan passage which begins
at parte ex alia florens volitabat Iacchus
cum thiaso satyrorum et Nysigenis silenis
te quaerens, Ariadna, tuoque incensus amore ..•
quae tum alacres passim lymphata mente furebant
euhoe bacchantes, euhoe capita inflectentes.
Even if we try to eliminate Titian from our minds the pictorial element is inescapable. Propertius uses similar language to draw a different picture; he is
never a mere copyist. Ariadne is strictly incidentally to Catullus' poem, which
begins with the Argonauts:
Peliaco quondam prognatae vertice pinus
dicuntur liquidas Neptuni nasse per undas
Phasidos ad fluctus et fines Aeetaeos.
Propertius twice depicts the same scene:
namque ferunt olim Pagasae navalibus Argon
egressam longe Phasidos isse viam.
and
tuque tuo Colchum propellas remige Phasim
Peliacaeque trabis totum iter ipse legas (65).
There is no clear allusion there, and it is evidently the figure of Ariadne
which hase:xcited Propertius (66). It is interesting that Propertius' paraclausithyron (1,16) is set within the framework of the soliloquy of the ianua,
rather as the Ariadne episode is set within the framework of the Marriage of
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Peleus and Thetis, and the mood of the rejected lover is very much the mood
of Ariadne. An even clearer example of this technique, because in a mythological context, may be seen in the sandwiching of the Hylas episode in 1,20.
Ovid later applied the technique with great skill in the Metamorphoses, but in
Propertius it is as likely to have come from Catullus as from anywhere else.
The 66th poem of Catullus is a fairly free elegiac version of Callimachus'
Lock of Berenice. This would naturally interest Propertius, claiming Callimachus as his master as he did. Yet there are surprisingly few echoes of it in
his work. I have in fact noted only two, both in the second book. 2,15 is, as
we have noted, Catullan in thought and expression, and the phrase "nudatis ....
papillis" perhaps comes from "nudantes ... papillas" here; the words are at
identical points in the hexameter ( 67). Elsewhere Propertius has "i.uerint" a .s
an anapaest, with a short first syllable; this is obviously derived from Catullus' similar usage (68). But that seems to be all (69). This is in itself
important, for it is an implicit criticism of Catullus. We must agree that the
translation is not one of Catullus' most successful poems. In particular it
did not match Propertius' standards of elegiac writing. It is noticeable that
only 12 of Catullus' 47 couplets end with a dissyllable, and his polysyllabic
endings (which include "iuerint"; Propertius censoriously transfers itl,
though occasionally justified by the presence of foreign names, are not contrived according to any pattern or purpose.
Catullus' 67th poem is an elegiac poem of considerable interest. The paraclausithyron is to the modern critic a familiar poetic genre, even if we think
that its expositors tend to force poems into a strait-jacket of their own making (70). But Catullus' poem, although concerned with a house-door, is not a
paraclausithyron. As a poem it has its own problems of interpretation, though
these need not affect us here (71). There must be a degree of personal allusion which we cannot now interpret; the purpose is evidently to reveal the
carryings on of the wife of the house, and there is a good deal of obscene innuendo in the process of diffamatio. For our purposes what matters is that the
door is envisaged as speaking, as conversing with the poet (who may or may not
be regarded as ~n excluded loverl (72), as revealing the secrets of the house.
The door is indeed vividly personified and characterized; it is the guardian
of the house, and filled with pride and indignation (73). This personification
is something new. It was a witticism in Plautus to make the lover address his
cretic song to the bolts on the door (74); this is the first occasion where
the door is permitted to reply. It is fairly clear it was this which gave Propertius the idea for 1,16 which is a soliloquy uttered by the house-door with
a similar diffamatio of the lady of the house. Copley, who doubts any derivation, puts the resemblances well: "Quite apart from the fact that both introduce the door as speaker, the two are remarkably alike in other and more significant ways. Catullus' ianua, like that of Propertius, was once respectable,
but has fallen on evil days (Prop.1,10; Cat.1-8). Neither has been able to .
protect itself from slander (Prop.10,14-48; Cat.9-14); each has had the misfortune to , acquire an immoral mistress, whose reputation is beyond protection
(Prop.9-12; Cat.19 ff). Finally, in each case the door is seeking to defend
itself against the unjust charge that it has been derelict in its duty of protecting the household" (75).None the less the contrast between the two poems
is instructive. Propertius has borrowed nothing from his predecessor except
the idea of the vocal door and the basic situation - apart perhaps from the
mood of Catullus' Ariadne and the phrase "tepido limine" which may come from
another Catullan poem (76) - and he handles the idea with far less vigour. He
starts with a mythological allusion which lays a chill hand on the poem, refines away Catullus' lusty obscenity, lacks the tell-tale touches of characterization which make Catullus' door come alive, and finally abandons this
fresh approach altogether to make the door quote the lament of the shut-out
lover. Propertius may have written the "definitive paraclausithyron" ( 77), but
one misses Catullus' vigour and boldness.
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But of all the poems which touched Propertius' imagination the 68th is central. This is the longest and most elaborate of Catullus' elegiac poems. The
first forty lines do not seem to belong to the rest of the poem, though they
were probably addressed to the same Manlius Torquatus. The main poem is in a
monumental pyramidal structure, the thought pattern proceeding:ALLIUS-LESBIALAODAMIA-TROY-HIS BROTHER'S DEATH-TROY-LAODAMIA-LESBIA-ALLIUS. The clearest verbal reminiscences in Propertius attach to the lines
que111 nunc tam longe non inter nota sepulcra
nee prope cognatos compositurn cineres.
Propertius also has a line ending "nota sepulcra",and the couplet
et mater non iusta piae dare debita terrae
nee pote cognatos inter hurnare rogos (78).
This last, from the third book,is unusually late for Propertius to be echoing
Catullus; it is interesting to observe how "prope" has changed to "pote". There
are a few other echoes; Not much should be made of the idea of writing a poem in
tears; that easily becomes a commonplace (79). A line ending "saepe Cupido" is
more significant (80). So is the use of "ieiunus" in the sense of thirsty; this
again is in the third book (81) .• So is the very rare ablative form "capiti" (82) .•
In view of these reminiscences one is inclined to read "cinis haec" at 2,11,6
and "virtutumque" at 4,10,17 on the grounds that this would make them parallel
to Catullus' usage here (83); the feminine use of "cinis" and the plural "virtutum" appear in a single line. There is another possible echo in an early poem.
Catullus has
omnia tecurn una perierunt gaudia nostra
quae tuus in vita dulcis alebat amor.
Propertius has expanded the last line :
nee mihi consuetos amplexu nutrit amores
Cynthia, nee nostra dulcis in aure sonat (84).
These details are not in themselves particularly illuminating, but no other poem
of Catullus finds as many eehoes in the later poet, and we may well think that
this demonstrates the careful study which Propertius had given to the poem. We
can readily see what he would find attractive in the poem and turn to ask, in
broader terms, what he gleaned from it. In the first place, in this poem above
all others the Alexandrian and Sapphic elements in Catullus' poetry are found in
unity. He combines the typical Alexandrian treatment of mythology with the direct
expression of his own love. It is this that, for all its faults, makes the poem
great. It is significant that such treatment is rare in Ti):mllus (85).It is
common in Propertius,who even uses the Laodamia story himself, though, perhaps
deliberately, he takes another portion of it (86).We need not doubt that he
took the idea of this fusion from Catullus. Secondly, Catullus' writing in his
longer poems has a pictorial or sculptural quality. This is obvious in the Peleu1
and Thetis where it is deliberately so contrived. It is vividly true in this
poem where we have for exalftple the image of his goddess poised lightly in the
doorway, or Cupid flitting round in saffron robes (87). Such pictures are an important element in the architecture of Propertius' poetry; we may instance 1,3,
where the poet finds Cynthia asleep, and depicts her attitude vividly and accurately; the opening lines of the poem, which is early, are, as we have seen a
Catullan echo., Thirdly, there is certain mood in Catullus' poem which has been
described as "melancholy complaisance" (88).
quae tamenetsi uno non est contenta Catullo,
rara verecundae furta feremus erae,
ne ni111iW1. simus stultorwn more molesti:
saepe etiam Juno, maxima caelicolum,
coniugis in culpa flagrantem concoquit iram
noscens omnivoli plurima furta J-ovis (89).
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The mood seems without parallel in any earlier poet, but it found sympathy in
the mind of Propertius, especially in a series of poems in the second book.
assiduae multis odium peperere querelae:
frangitur in tacito femina saepe viro.
si quid vidisti, semper vidisse negato!
aut si quid doluit forte, dolere nega! (90)
There is one couplet in particular which seems framed as a variant on the Catullan passage:
ipsa Venus fertur corrupta libidine Martis·!
nee minus in caelo semper honesta fuit
91).
Catullus has given Leshia the attributes of Venus, but,owing perhaps to a personal allusion,introduces Jupiter and Juno (92). Propertius, without any personal bias, naturally does not repeat the identical analogy, but takes another
which is in his mind . The whole thing is characteristic of Propertius' use of
his predecessor.
In the light of all this, what are we to make of Propertius' celebrated
claim to originality?
Callimachi Manes et Coi sacra Philitae,
in vestrum, quaeso, me sinite ire nemu s .
primus ego ingredior puro de fonte sacerdos
Itala per Graios orgia ferre choros (93).
We should observe at once three things about it. First, such claims were part
of the stock in trade of Latin poets; they were for ever asserting their originality in adapting some fresh aspect of Gree k poetry to Latin, and if they
overstate their case the offence is venial (9 4) . Secondly, the Roman critics
did not take Catullus seriously as an elegist ; Quintilian does not mention him
in this context, though he does mention Prop ertiu s ' predecess or Gallus and his
contemporary Tibullus (95). Catullus did not fit in with the logical pattern
of the critic; a poet who could write moving lyric poetry in hendecasyllabics
or scazons defied classification, and it was safest to ignore him in systematic
criticism while continuing to enjoy him. Thirdly, Propertius came slowly to
self-consciousness about his place in Latin letters. In the first book he
writes unselfcounsciously; he makes no explicit reference to Greek or Roman
predecessors, though, as we have seen, his work is full of reminiscences of
Catullus, both in general style and in particular detail. It is possible that
we might find similar reminiscences of Gallus if his work had survived. As
time goes on he finds his own blend of personal expression, Alexandrian allusion and metrical polish. In the second book he is examinig his own position,
and in the first and last poems, which are deliberately contrived as a framework to the whole, he expresses his debt to Callimachus and Philitas, and
places himself in the succession of Roman poets which includes Varro of Atax,
Catullus, Calvus and Gallus (96). In the light of this, the statement at the
beginning of the third book looks like a defence against critics, who had perhaps been advocating the claims of Tibullus. Against such claims Propertiu~
was possibly justified,and, certainly against Catullus, and probably agaiflst
Gallus, he could claim to be the first Roman systematically to introduce Alexandrian elegy to Rome (97).
None the less, while acknowledging Propertius' claims in this regard, we
may add, hesitantly, "sunt qui Catullum malint". Catullus' couplet is an altogether cruder means of ex'p ression; his elegiacs are uneven and the general
level of those of Propertius is much higher. But, being cruder, his verse
shows an almost primitive vitality, and, because it is still experimental, it
gains in flexibility. This contorts it at times into curious and ugly shapes,
but once in a while it takes the strength of a bended how and some will think
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that there is nothing in Propertius as sustainedly moving as Catullus' 76th
poem. On the whole, where a direct comparison between the poets is possible,
we have seen that Propertius lacks Catullus' faults but misses his virtues.
And at his best Catullus' "lyrics" have a direct perfection in expressing the
emotions of love in poetry that no poet has surpassed and few have em~lated.
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ATHENS AND THE ARCHIDAMIAN WAR.
The decision to fight.
"The three thousand talents that were voted have been carried up to the acropolis for Athena". These words are taken from the first of the two financial decrees of Callias (434/3) (l); they are characteristic of the whole tone of the
decrees. Plans made long before have been carried out or nearly so; the decrees
complete their execution and thus close an epoch. The first decree provides that
now that the three thousand talents voted to Athena have been paid, outstanding
debts owed to the other gods are to be paid too; treasurers of the property of
the other gods are to be appointed and are to hold office from Panathenaea to
Panathenaea; and when the debts have been paid, the remaining money is to be
spent on the dockyard and the fortifications. The second decree provides for
completing some building-operations on the acropolis; it puts obstacles in the
way of spending Athena's money; it provides for the listing and safe-keeping of
the treasures of the gods.
The decrees close an epoch; when did it begin? When were the plans, now realized, first conceived? Or, in the simplest terms, when did the Athenians decide to hand over three thousand talents to Athena? The editors of the Athenian
Tribute Lists (2) suggest that the decision was taken in the year 450/49. For
this view they use two main arguments. First a papyrus-commentary on Demosthenes (P.Strasbourg 84 verso) mentions an incident in the archonship of Euthydemoe
He was archon in 431/0; the archon of 450/49 was Euthynos and the two names are
easily confused - Diodoros (XII,3,1) wrongly gives Euthydemos as the name of the
archon of 450/49. The editors of the Lists assume that the author of the commentary made the same error as Diodoros; 'they restore the papyrus in such a way
that it will attest a decree of 450/49 for using 5000 talents that had accumulated from the tribute; and they suppose that further clauses of the decree
provided for handing over 3000 talents by instalments to Athena. Their second
argument is drawn from the supposed peace of Callias. They hold that, after Cimon's death in 450, the Athenians set about making peace with Persia. Now hitherto the levying of tribute had been justified as necessary for the war against
Persia; if peace was made, the Athenians would still want the tribute but they
would need a new justification. Accordingly, they waived their claim to tribute
for 449/8, but they also passed a decree inviting envoys from the Greek states
to meet a~ Athens; they hoped that this congress would agree to the continuing
of the tribute (3). The congress never met, but the Athenians continued to exact
tribute. The decision to pay Athena 3000 talents would belong to the financial
reorganisation cons~quent on the change in policy towards Persia.
Some additional evidence can be interpreted to agree with this reconstruction.
According to the editors of the Lists, the decree of 450/49 ordered the immediate payment of an accumulated reserve of 5000 talents and a further payment
of 3000 talents in annual instalments; Isocrates (VIII,126) says that Pericles
carried 8000 talents up to the acropolis; 5000 + 3000 - 8000 (4). A decree (5)
belonging perhaps to 437/6 orders the building of a spring-house at the public
expense, but the last clause says that money shall only be paid out for .this
purpose "after the goddess receives her customary payment"; this may support
the view that each year part of the revenue was-set aside for a payment to
Athena. Finally, the first decree of Callias says that the debts owed to the
other gods are to he paid and the second decree indicates (line 22) that the
money for paying these debts amounted to 200 talents. So the editors of the
Lists suggest that the annual instalments, whereby 3000 talents were paid to
Athena, were instalments of 200 talents; these ran for fifteen years, from 449/8
to 435/4 inclusively.
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In this reconstruction the peace of Callias plays a cardinal role. Those who
accept its authenticity must face two objections. First no writer of the fifth
century mentions it. It is first mentioned after 387/6; confused recollection
of the peace of Epilycos (424/3) (6) and of Callias's embassy to Susa {c.461)
(7) may have tempted some Athenians to invent the peace of Callias as a contrast
to the inglorious peace of Antalcidas. Those who accept the peace of Callias
sometimes explain the silence of fifth-century writers by saying that the peace
was not originally creditable but rather the contrary, and so the Athenians
kept quiet about it. But this explanation will not account for the silence of
Thucydides, the one fifth-century author who might be expected to mention the
peace of Callias. Other attempts to explain his silence are equally unsatisfactory. It is true that there are many incidents which he omits from the Pentecontaetia {8); but the peace of Callias, if authentic, was far more important
than the other incidents, since it alone marks a major change in policy. It is
true also that Thu~ydides fails to mention the peace of Epilycos, but that cannot explain his silence about the peace of Callias, for no one will suppose
that he had a "blind spot" for negotiations with Persia. The reason why he does
not mention the peace of Epilycos is that it did not belong strictly to the
history of the Peloponnesian War (9).
The other objection to the authenticity of the peace of Callias is that the
fourth-century sources disagree seriously about its terms. According to those
sources, the peace named a land-limit and a sea-limit, beyond which the Persian
king was not to send land-forces or warships respectively; but there is disagreement about the identity of each limit. The land-limit is given as the river
Halys by Isocrates {VII,80; XII,59); as one day's journey on horseback from the
Aegean by Protocallisthenes {that is, by the writer whom Callisthenes attacked,
Plut. Cim.13,4) and by Demosthenes {XIX,273); and as three days' journey on
foot from the Aegean by Diodoros {XII,4,5), who probably follows Ephoros. Sardis was three days' journey on foot from Ephesos (10), which is not far from
the coast; and perhaps the same distance could be called one day's journey on
horseback. Thus for the land-limit there appear to be only two traditions, giving the Halys and the "Sardis-line". It is scarcely concetvable that the Persfan king agreed not to send any forces west of the Halys.
The sea-limit is given as Phaselis by Isocrates (IV,118;VII,80;XII,59); as
Cyaneae and the Chelidonian islands by Protocallisthenes {Plut.Cim.13,4) and by
Demosthenes (XIX,273); and as Phaselis and Cyaneae by Diodoros {XII,4,5 - Ephoros?) and by Lycurgos (in Leocr.73). It is not clear what site is meant by Cyaneae. There was a town of that name about twenty-five miles west of the Chelidonian islands and about four miles from the coast; it has yielded some inscriptions of Roman date. Recently, however, Professor James H. Oliver (11) has
drawn attention to a passage in which Aristeides {XIII, 153,p.250 Dindorf) identifies Cyaneae of the peace of Callias with the rocky islands of that name near
the mouth of the Bosporos, Oliver supposes that Aristeides drew his information
from a sound scholastic tradition. That is not necessary; the northern Cyaneae
were better known to any student of classical literature (12).
Those who accept the peace of Callias often suggest that all the places
named as limits were recorded thus in the text of the treaty. Phaselis would
be the limit for ships advancing from the Levant and keeping close to the shore;
the Chelidonian islands would be the limit for those sailing further out at
sea. Cyaneae must then be identified with the islands near the mouth of the Bosporos; and although the Persian empire did not maintain a Black Sea fleet, Persian naval enterprise on the coast of the Chersonese is attested as l~te as 465.
(13). But no theory of this kind will explain the disagreement about the landlimit: if the treaty named both the Halys and the ttSardis-line" as land-limits,
it was self-contradictory; and imagination faints before the task of conceiving
a treaty whereby the great king agreed to send no troops west of the Halys. If
Isocrates is so wildly wrong about the land-limit, why should he be right about
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the sea-limit? Accordingly, it is more prudent to try to explain the disagreements by supposing that the whole story of the peace was fictitious.
Thus for two reasons - the silence,... of . Th~cydides and the disagreement of the
fourth-century sources - the peace of Callias shouid be rejected. There is
therefore no historical reason for regarding the year 449 as a turning-point in
Athenian policy; and the epigraphic evidence allows the possJbility that the
year when no tribute was collected was not 449/8 but 447/6 (14). The "evidence"
derived by the editors of the Tribute Lists from the papyrus-commentary on Demosthenes depends on restorations; other restorations are possible and so the
tenour of the text is uncertain (15). Thus the reasons for seeking a change in
Athenian policy in 450/49 are inadequate.
In order to find when the change in policy took place and when the 3000 talents were voted, it is wise to look for evidence,neither in fragmentary papyri nor in dubious traditions from the fourth century, but in Thucydides and
in the most substantial series of epigraphic documents that has been preserved.
From the latter, the Tribute Lists or Tribute Quota Lists, it is clear that the
year when the treasury of the Delian League was transferred from Delos to Athens was 454 B.C. It is likely - in spite of Thucydides's statement (I,96,2) that the office of hellenotamiae was instituted in that year; for the Lists describe the hellenotamiae of 454/3 as "the first board". It is clear too that in
454 the Athenians declared that Athena was henceforth to have some claim on the
tribute; she was to receive one mina out of every talent. It has sometimes been
conjectured that Apollo had exercised a similar claim over the tribute while it
was at Delos, but there is no reason to believe this. Moreover, the Athenians
in 454 emphasized the claim of their patron-goddess in two ways. First they decided to record the payment of her quotas on marble, an expensive and perhaps
unprecedented procedure. Secondly, it would have been easy to wait each year
until all the tribute had come and then pay Athena a sixtieth of the total; instead the Athenians paid Athena a sixtieth of each small sum of tribute received from each member of the Delian League. This cumbersome procedure can surely
only have been intended to thrust the rights of Athena upon the attention of
the allies or of the Athenians themselves or of the Greeks in general.
From Thucydides (I,112,1-2) it appears that from 454 the Athenians abstained
from fighting in Greece, although they did not make a formal truce with the Peloponnesians till three years later. Indeed in 447/6, when fighting was res_umed
in Greece, it was not the Athenians but their enemies who took the initiative.
Thus in 454 the Athenians made changes in their financial and general policy.
So the decree of Pericles summoning a Panhellenic congress probably belongs to
454; presumably he hoped that the congress would sanction the changes which the
Athenians intended to make in their use of the tribute. Further the same changef
of policy may provide the date for the decree voting 3000 talents to Athena.
Perhaps one may' dare to conjecture how the payment was to be made. In 434/3 a
sum of 200 talents was available for payment to the other gods; so the editors
of the Tribute Lists suppose that the same sum had been available each year for
the previous fifteen years. But 434/3 was a year of peace; surely there was not
so much money for the gods in 447/6 or during the Samian War. Annual expenditure from tribute must have varied according to the needs of empire; what happened to any surplus at .t he end of each year? It is not likely that the Athenians used it to :build up a second reserve apart from the treasure of Athena
So one may conjecture that a decree of 454 declared that Athena should have a
claim over the tribute and enabled her to realize this claim in two ways; first
she was to receive a sixtieth of each payment, and secondly she was to receive
the surplus of tribute-money at the end of each year, until she should have
amassed a sum of 3000 talents.
The decrees of Callias mark the close of an epoch lasting since 454; they
look ahead to a period of war, They do not explicitly mention war-plans; hut
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surely there can be no doubt that the preparations ordered by these decrees
were taken because war was expected. Thus the Athenians were making ready for
war already in 434/3, before the occurrence of the provocations which brought
about war. In the next years, 433 and 432, the Athenians goaded the Peloponnesians towards war by a series of provocations - by sending help to Corcyra, by
Phormion's attack on the Ambraciotes (16), by intervening in Potidaea, by the
Megara-decree(s) and perhaps by some action in Aegina (17). In many of these
incidents the power whose interests were immediately threatened was Corinth.
This does not mean that Corinth, not Sparta, was the real enemy of Athens; rather, Corinth was the member of the Peloponnesian League whose interests the
Athenians could threaten most easily. Thus the proper inference from the incidents of 433 and 432 is that the Athenians were trying to precipitate war. That
is probably the interpretation put on these incidents by Thucydides, for he
wrote (I,23,6): 't'rj\l µev ydp d.~o'lli't'TJY ~6,pa.a~v, d.qnveo'td't'TJY 6t ~ . ,;ooc; 'A6r)\ICl.lo~
+!Yo\l\JO.~ µ£"/UAoUt; yLyYq.Livooc; ,cii, ~ \ I 'M.pt:XO\l'IX4; 'tOtc; /tJ.JC£.1'111LµoY,oLt;
d\tl.yxio:,.~ lt;
~c:i>,t;µc!Y.
Many readers suppose that here Thucydides attributes the Peloponnesian War to
Athenian imperialism and Spartan fear of her rival, but this interpretation
does not do justice to the mode of expression adopted by Thucydides. For by making Touc; 'A6rflla,loUc;
the subject of his indirect statement, he attributes responsibility for the war to the Athenians. So it is better to say that, in the
opinion of Thucydides, "The Athenians compelled the Lacedaemonians to fight"
(18). And the narrative of 433 and 432 shows that his opinion was correct.
There was a change of Athenian policy in 434/3. Unless Thucydides is the
most tendentious deceiver who ever wrote a history, Pericles should be associated with the later policy, that of intransigence towards Sparta. There is also
good reason to associate him with the earlier policy, that of keeping the peace
in Greece and building up a financial reserve. He proposed the congress-decree
and he was probably rising to prominence in the fifties; for he is first attes
ted as strategos at the battle of Tanagra (19). He had the friendship of at
least one politically active family in Sparta, for a member of that family bore
the name Pericleidas and called his son Athenaeos (20). This is not to say that
Pericles was the leader in the change of policy in 454; a more likely candidate
is Cimon - whom Pericles had recalled from ostracism (21). Thus one should say
that in 434/3 the Athenians, including Pericles, changed their policy.
Some would say that, in 434/3, the Athenians, led by Pericles, changed their
policy; it would be better to say that the Athenians, led by the bn.Lpda.
of Pericles, changed their policy (22). Ties of birth and marriage make it possible ' to identify some of the political associates of Pericles. By his own divorce and his eldest son's marriage Pericles secured ties with two flourishing
families, characterized respectively by the pairs of names Callias - Hipponicos
and Epilycos - Teisandros; and through his mother he inherited a tie with the
Alcmaeonids. Because of these connections, Pericles's relatives include Lacedaemonios, who shared command of the first expedition to Corcyra in 433; Andocides, who .was strategos in 447/6 (or 446/5 and 44¼0 and ambassador to Sparta
in 446/5\;Glaucon, who was strategos in 441/0, 440 39 and 43372; and Epilycos,
who was ambassador to Persia in 424/3 (23). Most of the evidence for familyties in the fifth century has perished; but enough survives to show that the
hetaereia of Pericles was very extensive.
Hence, towards the outbreak of the war, Pericles was supreme; Athens was
"in na■e a democracy but in fact the rule of the first man" (24). In the last
years before the war he was not free from opposition; his old enemy, Thucydides
son of Mele~ias, returned from ostracism early in 433. Some associates of Peri- cles .were :prosecuted. Pheidias was called to account for the valuables entrusted to him. !25).A decree was passed to allow prosecution on charges of atheism;
Anaxagoras was prosecuted and had to leave Athens (26). Aspasia too was charged
with impiety but at Pericles's intercession she was acquitted (27). Several
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names are known of those concerned in these attacks on Pericles; most of them
are mere names, hut two of them may he significant. Thucydides,thatis the am of
Melesias, and Cleon are each said to have prosecuted Anaxagoras (28). Possibly
both had a share in the prosecution, though doubtless Thucydides was the more
considerable figure. Historians since Ephoros have sometimes been tempted to
exaggerate the importance of these trials. Before 443 Thucydides son of Melesias had made his supporters sit together in the same part of the assembly (29),
so he must have had a powerful hetaereia; but once he was driven away by ostra-ca, his followers may have lost their cohesion (30). Possibly an allusion to
him may be recognized in a speech made by Pericles in 430 and reported by Thucydides the historian (31). Yet the one certainty about the fortunes of Thucydides son of Melesias after his return1D Athens is that he became a bye - word
for ineffective senility (32).
In general little significance should be attached to the attacks on Peric l es
just before the war; at least they were not dangerous enough to affect policy,
or Thucydides would mention them. In 431 Cleon spoke against his policy of
keeping the Athenians within the walls; probab l y Cleon was not the only one ,
for the Athenians did not like to see their field s damaged (33). In 430, the
first year of the plague, the Athenians deposed Pericle s from office and fined
him; even so he was soon reelected ( 34 ) . At lea s t he wa s supreme until the mis fortunes of 430, and to explain this supremacy one should not forget his personal ties with other politicians . Yet his relation t o a very prominent politician , Phormion, is not clear, and to understand i t one must cons ider a technical question about the office of strategos.
STRATEGOS "FROM ALL ATHENIANS".
Election to the stra tegia s timulate d bitter c ompe tition (35); tenure of th e
off i ce conferred hereditary prestige (3 6) . Thi s i s not surp r i s ing; sinc e 487
the strategia and emba ssie s were almo st the only pub l ic office s fi l l ed by e l ec tion. Accord ing to the Aristote l i an t r eatise on The Con sti tution of the Athe nians the ten annual strategoi we re previously cho se n one from each tribe bu t
now "from all Athenians" [c.soctrocTWv'j
61,1; cf. 22,2 ). The cha nge proba bly
occur red toward s the middle of the fourth cent ury; y et previou s l y s ome ye a r s
are known in which two strategoi belonged to the same tribe. This departure
from t he norm is attested firs t in 44170, fairly frequently in the time of Pericles and sporadically later. Presumably one of the two strategoi in such
years was chosen "from all Athenians"; then ten men were chose~. one from each
tribe, in the normal way, and the man who had the fewest votes was not returned
(37). Recently attention has been drawn ,to a c onversation which indicates wha t
contemporaries thought about the system (38). Nicias and Sophocles the poet
were strategoi drawn in the same year from the s ame tribe (Aegeis II), Nicias
once asked Sophocles as the oldest for his opinion; Sophocles replied that he
was indeed the oldest in years
(.act~cna.fl()
but Nicias wa s the most senior
in dignity
(,rpeaetv111.-r~).
• Apparently to be chosen "from all Athenians" was
a mark of distinotion; it does not follow that choice "from all Athenians" in
itself conferred distinction. Appropriately enough nearly all the men attested
as chosen " from all Athenians" are known independently as outstanding politicians or commanders.
The usual view is that election "from all Athenian s " wa s an exceptional procedure designed to allow the election in the same year of two men from the same
tribe. If one man was virtually certain of election, his tribe might still proTide other •en highly suitable as .strategoi, and it was not desirable that ,
these others should be excluded by the tribal rule while less competent men
from other tribes could be elected. In a very thorough discussion of the prohlea Dr. Michael H. Jameson has questioned this view ( 3.9). He objects that, on
the usual Tiew, :..ne position of strategos "from all Athenians" conferred no
special powers and yet it was held only by especially prominent men. Accor-
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dingly holders of the usual view point out that the chief beneficiary of the
system was not the strategos chosen "from all" but the other man of his tribe
to be elected; yet this other man was usually not especially prominent as
statesman or commander. Further, if election "from all" was exceptional and was
introduced in the time of Pericles, a departure from constitutional procedure
was made in his interests, but this would be a modification of the democracy
"in name" as well as "in fact". Positively, Jameson suggests that the choice
of one strategos "from all" was not exceptional but normal; every year one
strategos was chosen in this way, but he had no superior powers; instead his
special function was simply that of a chairman of the board of strategoi.
Jameson points out that several other Athenian boardshad chairmen; the best
attested is the chairman of the hellenotamiae and so a parallel is to be sought
here for the chairman of the strategoi.
This comparison of strategoi with hellenotamiae is not attractive. When a
board of several men often acts collectively, a spokesman is needed, and it is
convenient to designate the board by naming one of its members rather than
all; this is true of the hellenotamiae and a jury with its foreman provides
a modern parallel. But there is no need to choose the chairman by a procedure
different from that for the other members of the board; it cannot be shown
that the chairman of the hellenotamiae was elected by special procedure, and
indeed the hellenotamiae may have chosen him from among themselves after they
took office. On the other hand the strategoi did not normally act collectively as a board. Occasionally all ten st rategoi were employed in the same
campaign (40), but usually one or a few strategoi sufficed. Likewise the
strategos "from all" waselected by special procedure. Moreover, Jameson's objections to the usual view are not conclusive. The position of strategos
"from all" did not confer special power but it was a mark of special prestige
(witness the remark of Nicias to Sophocles) and so it was suitable for an
outstanding politician. The chief immediate beneficiary of the system was
the other man of the same tribe, and it is not safe to object that he is normally not a prominent figure; the evidence is not adequate to justify a
denial that such men were very able soldiers. The most serious _objection is
that drawn from Pericles's respect for the constitution, but the force of
this objection depends on the question, how exceptional was the election of
a strategos "from all". Each year, before the election of strategoi, the
council drew up a ~robuleurna and the elections were held in whatever manner
the demos decided l41). The practice of choosing one strategos "from all"
may well have occured less frequently than one year in two, but it was surely provided for by law and so it should not be regarded as a departure from
constitutional procedure.
little reluctantly - to the usual view. At this point a further consideration,
concerning Phorrnion, is relevant. There is good, though not conclusive, evidence for the view, rejected by Jameson and others, that Phormion belonged to
the deme Paeania and therefore to the tribe Pandionis (III). When exluded from
public life through inability to pay a fine, he retired to Paeania (42). His
name and dame provide a fitting restoration in some accounts of 432/1 (43); his
name and tribe provide an equally fitting restoration in the list of strategoi
who swore to observe the peace-terms with Samos in 439/8 (44). Thus three indications suggest the deme and tribe of Phormion; a double coincidence is not
likely to be due to chance. Phorrnion was strategos in 431/0; Hagnon, of the
dame Steiria and tribe Pandionis (Ill), was strategos in the same year (45).In
the same year Pericles and Carcinos were strategoi and both belonged to the
tribe Acamantis (V) (for evidence see below, Table I). Thus in the year 431/0
there were in all probability four strate~oi belonging to two tribes. On Jameson's view, that election "from all" provided a chairman, this is hardly explicable; but it is credible on the usual view, that election "from all" was a
device to allow a chance of election to a man from whose tribe another man was
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virtually certain of election; for this same device might conceivably be practised twice at the same elections.
Table I tries to summarize those cases of two strategoi from the same tribe
in the same year that are certain or sufficiently probable to provide basjs for
studying the institution; some other cases are mentioned in the notes.
TABLE I:

TWO STRATEGOI FROM ONE TRIBE.

441/0 Pericles, Glaucon (Acamantis V)

Androtion F.Gr. Hist. III B 324 F 38;
cf . Thuc, I, 116, l &i•-ro( a.(ncS(
440/ 39 Phormion,Hagnon (Pandionis III)
Thuc. 1,117,2. For dame of Phormion:
Paus. 1,23, 10; A.T.L. II D 18 ( S.E.G. X,39), lines 42-3; I.G. 1 2 ,
296 (cf. S.E.G. X, 223), lines 13,17,
23. For dame of Hagnon: Cratinos in
D.L. Page, Greek Literary Papyri I, 200,
cf. Xen Hell.11,3,30.
439/8 Pericles, Glaucon (Acamantis V)
A.T.L. II D 18 ( - S.E.G. X,39), line s
43-4.
433/2 Pericles, Glaucon (Acamantis V)
For office of Pericles: Plut.Pe r.16, 3.
For office of Glaucon : Thuc.1,51, 4;
I . G.J2, 295 ( ~Tod 55), line 19.
432/1 Pericle s , Carcinos (Acamantis V)
For office of Pe ricles: Thuc . 11,13, 1
( 6i•-roc;a.""°'.
) . For office of Carcinos: Thuc. II, 23, 2, I.G.J.2,
296 (- S.E.G. X, 223), lines 36, 38
(with demotic).
For office of Pericles: Thuc. II, 31, 1.
431/0 Pericles, Carcinos (Acamanti s V)
For office of Carcinos: Thuc. II, 23, ~
25; 30.
For office of Phormion: Thuc. 11,29, 6;
Phormion, Hagnon (Pandionis III)
58, 2. For office of Hagnon: Thuc. II,
58.
426/5 Aristoteles, Hipponicos (Antiochis X) For office of Aristoteles: Thuc.111
105, 3; For office of Hipponicos:
Athan. V, 218 b (this give s date
426/5); cf. Thuc.111, 91, 4 . For
dame of Aristoteles: S. E.G . Xr 226,
line 6 (cf. Wade-Gery, Journ.Hell.
Stud. L, 1930,292 ). For deme of
Hipponicos: Meritt, Hesperia V,
1936, 410; cf. Lewis, Ann.Brit.Sch.
Ath. L, 1955, 14.
Plut. Nic.15!2. For dame of Nicias:
423/2? Nicias, Sophocles (Aegeis II)
I . G.I2, 302 - Tod 75), lines 20-1, 44.
For tri~ of Sophocles: Androtion F.
Gr. Hist. Ill B 324 F 38; cf. Lewis Ann
Brit. Sch.Ath. L, 1955, 14-5. For date:
Westlake, Hermes LXXXIV, 1956, 110-6.
For office of Pythodoros~ Thuc.VI, 105,
415/4 Nicias, Pythodoros (Aegeis II)
2 . For his trire: I.G.I. , 770 A; for
or 414/3
his deme I.G.I , 268, line 102; 302,
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line 2; cf. 244, line 136.
?410/09 Alcibiades, Pasiphon (Leontis IV) For office of Pasiphon: I.G.!2, 304
(-Tod 83), line 35.
407/6 Alcibiades, Adeimantos (Leontis IV) For office of Alcibiades: Xen. Hell.
I,4, 10. For office of Adeimantos:
ibid. 21. For deme of Adeimantos:
I.G.I 2 , 325-8.
373/2 Iphicrates, Callistratos (Aeantis IX) Xen.Hell. V1, 2, 39. For the date:
[DemJ XLIX, 6,9,22. For deme of
Iphicrates: Aesch. I,157; cf. I.G.
II2, 1623, lines 47-8. For dame of
Callistratos: Aesch. II, 124:(Dem.)
LIX, 43; I.G.II2, 1523, lines 1920;
1524, 192-3.
357/6 Iphicrates, Philochares (Aeantis IX) I.G.II 2 , 124 (- Tod 153), lines 20-1.
356/5 Iphicrates, Menestheus (Aeantis IX) For office of Iphicrates: Diod.XVI,
21, 1. For office of Menestheus:
!soc.XV, 129.
NOTES TO TABLE I:
In 430/29 Hagnon was strategos (Thuc.II, 58) and Phormion, from the same tribe,
served as strategos in the same year (Thuc, II, 69, 1). But Phormion was probably elected in special circumstances, if his trial was in 430 (see below, p.69 )
In 429/8 Phormion was strategos (Thuc,II, 102-3); but the fact that Hagnon conducted a diplomatic mission to Thrace does not indicate that he was strategos
(Thuc.II, 95, 3; for the o~posite view see V. Ehrenberg, Am.Journ.Phil. LXVI,
129/ 30). The case of 426/5 was discovered by Mr. D.M. Lewis (cf. A.H.M. Jones,
Athenian Democracy 159, n. 159), who very kindly gave me full information; he
intends to discuss this and some more cases. For a possible case of two generals
from one tribe in 424/3 see below, appendix p.84.
For the case of 410/09 Professor A. Andrewes (Journ.Hell.Stud. LXXIII, 1953,
2-3), modifying a theory of K.J. Beloch, proposes a different explanation: that
the command exercised by Alcibiades and other generals in the Hellespont was not
ratified by election in the city. The political circumstances of this year are
too complex a problem to be discussed here; let it, however, be noted that Andrewes's view depends in part on attaching more significance to the constitution
set up immediately on the fall of the Four Hundred than should probably be allowed (cf. G.E.M. de Ste. Croix, Historia V, 1956, 1-22).
For 405/4 Jameson (art.cit. 86-7) suggests Tydeus (Xen.Hell.II, 1, 16 and 26;
for his deme: I.G.II2, 1556, line 30; Wilamowitz, Aristoteles und Athen Ill 172
n. 7) and Cleophon (for his deme: E. Vanderpool, Hesperia XXI, 1952, 114-5.
Tenure of the strategia by Cleophon is attested by schol. Aristoph. Frogs. 679;
but the date is uncertain.
For 388/7 Beloch suggested Agyrrhios (Xen.Hell. IV, 8, 31) and Thrasybulos Collyteus (ibid. V, 1, 26; for the date: Beloch, Gr. Geach. III 2 , 2, 224-5). But
Thrasybulos may have been strategos only in 387/6, not in 388/7.
For 363/2 Beloch ·suggested Chabrias (I:G.II 2 , 111 - Tod 142, line 18) and Laches
(Diod. XV, 79, 1). But the Hellespontine expedition of Epaminondas, and therefan
the strategia of Laches, may belong to 364; Diodoros mentions it between two
events of 364 - the Olympic festival (XV, 78, 2-3) and the solar eclipse of 364
(XV, 80, 3).
By the later part of the fourth century all the strategoi were elected from the
whole citizen-body and five of them had specialized functions (Ath. Pol.61, 1).
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A strategos with such specialized functions is first attested in 352/1 (I.G.II 2 ,
204, lines 19-20); so no significance should be attached to instances after that
year where two strategoi of the same year belong to the same tribe.
Glaucon appears three times as colleague of Pericles and, as mentioned above,
the two men were connected by family-ties. It is likely that any two strategoi
of the same tribe in the same year were political allies. For the election of
one of them "from all" benefited the other by making his election possible; the
demos had to be persuaded to ' adopt the device of election "from all" each time
it was used; and the man elected "from all" was so influential as to be virtually certain of election. Surely one must say, for example, that Pericles
persuaded the demos to adopt the spacial device in 433/2 in order that Glaucon
might be elected. It follows that Glaucon and Carcinos were supporters of Pericles and Hagnon was a supporter of Phormion. By contrast, where two strategoi
of the same tribe were rivals, the record of the tribe's strategia shows them
excluding one another in different years (46).
Pericles was chosen "from all" for 441/0 and 439/8; Phormion was chosen "from
all" for 440/39. These facts might allow the conjecture that in these years the
two men were rivals for the first place among the strategoi. Yet perhaps that is
not the inference most consistent with the facts. Since Pericles was strategos
every year for fifteen years from 443/2 and had presumably often been strategos
before, and since the system of election "from all" i s first attested for 441/0,
one must suppose that the system was introduced becau s e of Pericles's prolonged
tenure of the strategia for his tribe. Then his political enemies would surely
be likely, not to use the same system of election "from all" for themselves,
but to attack it as too extraordinary a privilege for any citizen in the democracy. If Phormion and Hagnon benefited in 440/39 from a system which had been
introduced recently because of Pericles, this might suggest some degree of sympathy between Phormion and Pericles.
A further indication about Phormion's political alignment may be derived
from his trial. At some stage in his career he was tried and condemned to pay
a fine of a hundred minae. Since he could not pay it, he suffered atimia and
went into retirement. Then envoys from Acarnania came to Athens and asked that
Phnrmion be sent to take command in Acarnania; so by a legal fiction the Athenians enabled him to pay the fine and sent him to Acarnania (47). Two dates have
been suggested for this incident; some -(4'8}-&would put the Acarnanian embassy
about the autumn of 430, after Phormion had returned from Chalcidice and immediately before he took command at Naupactos. Others (49) would identify the Acarnanian embassy with one given by Thucydides (III, 7, 1) in 428. Now the embassy mentioned by Thucydides asked for the despatch of a son or relative of
Phormion; apparently Phormion had just died. But the story of his trial demands
that he himself was sent out in response to the Acarnanian appeal, and this
seems a decisive reason for assigning the story to 430. Dr. V. Ehrenberg (50)
makes two objections to this: that nothing had occurred during Phormion's campaigns in Chalcidice to make the Athenians condemn him, and that the force he
held at Naupactos in the winter of 430/29 was too small {twenty ships} to be
the response to the Acarnanian appeal. But perhaps what the Acarnanians desired
was not a large force but Phormion himself; and an attack on Phormion about the
autumn of 430 can be explained by the hypothesis that he was a political associate of Pericles. The latter too was prosecuted and fined in the autumn of 430
(51). He was attacked because he was held responsible for the war which, in the
first year of the plague, seemed likely to end in speedy disaster. Phormion too,
by his campaigns in Amphilochia (52) and in Chalcidice, had had a share in
bringing a.b out the outbreak of war.
A fact about the trial of Pericles provides a further reason for associating
Hagnon and therefore Phormion with him. When Pericles became unpopular in 430,
Dracontides proposed a decree for trying him by especially severe procedure.
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Then Hagnon carried a decree allowing a trial but ensuring that it should be by
normal procedure (53) • Thus Hagnon worked for the benefit of Pericles. Accordingly three indications, one from 440 and two from 430, suggest that Phormion,
together with Hagnon, was a political ally of Pericles. Indeed, when Pericles
died, Phormion was perhaps his most distinguished associate.
THE SOCIAL REVOLUTION.
It is not possible to write a detailed history of political parties during
the Archidamian War. The attempt has been made (54); it is based on a priori
assumptions, tnat differences of opinion about foreign policy coincided with
differences of opinion about the constitution and that both coincided with differences of class. It is then said that the poor, serving as rowers or marines,
were radical democrats and profited from war; that the rich wanted peace and
oligarchy; and that the middle-class, the moderates, were farmers of hoplitestatus and wanted peace when their lands were devastated. Yet a desire for
peace is hardly the most prominent characteristic of the Acharnians of Aristophanes. The orthodox proceed to say that the war exacerbated class-hatreds till
these issued in the revolution of 411; yet in the pages of Thucydides it is
clear that the main issue in that revolution was not class-conflict but the person of Alcibiades.
Such mythical entities as radical democrats, moderates and oligarchs can
best be ignored; they are insufficiently attested in the places where on~ might
expect to find them - in Aristophanes and Thucydides. The writer of the [Xenophontic] treatise on The Constitution of the Athenians deserves indeed his
title of Old Oligarch. But he disapproves of anyone of his type who prefers the
Athenian democracy (55); it follows that he was not an active politician and it
may be surmised that few men of his outlook were. At first sight the other two
writers might be expected to provide suff~cient information for a detailed history of internal politics. Aristophanes indeed attests some valuable facts and,
incidentally, fails to support the orthodox view; but great care must be exercised in using his evidence. The purpose of comedy is to make jokes, not to
record history. Aristophanes makes Nicias declare that he believes in the gods
because he is hateful to them (56). Thucydides mentions the notorious piety or
even superstition of Nicias, and so the reader can see the point of the joke;
there are many jokes whose point cannot be seen. Aristophanes makes his knights
- or the triremes - says that Hyperbolas wanted to take a hundred triremes to
Carthage (57). It does not follow that Hyperbolas had made any such proposal;
the remark may be a joke.
Perhaps inability to trace party-history in detail should not be regretted.
Thucydides says very little about Athenian parties. He mentions party-differences where they influenced conduct of the Archidamian War, that is, he mentions
difference of policy between Cleon and Nicias in 422. The proper inference is
that party-differences had very little effect on the policies carried out before 422; Thucydides normally says that "the Athenians" took such and such action, and he gives differences of opinion among them only exceptionally, as for
example in the debate on the Mytilenaean captives. It is indeed possible to
trace some differences of party and some differences of policy. The latter are
more subtle than the orthodox imagine. Indeed it is odd to suppose that in wartime the real contrast must be between those wanting war and those wanting
peace; differences of opinion about the proper way to fight the war may well
have more effect.
There is a deeper objection to the orthodox view; attention to it has led
people to overlook a social change of the first magnitude. To understand this
one must consider the political tradition in Athens. The formative period of
the Athenian state was the seventh and sixth centuries; it was then that conventional ideas as to the proper conduct and aims for politicians became fixed.
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For one incident of the archaic period, the rise of Peisistratos, Herodotos
(I, 59-64) indicates the character of politica1 parties. From the time of Aristotle or his pupil historians have tried to force a theoretical or economic
interpre~ation on to the three parties - the men of the plain, the men of the
coast and the men from beyond the hills. But Peisistratos came from Brauron (58)
which is separated from Athens by hills; clearly he and his retainers competed
with Lycurgos and his retainers and with Megacles and his retainers for control
of the acropolis. The estates of the Alcmaeonids were near the city. Regionalism, that is, competition between the local aristocracies drawn from different
regions, was the dominant note in the archaic period. Such a political scene
is not surprising. Attica includes three plains, those of Athens, of Eleusis
and of Marathon - Brauron. Their unification took place at a comparatively late
date (59), perhaps not long before 650. Unification meant that the local aristocracy of Athens, controlling the affairs of the united state, diminished the
authority of the local aristocracies of the other two plains. So regionalism,
the attempts of great landowners from the other plains to gain control of the
acropolis, was the disturbing force for more than a century. It accounts for
the attempt of Cylon. He came from the plain of Eleusis; for troops from Megara
could reach him without obstruction (60).
Cleisthenes, by a tribal reform whose detailed effect is not clear, put an
end to regionalist conflicts; he secured supremacy for the landed families living near the city. The political tradition was already fixed; the aim in any
political career was to gain prestige in competition with rivals, as Demosthenes knew (61). And up to the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War politicians seem
commonly to have been owners of large estates; the fourth century remembered th~
splendour of the great landowner Cimon (62). The Peloponnesian War brought about
two changes. Firstly, the Lacedaemonian invasions during the Archidamian War
and later the raids from Deceleia ruined many private estates (63). The names
of some families are known who lost their fortunes. The fathers of Isocrates
(64) and of Aeschines (65) were impoverished by the war. Lysias (66) names five
men whose estates ultimately proved to be worth much less than was previously
expected. In some cases the earlier rumours may have exaggerated the wealth of
the ostentatious (67). But one figure in the list is Callias, son of Hipponicos
who was believed to be the richest man in Greece; surely his family's fortune
had not always been a mere two talents. Another is Niceratos, son of Nicias,
and the father's wealth is attested independently (68). Even Pericles is said
to have left a house smaller than he inherited (69).
The second social change brought about by the Peloponnesian War is that it
brought men from the countryside into the city. Since the time of Cleisthenes
most of the leading politicians had been men from demes in or near the city;
such were Cimon from Laciadae, Callias from Alopece, Aristeides from Alopece,
Pericles from Cholargeis and Cleinias from Scambonidae (70). This effect of the
policy of Cleisthenes is not surprising; the estates of the Alcmaeonids were
near the city. The sole prominent politician of the first half of the fifth century who is known to have belonged to a dame far away from the city is Themistocles Phrearrios. During the Peloponnesian War the ascendancy of the old cityfamilies was broken; many people immigrated to the town and apparently stayed
there. The contrast may be illustrated from the demotics of the four leading
politicians of the period 375 - 361. Admittedly Chabrias Aexoneus belonged to a
deme not far from the city (71); but the deme of Iphicrates, Rhamnus, was far
out to the north-east (72); that of Callistratos, Aphidna, was far out to the
north (73); .and Timotheos belonged to Anaphlyatos, far out to the south-east

(74).
It is among the notorious demagogues, who rose to power during the . Peloponnesian War, that one might reasonably seek the beginnings of the change. Unfortunately, study of their demotics does not lead far. The deme of Archedemos is
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unknown; the site of that of Hyperbolos, Perithoidae, is uncertain (75). Cleophon belonged to Acharnae (76), a deme within comparatively easy reach of the
city, But at least Androcles belonged to the deme Pithos (72), far away in the
upper valley of the Cephisos. The ties of Cleon are worth attentio~. He belonged to the deme Cydathenae in the city (78). He came of a wealthy family,
for his father Cleanenetos had served as choregos in 460/59 (79); yet apparently the family had made nu mark in politics before Cleon's generation; perhaps it had been kept out of power by the group of families who controlled politics. So it is interesting that Cleon contracted a marriage-tie with Thudippos of the deme Araphen (801; Araphen was far out to the east. Interesting too
is the figure of Epigenes. He came from the deme Cephisia (81), well to the
north. He proposed a decree on temple-building in or about 410/09 (82). He
might qualify for a place among those now traditionally recognized as demagogues of the Peloponnesian War, for he was an associate of Socrates (83) and a
notorious sycophant (84).
Perhaps it might be wise to make the enquiry more systematic. It is worth
while looking at the demotics of strategoi and of proposers of decrees for the
years embracing the Archidamian War. Unfortunately it was not usual to record
the demotics of proposers of decrees before 404; but there is com~aratively
plentiful evidence for strategoi of the three decades 441/0-412/1, and those
whose demes are known are shown in Tables II-IV. Problems of identifying strategoi of the Archidamian War will be discussed in an appendix (85).
TABLE II:

DEMES OF STRATEGOI, 441/0-432/1.

(Evidence for these strategoi is given in G.F. Hill, Sources for Greek History,
second edition revised by R. Meiggs and A. Andrewes, 1951, pp. 401-2). In this
and the following Tables strategoi are classified in three categories:
C - belonging to demes within the city-trittyes
P - belonging to demes within easy reach of the city
("peripheral")
0 - belonging to demes far outside the city

C

Pericles Cholargeus
Glaucon ec Cerameon
Xenophon Meliteus
Sophocles ec Colonu
Andocides Cydathenaeeus
Creon Scaml>onides
Diotimos Euonymeus
Lacedaemonios Laciades
Metagenes Coeleus

strategos for each of the fifteen years, 443/2
-429/8 (Plut. Per. 16,3)
strategos 441/0, 439/8, 433/2, perhaps 435/4
strategos 441/0, 439/8
strategos 441/0 (on the location of Colonos:
Lewis, Ann.Brit.Sch.Ath. L, 1955, 16)
strategos 441/0
strategos 441/0
strategos 433/2
strategos 433/2
strategos 433/2 (on the location of Coale:
Marcellin. Thuc, 17;55; Anon.Vit. Thuc. 10)

p
Phormion Paeanieus
Proteas Aexoneus
Socrates Anagyrasios
Callistratos Acharneus

strategos
strategos
strategos
strategos

440/39, 439/8, 432/1, perhaps 433/2
433/2, 432/1, perhaps 435/4
441/0, 439/8
441/0, 439/8
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0
Cleitophon Thoraeeus
Hagnon Steirieus
Dracontides Thoraeeus
Carcinos Thoricios

strategos
strategos
strategos
strategos

441/0
440/39
433/2
432/1

Doubtful strategoi: the following are imperfectly attested:
p

Thucydides Gargettios

strategos 440/ 39 (identity of this strategos with Thucydides Gargettios is likely,
though not certain)

Lampides Peiraeeus
Glaucetes "Athenaeos"

perhaps strategos 441 / 0
perhaps strategos 441/ 0 - the text (Androtion, F. Gr. Hist. III B 324 F 38) is clearly corrupt; sugge s ted emendations are "Azenieus" (Wilamowitz - 0) and "Aphidnaeos"
(Lenz - 0)

C

To these the following should be appended:
Proposers of decrees, c. 448 - 432/1:
C

Callias

propos~r of I.G.I 2 , 51 and 52 (- Tod 57 and 58), c.448 (Meritt,
Class , Quart.XL, 1946, 88-90; A.T.L. III, 276-7); he is probably Callias Hipponicu Alopecethen (for deme: Meritt, Hesperia V, 1936, 410; cf. Lewis, Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. L, 1955,14)

Hipponicos

proposer of I.G.I 2 , 54 (-A.T.L. II D 19), c,437/6? (A.T.L. );
probably from the same family as the preceding.

C

The significance of Table II will be clear at a glance. In the period covered the great majority of strategoi belonged to the city-trittyes or to demes
within easy reach of the city. Moreover, of the four strategoi belonging to
demes far away from the city two, Hagnon and Carcinos, only appear in the lists
for this period when other men of their tribes were chosen "from all Athenians~
so it is not unlikely that they were close political associates of Phormion and
of Pericles respectively. This leaves only two certain strategoi from demes
far away whom there is no reason to regard as associates of city-families. The
demes of only two proposers of decrees are known but both belong to a city-family. Deme-membership was hereditary and it would be foolish to suppose that
all men in this Table still lived in the demes where their ancestors had lived
in the time of Cleisthenes. But between the Persian and Peloponnesian War movement is likely to have been towards the city rather than away from it, in view
of the growth of naval power and commercial prosperity. Thus the Table confirm5
the view that the political ascendancy of the city-families was almost unquestioned in the decade before the Peloponnesian War.

TABLE III: DEMES OF STRATEGOI, 431/0-422/1.
(Evidence for strategoi of 431/0-429/8 is given in Hili, o~.cit. pp. 402-3.
Evidence for those of 428/7-422/1 is given below in Table V. Evidence for
deme-affiliations is given here.)
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C
Nicostratos Scaml>onides
Pericles Cholargeus
Hippocrates Cholargeus
Cleon Cydathenaeeus
Xenophon Meliteus
Hipponicos Alopecethen
Lamachos 0ethen

strategos 427/6, 425/4, 424/3, 423/2 (Aristoph. Wasps. 81; cf. Wade-Gery, Class.Quart.
XXIV, 1930, 34)
strategos 43i/o, 430/29, 429/8 (Plut. Per.
3, 1)
strategos 426/5, 424/3 (I.G.I 2 , 324 - Tod
64, line 3)
, . strate~os 424/3, 422/1; special command
425/4 lAristoph. Wasps 895 and 902 with
schol.)
strategos 430/29 (Androtion, F.Gr. Hist.
III B. 324 F 38)
strategos 426/5 {Meritt, Hesperia V, 1936,
410; cf. Lewis, Ann.Brit.Sch.Ath. L, 1955,
14)
strategos 425/4 {I.G.II 2 , 1956, line 30; cf.
Wilamowitz, Aristoteles und Athen II, 172,n.
7)

Sophocles ec Colonu
[special command:
Thucydides Halimusios

strategos 423/2(?) {cf. Lewis, Ann.Brit.Sch.
Ath. L, 1955, 15-6)
424/3 {Marcellin. Thuc. 55)]

p

Phormion Paenaieus
Laches Aexoneus
Proteas Aexoneus

strategos 431/0, 429/8; special command{?)
430/29 (see above p. 66 for deme)
strategos 427/6, 426/5 (Aristoph. Wasps 895;
Plat. Lach. 197 c)
strategos 431/0 {I.G.I 2 , 295 - Tod 55, line
9)

Cleippides Acharneus
Asopios Paenanieus
Demodocos Anagyrasios
0

Nicias Cydantides

Eurymed.on Myrrhinusios
Demosthenes Aphidnaeos

Hagnon Steirieus

strategos 429/8 {LG.I. 2 , 911 - Tod 45)
strategos 428/7 {son of Phormion - Thuc.III,
7, 1)
strategos 425/4 (Plat.Theag. 127 e}
strategos 427/6, 426/5, 425/ 4, 424/3, 423/2
(I.G.I2, 302 - Tod 75, line 44. The deme
Cydantidae seems to have belonged to the
mes~gaea and may have formed !)art of Brauron. Honigmann, R.E. XI, 2302)
strategos 427/6; 426/5, 425/4, 423/2 {I.G.I
324 - Tod 64, line 38; cf. Wade-Gery, Class.
Quart. XXIV, 1930, 33-9)
strategos 427/6, 425/4, 424/3 {I.G.I 2 , 324
- Tod 64, line 19)
strategos 431/0, 430/29 {Cratinos in D.L.
Page, Greek Literary Papyri I, 200; cf.
Xen. Hell. II, 3, 30)
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strategos 428/7, 426/5 (S.E.G~ X, 226, line
6; cf. Wade-Gery, Journ.Hell.Stud.L, 1930
292)
.
2
strategos 425/4, 424/3 (I.G.I , 302 - Tod
75, line 17)
strategos 431/0 (I.G.I 2 , 296
S.E.G. X,223
lines 31, 39)
strategos 431/0 (I.G.I 2 , 296
S.E.G. X,223,
lines 36, 38)
1

Autocles Anaphlystios
Socrates Halaeeus
Carcinos Thoricios

To this list the following should be appended:
Proposers of decrees, 431/0 - 422/1:
0

Thudippos Araphenios

proposer of I,G.I 2 , 63 (- Tod 66 - A.T.L. II
A 91, with amendment, in 425/4 (for deme:
Isae. IX, 17-8)

(?) Archestratos

proposer of amendment in I.G.I 2 , 70 in
424/ 3; he may be Arcnestratos Phrearrios of
Xen.Hell. Ij 5, 16; II, 2, 15 (for deme:
Lys. XXI, 8

Laches Aexoneus

proposer of I.G.I 2 , 87 in 424/3 (for date:
Meritt and Davidson, Am.Journ.Phil. LVI,
1935, 65-7; for deme see above under "P")

0

p

C

(?) Callias (Hipponicu Alopecethen?): proposer of I.G.I 2 , 25 - Tod 73 in
424/3 (for date: Meritt and Davidson,
ibid.)

0

Thucydides Acherdusios (?)

proposer of amendment to I.G.II 2 , 8 in 424/
3 (Thucydides Acherdusios was chairman of
the treasurers of Athena in 424/3: I.G.I 2 ,
242, line 112; 324 - Tod 64, line 25; cf.
West, Am.Journ.Phil.LVI, 1935, 73-4. The
deme was probably near Eleusis or Deceleia:
Milchhofer, R.E. I, 217)

Philoxenos Diomeeus

.
2
proposer of I.G.I
, 78 ( for deme: Eupolis
fr. 235 Kock - fr. 235 Edmonds; for location of deme: Milchhofer, R.E. V, 830).

C

For the decade 431/0-422 / 1 the demes of twenty• two regular strategoi are
known; Thucydides should be left out of the reckoning, since he was probably
appointed to a special command be·c ause of his special knowledge. For the preceding decade the demes of only seventeen certain strategoi are known. Among
strategoi of demes well outside the city, Hagnon and Carcinos should probably
be regarded as associates of. city-families, as was suggested in studying Table
II. There remain six strategoi belonging to demes far outside the city, a
marked increase in proportion on the number shown in Table II. This mere numerical increase need not be significant; what really deser~es attention is the
difference in the political character of the strategoi of demes far outside
the city. In Table II, discounting Hagnon and Carcinos, the remaining two are
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only attested as strategoi for one year each and, although the argument from
silence is dangerous, there is no reason to class them among leading politicianE.
In Table III the strategoi of demes far outside the city include some of the
most distinguished commanders of the Archidamian War, Nicias, Eurymedon and Demosthenes; two of the men in the list attained the distinction of being elected
"from all Athenians", Nicias (423/2?) and Aristoteles (426/5). The list of proposers of decrees, though short, tells the same tale. During the Archidamian
War men of families that did not belong traditionally to the city and its neighbourhood began to seize the initiative in politics.
TABLE IV:

DEMES OF STRATEGOI, 421/0-412/1.

(Evidence is given here for tenure of the strategia; also for deme affiliation,
where this is not given in the other Tables or in the evidence for tenure of
the strategia. Strategoi appointed in consequence of the revolution of 411 are
not included.)
C

Alcibiades Scambonides

L,amachos Oethen
Callistratos Oethen
Laches Aexoneus
Nicostratos Scambonides
Dieitrephes Scambonides
Strombichides Euonymeus

420/19 (Plut.Alc. 15,1; Nic.10,8)
419/8 {Thuc.V,55 ,4 )
417/6 lThuc.¥,84 , 1)
416/5 I.G.I , 302 - Tod 75, lines 43-4,46,
48,50; Thuc.VI,8, 2)
415/4 (Thuc. VI, 48; 53,l; etc.)
(for deme: I.G.I 2 , 328, line 6; 331, line 6)
416/5 {I.G.I 2 , 302 - Tod 75, lines 46, 48,50;
( Thuc. VI, 8, 2)
415/4 (Thuc. VI, 49; 101, 6; etc.)
418/7 {I.G.I 2 , 302 - Tod 75, line 21)
418/7 (Thuc. V, 61,1; Androtion, F. Gr.
Hist. III B 324 F 41)
418/7 (Thuc.V, 61, 1)
414/3 (Thuc.VII, 29, 1. Probably son of
Nicostratos: Wade-Gery, Class.Quart.
XXIV, 1930, 34)
412/1 (Thuc.VIII, 15, l; 30; for deme: I.G.I~
295 - Tod 55, line 9)

p

Cleomedes Phlyeus

Pythodoros Halaeeus (?)

:417/6, 416/ 5, perhaps 415/4 - Cleomedes and
Teisias led the expedition to Melos (Thuc.V,
84, 3) in 417/6 (I.G.I 2 , 302 - Tod 75, lines
29-30) and remained in command until relieved
by Philocrat~s (Thuc.V, 116, 3), perhaps in
415/4 {I.G.I -Tod 75, lines 63-6, with Tod's
suggestion on p. 191)
415/4 or 414/3 (Thuc. VI, 105, 2. This strategos is probably Pythodoro~ Halaeeus, chairman of the treasurers of Athena in 418/7:
I.G.I 2 , 268, line 102; 302 - Tod 75, line 2;
cf. 244, line 136)
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0

Nicias Cydantides

421/0 (? Beloch assumed that Nicias was strategos now, which is credible enough; but the
evidence - Plut.Nic. 10 - is inconclusive)
418/7 !I.G.I 2 , 302 - Tod 75, line 20)
417/6 Thuc. 2V, 83, 4)
416/5 LG.I , 302 - Tod 75, lines 44,47,49,
51, Thuc.VI, 8,2)
415/4 !Thuc. VI, 47; etc.)
414/3 Thuc. VII, 16, l; etc.)
413/2 Thuc.VII, 86, 2; etc.)
Demosthenes Aphidnaeos
418/7 (I.G.I 2 , 302 - Tod 75, lines 6, 15)
414/3 !Thuc. VII, 16, 2; etc)
413/2 Thuc. VII, 86, 2; etc.)
Teisias Cephalethen
417/6, 416/5, perhaps 415/4 (see above under
Cleomedesl
Euryrnedon Myrrhinusios
414/3 Thuc. VII, 16, 22 j· 31, 3; etc.)
413/2 ! Thuc. VII, 52,
Autocles Anaphlystios
418/7 (LG.I. 2 , 302 - Tod 75, line 17)
Conon Anaphlystios
414/3 (Thuc. VII, 31, 4; for deme: LG.I 2 ,
651)
Eucrates Cydantides
412/1 (Aristoph. Lys. 103 with schol.; cf.
Andoc. I, 4 7)
Phrynichos Deiradiotes
412/1 (Thuc.VIII, 25,1. His deme is given by
schol. Aristoph.Lys. 313. The deme Dera
is mentioned only by Steph. Byz. s. v.,
and its location is unknown. But Phrynichos came of a rural family: (.Lys .]
XX, 11-2)
To these the following should be appended:
Proposers of decrees, 421/0-412/1:
P

Peisandros Acharneus

P(?) Hyperbolos Perithoides

proposer of I.G.I 2 , 93 in 419/8 or 413/2 (for
deme: schol. Aesch. II, 76)
proposer of I~G.I 2 , 84 in 421/0 and of amendment to I.G.IZ, 95 in 418/7 (for date: Woodhead, Hesperia XVIII, 1949, 78-83; for deme:
Plut. Ale. 13, 4; Nic.11,3; -on site of deme:
Wrede, R.E. XIX, 860-1)

The following are also of interest:
Proposers of decrees, 411/0-405/4:
2
proposer of amendment to I.G.I. , 108 - Tod
C Axiochos Scambonides
84 in 410/09 (uncle of Alcibiades: Plat.
Euthyd. 275 a)
0

Epigenes Cephisieus

P

Cleophon Acharneus

~roposer of I.G.I 2 , 111 (cf.372) about 410/09
!for deme: Plat. Apol. 33e; cf. Plat. Phaedo
59 b; Xen.Mem. III, 12; Lys. XXV, 25)
proposer of amendment to I.G.I 2 , 113 about
410 (for deme: Vanderpool, Hesperia XXI, 1952
114-5)
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proposer of I.G.I 2 , 117 - Tod 89, of 129 and
of amendment to 116 - Tod 88 in 407

C Alcibiades Scambonides

C (?) Dieitrephes Scambonides (?): ~roposer of I.G.I, 2 , 118 - Tod 90 in 408/7
\he may be the strategos of 414/3)
In Table IV, as in Tables lI and III, the list of proposers of decrees is
hardly long enough to be instructive, though Epigenes seems to have attained
some prominence in public life. But in the list of strategoi the contrast with
Table II is striking. For Table II and Table IV each have seventeen certain
strategoi. In Table II only four strategoi belonged to demes far outside the
city; two of these were proba-bly associates of city-families and the other two
may not have attained any great influence in the state. But in Table IV no less
than eight strategoi belong to demes far outside the city. Three of these, Nicias, Demosthenes and Eurymedon were distinguished and experienced commanders;
Autocles had been strategos at least twice before; Conon was to become a leading
politician later; and Phrynichos was sufficiently prominent in 411 to incur the
hatred of Alcibiades.
POLICIES

AND

PARTIES.

Social history is necessary to political history; when the former is appreciated, it becomes an easier task to trace and explain changes of policy. At
the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War Pericles was still supreme and his policy
was accepted. It is not enough to say that his policy was one of war; one must
also ask, what was his strategy? how did he hope to win the war? Thucydides expounds part of the answer: the principles of Periclean strategy were to avoid
a land-battle, to withdraw the Athenians within their fortifications, to maintain Athenian sea-power and keep secure control of the allies without expanding
the empire (86). It was a paradoxical strategy, for it is strange to expect to
win a war by remaining on the defensive.
Shortly before 431 the Athenians or their leaders had cherished more ambitious plans. They hoped to win the alliance of Corcyra and in this they succeeded.
But the purpose of the Megara-decrees can only have been to force Megara into
alliance with Athens; this attempt was not successful. Further, rebellion in
Potidaea and elsewhere in Chalcidice was an unexpected check to Athenian plans.
The defensive strategy adopted in 431 was merely the best that could be attempted in untoward circumstances; and at the time of the decrees of Callias, when
Pericles and his friends planned the war, they must have realized that they
might have to fall back on this second best. But they must also have inade a plan
to be carri_e d out if circumstances were less unfavourable; one may gain some
idea of this plan by asking, what would t h e Athenians have done, if Potidaea had
not rebelled and, above all, if Megara had responded to the Megara-decrees by
allying ,with Athens? The Athenians would then have found themselves in a situation not dissimilar to that of 460. The more amllitious plan of Pericles may be
called•plan A• and the strategy he actually adopted may be called "plan B".
Many of the operations of the Archidamian War conform to· plan B, Others, sucb
as Pericles's exj>edition to Epidamo·s ( 88) , should probably be- -regarded as part
of plan A. Yet other operations, such as the capture of Pylos, -were probably
not specifically envisaged by Pericles but did not necessarily c-0nflict with the
maxi.a of not expanding the empire during the war; Pylos was a bas~ for raiding
the enemy's land, not an additional member of the Delian League. The one enterprise of the Archidamian War which might seriously have contravened Periclean
strategy was the . first expedition to Sicily (427-424). Thycydides (III, 86, 4)
states its alas: the Athenians wanted to prevent the export of corn from Sicily
to the Peloponnese and they wanted to make an attempt on the island in order_t_~ .
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see if they aight subsequently gain control of it. Thus, if the expedition had
:been S11ccessful, it aight have led· to an ·attempted conquest of Sicily well before 415; that would have contravened the Periclean maxim of not expanding the
eapire durillg the war (plan B) and _it is not likely to have been a part of plan
A. It is not known which politicians brought about the first expedition to Sicily; Thucydides did"not think their identity important, for he attributes responsibility siaply to •the Ath1,mians·" (89). It would be surprising if the Athenians adhered on the whole to the Periclean strategy during the Archidamian ·war
ht contravened it seriously in one and only one enterprise, and perhaps such a
view would aisrepresent the first expedition to Sicily. Thucydides attributes
the expedition to two motives, the one more immediate - to prevent export of
corn to the Peloponnese - ·and the other more remote - to estimate the possibility of conquering Sicily later.· When an individual or a state does one thing for
two different reasons, it is always difficult to estimate the role of each motive, as Pindar knew l90). The immediate aim of the first Sicilian expedition
aight _be regarded, on Periclean principles, as a well-calculated use of sea-power; possibly Pericles and his friends would not have disapproved of the expedition.

On the whole Athenian policy during the Archidamian War fa+ls within the
framework of Periclean strategy, that is, of the two plans. Within that framework there was room for change and a change was made by Demosthenes, the one
general of the war who showed real originality. To understand changes of policy
it will suffice to consider him and the two leading politicians with whom he

came into contact, Nicias and Cleon.But first a word about Nicias.
Megara was of crucial importance for Periclean strategy; its friendship or
hostility was a major factor in determining the choice between plans A and B.
Shortly before the war, when Athenian economic sanctions failed to make the
Megarians join them, a decree was passed requiring the strategoi to raid the
Megarid twice each year, and this was carried out till 424 (91). Pericles commanded such a raid in 431 and doubtless was in favour of the policy. Megara
holds a decisive position on one of the few major land-routes in Greece; the
route runs northwards from Sparta through Arcadia and Corinth to the Megarid and
then onwards through Boeotia and Thermopylae to Thessaly; it has seen many of
the .great battles of Greek history. For the Athenians capture of Megara would
bring an opportunity of attacking Boeotia, just as they had done in the First
Peloponnesian War; the Boetians were fully aware Qf this in 424 (92). So one may
say that plan A comprised Megara and therefore Boeotia.
Accordingly, it is interesting that, when Nicias first appears in the pages
of Thucydides, he makes attempts on the Megarid and on Boeotia. In 427 Nicias
established a garrison in the island of Minoa off the Megarid; part of his object was to facilitate the maintaining of a block.ad~ against the Megarid (93).
In 426, after an unsuccessful attack on Melos, he landed his force at 0ropos
alid woJl the. second battle .of Tanagra ( 94). These ·campaigns were a resumption of
plan A. s__o one .ay ask at this point, what was Nicias's attitude to the group
or hetaereia of Pericles? His acceptance of Periclean strategy does not show
that· he was a supporter of Pericles; in the early years of the war the great majority of the Athenians accepted Periclean strategy, although they had doubts
about it in 430. It is said that during the life-time of Pericles Nicias was
smaetiaes his colleague in the strategia (95); this may mean mere-ly that Nicias .
happened to :be strategos in soae of the years when fericles too was strategos.
On the other ha,nd, the fact that Cydantidae, ··the deme of Nicias, was probably
:far away :froa Athens does not.prove that Nicias was n<>-t a supporter of Pericles;
he aay have Jtelonged to one GI the perhaps fe~ fa.allies that had moved to the
city well Jtefore 431. What is decisive is the later quarrel of Nicias and Alci1tiades. The latte-r had been brought up under the . care .· of Pericles and Ariphron,
s:lllce he was related to them (96); the mothers of· Pericles and Alcibiades were
lloth Alcaaeonids. The quarrel between Nicias and Alcibiades did not begin till
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421; it arose because Alcibiades was jealous since the Spartans, in making
peace, had preferred the good offices of Nicias and Laches to those of Alcibiades ( 97). Such a quarrel would hardly have. occurred if Nie ias had been on familiar terms with the household of Pericles.
Recently the achievement of Demosthenes has been justly assessed by Professor Max Treu (98). Demosthenes was the one general of the Archidamian War who
could make careful strategic plans for territorial warfare on a large scale. In
his Aetolian campaign of 426 failure was less significant than purpose - a grandiose scheme for an attack on Boeotia. Probably during 426 or the ensuing winter he planned his attack on Pylos; the captures of Pylos with Sphacteria in
425 and of Nisaea in 424 mark the success of his characteristic mode of warfare,
the seizure of bases for permanent garrisons at vulnerable points within the
enemy's territory. Later his evacuation of Epidauros in 418/7 and the places he
won on his journey to Sicily in 413 illustrate his ability to win all the incidental advantages which his situation offered.
His most characteristic achievement was the capture of Pylos with Sphacteria,
and this suggests two comments. First, Pericles had probably envisaged enterprises of this kind (99); at least, when Pericles led his large expedition to
Epidauros in 430, he surely hoped to instal a permanent garrison. Secondly,
Demosthenes's strategy was imitated in the next few years by other generals and
not least by Nicias; for Nicias's expeditions to the Corinthiad in 425 (100) and
to Cythera in 424 (101) were surely inspired by the capture of Pylos and Sphacteria. Now Nicia s was probably not an a s sociat e of Demosthenes; for during the
blockade of Sphacteria Cleon complained that Nicias was not giving Demosthenes
adequate support (102) and there is no reason to think that Cleon was wrong
about this. - It is indeed difficult to discover the political alignment of
Demosthenes. Like every politician, he had enemies; for he was put on tria1(103)
probably because of his failur e at Delion; hut all that is known about the trial
is that Antiphon composed a speech - probably in support of Demosthenes. Conjecture about his supporters leads to no certain conclusion. He won the goodwill of the Acarnanians (104), as Phormion had done before (105); hut the fact
that his deme Aphidna was far to the north might make one hesitate before associating him with any of the politicians active before 431. It is interesting
that he coop erated with Hippocrates, th e nephew of Pericles, in the Delion-campaign (106). This shows at least that he could cooperate with members of the
Periclean group. He seems to have had the gift, useful to a general, of cooperating with peo~le of different political sympathies, for at Pylos he cooperated with Cleon !107). The conclusion must he that the evidence is inadequate
for assigning Demosthenes to any known political group.
Cleon almost stole the glory of Pylos from Demosthenes, and the language in
which Aristophanes (108) alludes to this suggests that Cleon and Demosthenes
were not political associates, although they cooperated in that one campaign.
Cleon was indeed a man of quite a different kind from Demosthenes; his capture
of Torone proved him a capable tactician (109), hut he made no great contribution to the art of war. Some people have supposed that he specialized in finance
At least he was probably responsible for the tribute-assessment of -425/4 ( llO),
hut the view that he was hellenotamias in 427/6 rests on a questionable restoration and dating (by Busolt) of an inscription (111). Perhaps his strength lay
rather in the mechanics of politics, the organizing of his supporters. One of
these supporters is known by name; that is Theoros, who could address Cleon as
l•i~ (112). So the supporters of Cleon could be called a hetaereia. Aristophanes makes Alcibiades call Theoros, in rather ambiguous terms, "a flatterer"
(113). So when Aristophanes speaks of"the hundred flatterers" of Cleon, he is
alluding to Cleon's hetaereia (114).
A hundred may well have been a lar~e number for a hetaereia; that of Euphiletos seems to have been smaller (ll5). Alcibiades too organized a hetaereia
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(116). Doubtless there was also a hetaereia of Nicias and a hetaereia of Demosthenes. One may reasonably call such organizations "political groups". In the
years immediately after 429 the political group of Pericles was still influential; at least its activities are indicated by the careers of Hippocrates and
of Lysicles (117), who associated with Aspasia (118) - not to mention Phormion.
Sometimes such groups disagreed on policy; by 422 Nicias advocated peace and
Cleon was in favour of continuing the war, and they adopted these policies
largely for personal reasons (119). But on the whole the Archidamian War presents the spectacle of a plurality of political groups divided more by personalities than by policies; for in its early years the strategy of Pericles was
accepted by Nicias and others and later that of Demosthenes was accepted by
Cleon and Nicias. Likewise Cleon echoed the political slogans of Pericles (120).
There is one more thing to be learnt from Aristophanes. If there was one political group that he did not like, it was that of Cleon. Cleon, it was suggested, did not belong to what had been the governing class; he came of a city family that had been kept out of power, and he associated with Thudippos of Araphen. His character as a "new man" may help to account for ill-feeling between
him and Aristophanes. In the Wasps the hero speaks against those who make fair
promises to the demos, who are elected to offices and who exact bribes from the
allies (lines 666-71); such men hold office and their "flatterers" gain money
(682-3); in return for bribes they practise prevarication in the courts (692-4).
Doubtless the speaker had in mind Cleon's group, perhaps other groups too. The
point to be noticed is that the speaker regards the office-holders and their
"flatterers" as a recognizable class, distinguishable from the general body of
the Athenians. This class is the origin of the ~o).~'tellOl,&CVO&.
of the fourth
century. It is a class organized in new hetaereiae, like the hetaereia of Cleon;
and a considerable element in the class was drawn from families whose ancestors
in the time of Cleisthenes did not dwell in the neighbourhood of the city. It
was a new governing class.

I

ll I.G.I 2 , 91 and 92 - Tod 51 - A.T.L. II D 1 and 2.cf. A. \Vii.helm, Journ.Hell.Stud. LXVIII, 1948 124-9
2 A.T.L . Ill, 275-81; cf. H.T. Wade-G, ry and B.D. Meritt, Hesperia XXVI, 1957, 163-88.
(3) Piut.Per. 17.
cf. Wade-Gery, Hesperia XIV, 1945, 222-4; Journ.llell.Stud. LII, 1932, 206 and 216, n.47. Professor Wade-Gery
has convinced me about the character and purpose of the congress-decree, though not about its date.
(4) Elsewhere (XV, 234) Isocrates says that Pericles brought.10,000 talents up to the acropolis. Diodoros gives
8000 talents [XII, 38, 2) and elsewhere 10,000 talents [XII, 40, 1-2; cf. XIII, 21, 3) as the sum transferred
from Delos to Athens.
[6) The9pomp. F.Gr. Hist. II B 115 F 153 -4;
2 (5) I.G.I2, 54 - A.T.L. II D 19.
Ar.doc. III, 29; cf. I.G.II , 8; Wade-Gery, Harv.Stud. suppl. vol. I, 1940 [ - Athenian Studie s presented to W.S.
Ferguson), 127-32.
[7) E.M. Walker, Camb.Anc.Hist. V, 470. The correctness of Walker's suggested date for
this embassy is independent of the question of the authentici ty of the peace.
(8) See the list in A.w :
Gomme, Commentary on Thucydides I, 365-9.
[9) He mentions Spartan negotiations with Persia in 425/4 [IV,50)
for the envoy bound for Lacedaemon was captured and this was an incident of the war.
[10) Hdt. V, 54,2; cf.
Wade-Gery, Harv.Stu~. suppl.vol. I, 194~, 133, n. 2.
(11) Historia VI,1957, 254-5.
(12) E.g. Eur.Med.
2.
(13) Plut.C1m. 14, .l; cf. I.G.I , 928 - S.E.G. X 405. I thank Mr. R. Meiggs for pointing out to me th e
relevance of this evidence to the ~resent problem.
(14) cf. Wade-Gery, Ann.Brit.Sch.Ath. XXXIII, 1932-3,
(published in 1935), 101-35.
{15) I hope to discuss the papyrus elsewhere.
(16) Thuc.II, 68; A.T.L.
III, 320, n. 84.
(17) A.T.L. III, 320.
(18) I have proposed this interpretation in Class. Quart. N.S.
VII, 1957, 8-10. One of the arguments used there, that from Thucydides's choice of the aorist, is entirely invalid; for the writer's choice between aorist and imperfect depends, not on the obje ct ive nature of the events
he narrates, but on the way he regards them. I thank Mr. A. French for pointing this out to me.
( 19) Plut.
Per. 10,2.
[20.} Thuc. IV, 119, 2.
[21) Plut.Cim. 17,8; Per.10,4; cf. Theopomp. F.Gr. Hist. II B 115
F 88.
(22) The hetaereia of Pericle s is attested by Plutarch (Per. 16,1). More will be said about hetaereiae below.
[23) For evidence and further discussion: Hermes LXXXIV, 1956, 239 and 246.
(24) Thuc.
II, 65, 9.

(25) Diod. XII

39, 1-2; Plut. Per. 31,2-5; Aristod emo s

16,1; Suda s.v.

fct.6la.(

; Aristoph .

Peace 603-6 with schol.
l26) Diod. XII, 39, 2; Plut.Per. 32, 2 and 5; Diog. Laert. II, 12. On the date :
Wade-Gery, Journ.Hell.Stud. LII, 1932, 220.
(27) Plut.Per.32, 1 and 5; Antisthenes apud Athen. XIII, 589e .
(28) Sotion (Cleon) and Satyros (Thucydides) apud Diog. Laert. II, 12.
[29) Plut. Per.11, 2.
(30) cf. Plut.Per.14, 3.
(31) II, 63, 2; cf. Wade-Gery, Journ.Hell.Stud.LII, 1932, 215.
(32) Aristoph .
Acharnians 703-16.
(33) Hermippos apud Plut.Per. 33, 5-7; Thuc. Ilj 14; 21-2.
[34) Thuc.II, 59, 2 ;
65, 3-4.
(35) Xen.Mem. Ill, 4, 1.
(36) Aesch.I, 27.
[37 cf. Wade-Gery. Class.Quart. XXV , 1931 .
89.
(38) Plut.Nic. 15, 2; H.D. Westlake , Hermes, LXXXIV, 1956, 110-6; M.H. Jame s on, Trans.Am.Phi. Ass n.
LXXXVI, 1955, 70-1.
(39) loc. cit. 63-87.
(40) E.g. Androtion, F.Gr.Hist. III B 324 F 38 (Samo s in
441/0); Xen.Hell. I, 6, 15-7, 2 (Arginusae in 406/5).
{41) _[Aristotle]_ Ath.Pol.44,4; c f. Wade-Gery! Class 2
Quart. XXIV, 1930, 117-8.
(42) Paus. I, 23, 10; cf. Androt1onl F.Gr.H1st. III B. 324 F 8.
( 43 I.G.I ,
296, lines 13, 17, 23 (cf.S.E.G. X, 223)
(44) A.T.L. II D 18 - S.E.G. X, 39), lines 42-3. Jameson (lac.cit.
64, n. 3) objects that there is a difficulty in restoring line 44, which would have only 34 letters, unless (e.
g.) the sigma of Callistratos is doubled. This is no objection to restoring Phormion's name in line 42; for that
restoration presupposes a line of 35 letters, which is certain in lines 41 and 45.
( 45) For the date when
Hagnon set off for Chalcidice: V. Ehrenberg, Am.Journ.Phil. LXVI, 1945, 127-9. Ehrenberg s ugg ested that Hagnon
set off as strategos of 430/29; but for the sake of t his hypothesis he had to s uppose that strategoi took office
not with the archons but at th e beginning of the conciliar year, which is unlikely (C.Hignett, History of the
Athenian Constitution, 348 and 352).
(46) Thus Cleon competes with Eurymedon and Alcibiades competes
with Nicostratos and Di ei trephes(Wade-Gery, Class. Quart. XXIV, 1930, 34-5).
. (47) Androtion, F.Gr.Hist. ~II
B 324 F 8; Paus. I, 23, 10.
(48) E.g. Th. Lenschau, R.E, XX, 53 9.
(49) E.g. Busolt, Gr.Gesch. III ,
982, n. 6.
(50) Am.Journ.Phil. LXVI, 1945, 124.
(51) Thuc. II, 65, 3.
(52) Thuc. II , 68, 7.
(53) Plut.Per. 32, 3-4.
(54) Most fully in recent years by A.B. West, Class. Phil. XIX, 1924, 124-46; 20128. But the orthodox errors here criticized are to be found in bri e f er form in C.Hignett, History of the Athenian Constitution, 260-8.
(55) [Xen.J Ath.Pol. II, 20. It wa s doubtless men of his type who were s uspect ed
of plotting; Aristophanes did not take such rumours se riou sly [Wasp s 482 -5 02; cf. 345; 953; 1041; Knights 235 -9;
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257; 452; 476; 628; etc.); nor should we.
(56) Knights 32-4.
(57) Knights 1303-4.
(58) Plat.
Hipparch. 228 II; Plut. Sol. 10, 3.
(59) cf. C. Hignett, op. cit. 34-8.
(60) Thuc. I, 126, 5.
(611 Dea. XIX, 99-100. Note also the emphasis put lly Pericles incidentally on prestige: Thuc. II, 37, l; 63,
1.
(62) Theopo■p. F. Gr. Hist. II B 115. F 89.
!63l Thuc. II, 65, 2; VII, 27, 3-5; Hell. Oxy. 12,
3-5. (64) !soc. XV, 161.
(65) Aesch. II, 147.
66 XIX, 45-9.
(67) A.H.M. Jones (Athenian
Democracy, 87) suggests this explanation.
(68)Xen. Revenues IV, 14-5 (with information about Hipponicos
too); Plut. Nie. 3-4,
(69) Isoc. VIII, 126.
(70) The evidence for these, as for the Alcmaeonids and
for Theaistocles, will lie found in Hermes LXXXIV, 1956, 240 (there the reference in note 7 should be to note
2).
(71)
rDemJ LIX, 33; I. G. II2, 124 (-Tod 153), line 20. For the position of this and other
de■es see the aap gfven"'by A. W. Gomme at the end of his Population of Athens.
(72) Aesch. I, 157; I. G.
II2, 1623, lines 47-8.
(73) Aesch. II, 124;
Dem LIX, 43; I.G, II2, 1523, lines 19-20; 1524, lines
192-3.
(74) I. G. 1 2 , 651.
Indeed I do not wish to susgest that people still resided in the demes where
their ancestors had lived in the time of Cleisthenes.
\75) For his dame: Plut. Ale. 13. 4; Nie. 11, 3;
cf. Wrede, R. E. XIX, 860-1.
(76) E. Vanderpool. Hesperia XXI, 1952, 114-5.
(77) Aristot. Rhet. II,
23, 22. 1400 a; for the site of Pithos: Lenschau! R. E. XX, 1849,
(78) Aristoph. Wasps 895 and 902 with
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need to doubt the identification of this Epigenes with the admirer of Socrates; the point of the story in
Xen. Mem. III, 12 is that Epigenes had political ambitions.
(85) I thank Dr. E. Badian very sincerely
for suggesting to me the possibility of such a study of demes of fifth-century strategoi and proposers of
decrees. He is not responsible for the views here expressed.
(86) Thuc. I, 143, 3 - 144, l; II, 13, 2;
62; 65, 7.
(87) The credit for recognizing and distinguishing the two plans belongs to Professor H. T.
Wade-Gery, who mentions them in Oxford Classical Dictionary, 904. As far as I know, Wade-Gery has not given
a fuller account of his theory in print. My account should not be taken as an authoritative statement of
his view. Professor Mortimer H. Chambers states and discusses the theory in Harv. Stud. LXII, 1957, 82-8.
(88) Thuc. II, 56.
(89) III, 86, l; cf. IV, 65j 4; VIII, 1, 1.
(90) Pind. P. XI, 22-5.
(91)
Plut. Per. 30, 3; Tbuc. II, 31; IV, 66, 1.
(92 Thuc. IV, 72, 1.
(93) Thuc, III, 51.
(94) Thuc .
III, 91.
(95) Plut. Nie. 2, 2.
(96) Plut. Ale. 1, 2.
(97) Thuc. V, 43, 2.
(98) Historia
V, 1956, 420-47.
(99) cf. H. D. Westlake, Class. Quart. XXXIX, 1945, 78.
(100) Thuc. IV, 42-5.
(101) Thuc. IV, 53-7.
(102) Thuc, IV, 27, 5.
(103)
~lut] Lives of the ten orators 833 e; Antiphon frs. 8-14 (Blass). Demosthenes disappears from the record untir 421, when he was chore gos for his tribe
\I. G. 112, 2318, line 124) and took the oath to observe the peace of Nicias and the subsequent alliance with
Sparta (Thuc. V, 19, 2; 24 1 1).
(104) Thuc. VII, 57, 10.
(105) Thuc. III, 7, l; Androtion, F . Gr.
Hist. III B 324 F 8.
1106) Thuc. IV, 76, 1-2; etc. For the relationship: Thuc. IV, 66, 3; Plut. Ale. 1,
1.
(107) West Class. Phil. XIX, 1924, 201) tried to associate Hippocrates with Cleon; but Cleon had attacked Hippocrates's uncle in 431 (Plut. Per. 33, 5-7).
(108) Knights 54-7; 742-3.
(109) Thuc. V,
2, 3 - 3, 4.
(110) cf. A. T. L. IV, xi.
(111) I. G. I2, 297; cf. Hignett, History of the Athenian
C~stitution, 262, n. 3,
(112) Aristoph. Wasps. 1238, cf. 1220, For hetaereiae in Athenian politics cf.
DemJ LVIII, 42.
(113) Wasps. 44-5, cf. 418-9.
(114) Wasps 1033; Peace 756.
(115) Andoc. I,
6 -4; 67, The number of men arrested on charges of mutilating the berms seems to have been much less than a
hundred (cf. ibid. 43; 47).
('116) Plut. Ale. 13, 7; Nie. 11, 4; cf. Thuc. VI, 13, 1 (the supporters of
Alcibiades sat tosether in the assembly).
(117) Aristoph. Knights 132; Thuc. III, 19.
\118) Plut.
Per. 24, 6,
\119) Thuc. V, 16, 1.
(120) cf. A. W. Gomme, Journ. Hell Stud. LXXI, 1951, 78.
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The strategoi, 427/6 - 423/2.

Although the lists published by K. J. Beloch (1) are still useful, some new
discoveries have been made and some old problems require consideration.
Demosthenes set sail round the Peloponnese in the summer of 426 (Thuc. III,
91, l); he made an attack on Leucas and led an unsuccessful campaign into the
territory of the Aetolians (Thuc. III, 94-8).
When the Spartans sent reinforcements under Eurylochos to the Aetolians, Demosthenes was still at Naupactos; he won help from the Acarnanians and defended Naupactos against Eurylochos
and the Aetolians (Thuc. III, 102, 3-5). In the winter of 426/5 he led the
Acarnanians and a mixed force to defeat the Peloponnesians and their allies at
0lpae and to overcome the Ampraciotes at Idomene (Thuc. III, 105-13). Consequently Demosthenes was able to return to Athens without anxiety (Thuc. III,
114, 1); apparently he had feared disgrace after his unsuccessful invasion of
Aetolia, but the victories at 0lpae and Idomene retrieved his credit. In the
spring of 425, when he set sail with Eurymedon and Sophocles, he was a private
citizen (Thuc. IV, 2, 4). It seems to follow that he was not strategos in
426/5. Two remarks of Thucydides agree with this: he observes that Demosthenes was still at Naupactos when Eurylochos and the Aetolians prepared to
march against that city (III, 102, 3
); and when the Acarnanians prepared against the Ambraciote attack and appealed to Demosthenes, Thucydides describes him as "having been
strategos of the Athenians in the invasion of Aetolia" (III, 105, 3
). Likewise in the
winter-campaig Demosthenes received command of the whole allied force, but
the troops he brought from Naupactos were merely two hundred Messenian hoplites and sixty Athenian archers (Thuc. III, 107, 1-2); the twenty Athenian
ships that took part in the campaign were commanded by two other men. Apparently Demosthenes did not command a citizen-force in the winter-campaign.
Accordingly, when Demosthenes set sail in the summer of 426, he was strategos for 42776, not for 426/5 (2). In the same chapter (III, 91), dealing with
the summer of . 426, Thucydides describes the departure of two fleets from the
Peiraeos; one, under Demosthenes and Procles, sailed round the Peloponnese;
the other, under Nicias, set off for Melos. From there Nicias sailed for
0ropos, where he landed his force and marched for Tanagra. He was joined there
by a force from Athens under Hipponicos and Thucles and they defeated the
troops of Tanagra and Thebes. To judge from Thucydides's narrative, both naval
expeditions set off about the same time; so it used to be inferred that the
whole campaign of Nicias, both the expedition to Melos and that to Tanagra,
belonged to the year 427/6. Accordingly Hipponicos was believed to be strategos for 427/6 and there was no evidence to suggest that Nicias was strategos
for 426/5. However, Mr •. D. M. Lewis has pointed out (by letter) that, according to Athenaeos (V, 218 b), the battle of Tanagra was fought in 426/5. It
follows that Nicias and Hipponicos were strategoi for 426/5. Apparently the
chapter of Thucydides (III, 91) covers the turn of the Attic year; Nicias may
have spent a considerable time in Melos (cf. III, 94, 1
- this introduces the Aetolian campaign of
Demosthenes, which probably belongs to 427/6)
The most difficult problem concerns the list of strategoi for 424/3. Seven
strategoi of this year are certain. Two of them, Demosthenes and Hippocrates,
fought in the Megarid and later at Delion (Thuc. IV, 66, 3; 76; 89). Two more,
Eucles and Thucydides, tried to check Brasidas in the Thrace-ward region
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(Thuc. IV, 104, 4). Three swore to the armistice in the spring of 423 (Thuc.
IV, 119, 2); they are Nicostratos, Nicias and Autocles, and a little later two
of these, Nicias and Nicostratos, led an expeditionary force to Chalcidice
(Thuc. IV, 129, 2). To th es e seven certainties many people would add Cleon,
who s e election for this year is mentioned by Aristophanes (Clouds 581-94).
Recently Professor A. W. Gomme (3) has cast doubt on this inference from Aristophanes. Admittedly the chronological relation of the two eclipses mentioned
by Aristophanes to the elections is not what a first reading of his words might
s uggest; but it is difficult to deny that Aristophanes meant that Cleon was
chosen strategos for 424/3; indeed Gomme himself seems a little undecided.
Two other groups of three strategoi each are more troublesome. Three Athenian s trategoi, Pythodoros, Sophocles and Eurymedon, were operating in Sicily
in 424 . When the Siceliot e s made peac e , th ese three men returned to Athens
and we re prosecuted; Pytho doros and Sophocles were exiled and Eurymedon was
f i n ed (Thuc. IV, 65, 3). Howeve r, a s G. Bu s olt pointed out (4), peace was made
in Si c ily well aft e r th e e lections held ea rly in 424 for 424 / 3; there is no
indica tion that th e Ath eni an s int ended to supersede the three strate goi in
Si c i ly and s o it migh t be pres umed th a t they we r e reelected for 424/3. But
t h is v i ew, togeth e r with th e e i ght strategoi mentioned in the previous paragr aph, would give e l even s t r ateg oi for 424/3. To escape this paradox Bu s olt
s u ggeste d that Eurymed on and Sophocles wer e reelected but Pythodoros was not;
ye t Thucydid e s's na rra tive do e s not s ugge s t that Pythodoros had a lesser
de gr ee of re s pon s ibility t han Sophocle s .
Prof ess or A. B. Wes t (5) accepted th e r e election of all three strategoi in
Si c ily for 424/3 an d he foun d y et another three strategoi for this year. The
at t emp t of Hippocrat es and Demo s th en e s to win Megara (Thuc. IV, 66-74) belongs
to t he Atti c y e ar 424/ 3 and immediat e ly after this Thucydides (IV, 75) describes t he opera tions of some s hip s c oll ecting tribute. These ships were commande d by Demodocos, Ari s t e ides and Lam~chos; so it seems to follow that these
th ree men were s trategoi for 424/3. One of them, Aristeides, had already been
in command of ships collecting tribute in 425/4 (Thuc. IV, 50, l); so it is
po s sible that the operations of all the thr ee belong to that year, yet it would
be s urprising if Thucydides has given th ese operations out of their proper
chrono l og ic a l sequence. Alternatively it mi ght be supposed that the three men
were s tra tegoi for 425/ 4 only but continu e d to exercise their command in 424 / 3;
yet this too would be surprising.
West, accepting the three strategoi in Sicily and the three collecting
tribute in addition to the eight certain strategoi of the year, reached a total
of fourteen strategoi for 42473. He explained this figure by a hypothesis of
bye-elections. He suggested that, when t he three strategoi returning from Sicily were disgraced, bye-elections were held to replace them; likewise there
were bye elections to replace Hippocrates, when he fell at Delion, and Thucydides, when he was exiled for his failure at Amphipolis. The strategoi chosen
at bye-elections would, on West's hypothesis, include Thucydides, Nicostratos,
Nicias and at least one more. But no regular practice of holding bye-elections
to replace fallen or disgraced strategoi is attested in Athens. A departure
of a different kind from the normal mode of appointing strategoi is known. The
demos could, at any time of the year, give a special command to a man who did
not happen to be one of the ten regular strategoi of the year. This practice
is illustrated by Cleon's command at Pylos in 425/4 (Thuc. IV, 28) and probably by Phormion's command in 430/29. And this practice becomes important when
one examines the tribes of the strategoi of 424/3.
·
For Professor H. T. Wade Gery pointed out that Nicostratos probably belonged to Leontis (IV) (6) and Thucydides belonged to the same tribe; so he suggested that Thucydides was not one of the ten regular strategoi of the year but
was appointed to a special command because of his knowledge of the Thrace-ward
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region (7). Thus of the eight certain strategoi only seven would belong to
the annual board; the three remaining places would accomodate the three generals in Sicily or the three collecting tribute. Al~ernatively Nicostratos
may have been chosen "from all Athenians"; he had been strategos in 427/6 and
425/4.
.
A further point appears from examining tribal affiliations. Wade-Gery observed that Eurymedon probably belonged to Pandionis (III) and Cleon belonged
to the same tribe. They cannot both have been strategoi for 424/3. It is not
likely that one was chosen "from all", so that the other might be strategos
from the same tribe; for, as Wade-Gery noticed, the succession of strategoi of
Pandionis in this yeriod suggests that Eurymedon and Cleon were rivals for the
tribal place (427/6, 426/5 and 425/4 Eurymedon; 424/3 Cleon, 423/2 Eurymedon,
422/1 Cleon; no o1her strategos of Pandionis is known until 414/3 and 413/2,
when it is Eurymedon). If Eurymedon, one of the strategoi in Sicily, was not
reelected for 424/3, it does not necessarily follow that the other two, Pythodoros and Souhocles, were not reelected. For when the three strategoi were
prosecuted, Pythodoros and Sophocles were exiled but Eurymedon was merely
fined; this suggests that he may have held a position of lesser responsibility
in 424/3.
Clearly there are several possible reconstructions of the board of strategoi of 424/3. One consideration helps to limit the choice: among the three
strategoi collecting tribute there is no reason to suppose that one rec e ived
different treatment from the others, that is either all three were strategoi
for 425/4 only, when Aristeides was certainly strategos, or all three were
strategoi for 424/3. The seven men who were certainly strategoi and, as far
as can be discerned regular strategoi of the year are Nicias (II), Cleon
(III), Nicostratos {IV), Hippocrates (V), Demosthenes (IX), Autocles (X) and
Eucles. Then there are four possibilities, which may be labelled A, B, C and

D:

If Thucydides held a special command,
then (A) the three remaining places may have been held by Pythodoros,
Sophocles and a man whose name has not been recorded;
or (B) the three remaining ~laces may have been held by Aristeides, Demodocos (I) and Lamachos (VI).
If Thucydides was one of the regular strategoi of the year, then (C) the
two remaining places may have been held by Pythodoros and Sophocles.
Finally it is theoretically possible that (D) Thucydides was one of the
regular strategoi of the year but Pythodoros and Sophocles were not reelected;
the two remaining places would be held by men not recorded. But this hypo~
thesis is not attractive and will be omitted from Table V below. The three
possibilities A, Band C seem to stand in that order of probability; possibility A is alone used in studying the demotics of strategoi (Table III), but the
exclusion of Band C does not affect the validity of the conclusions to be
drawn from that study. It should be noted that the choice between A, Band
C affects the reconstruction of the list of strategoi for 425/6; for with A
and C the strategoi of 425/4 must have included Demodocos and Lamachos, but
with B there is no reason to suppose this.
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428/7 - 422/1

(Evidence for dame- and tribe-affiliations was given in Table III)
428/7
Asopios Phormionos Paeanienslll : Thuc. III, 7, 1
Aris.toteles Timocratus Thoraeeus X
S. E. G. X, 226, line 6 (cf. Wade-Gery,
Journ. Hell. Stud. L, 1930, 292)
Lysicies : Thuc. III, 19, 1
Paches Epicuru : Thuc. III, 18, 3
~eloch added Nicias from Thuc. III, 51; but the capture of Minoa probably
belonged to 427/6, cf. Gomme, Commentary on Thucydides Ill, 718.
Beloch added Nicostratos from Thuc. Ill, 75, suggesting that he had been in
command at Naupactos from the beginning of 427; but this is not necessary.
Beloch hesitantly added Eurymedon from I. G. 11, suppl. 179 = I. G. 1 2 , 297,
line 4, but this depended on a doubtful restoration.
Some, including Gomme, op. cit. II, 145, would assign S. E. G. X, 226 and
the first known strategia of Aristoteles to 431/0.)
427/6:
Nicias Niceratu Cydantides II : Thuc. III, 51, l; 91, 1
Eurymedon Thucleus Myrrhinusios III : Thuc. Ill, 80, 2
Nicostratos Dieitrephus Scambonides IV: Thuc. Ill, 75, 1
Laches Melanopu Aexoneus VII : Thuc, Ill, 86, 1
Demosthenes Alcisthenus Aphidnaeos IX : Thuc. Ill, 91, 1
Charoeades Euphiletu : Thuc. III, 86, l; 90, 2
Procles Theodoru: Thuc. Ill, 91, 1
426/5:
Nicias Niceratu Cydantides II : Athen. V, 218 b; Thuc. Ill, 91
Eurymedon Thucleus Myrrhinusios III : Thuc. Ill, 91, 4, cf. Athen.V, 218 b;
Thuc. III, 115, 5; IV, 2, 2
Hippocrates Ariphronos Cholargeus V : I. G. 1 2 , 324 -Tod 64, line 3
Laches Melanopu Aexoneus VII : Thuc. Ill, 99; 103
Aristoteles Timocratus Thoraeeus X : Thuc. Ill, 105, 3
Hipponicos Calliu Alopecethen X: Athen. V, 218 b; Thuc. Ill, 91, 4
Hierophon Antimnestu : Thuc. Ill, 105, 3
Pythodoros Isolochu : Thuc. Ill, 115, 2 and 5; IV, 2, 2
Sophocles Sostratidu: Thuc. III, 115, 5; IV, 2,2
Simonides : Thuc. IV, 7, 1
425/4:
A and C
Demodocos Anagyrasios I : Thuc. IV, 75, 1
Nicias Niceratu Cydantides II : Thuc. IV, 42, l; 53, l; cf. I. G. 1 2 , 324 Tod 64, lines 20-1
Eurymedon Thucleus Myrrhinusios III : Thuc. IV, 46, l; 65, 3
Nicostratos Dieitrephus Scambonides IV : Thuc. IV, 53, 1
Lamachos Xenophanus 0ethen VI : Thuc. IV, 75, 1
Demosthenes Ale isthenu·s Aphidnaeos IX : I. G. 1 2 , 324 - Tod 64, line 19
Autocles Tolmaeu Anaphlystios X: Thuc. IV, 53, 1
SophoclesSostratidu
Thuc. IV, 46, l; 65, 3
Pythodoros lsolochu: Thuc. IV, 65, 3
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Aristeides Archippu : Thuc. IV, 50, l; 75, 1
(special command:
Cleon Cleaenetu Cydathenaeeus III : Thuc. IV, 28)
B

Nicias Niceratu Cydantides II : Thuc. IV, 42, l; 53, l; cf. I. G. 1 2 , 324 Tod 64, lines 20-1
Eurymedon Thucleus Myrrhinusios III : Thuc. IV, 46, l; 65, 3
Nicostratos Dieitrephus Scambonides IV : Thuc. IV, 53, 1
Demosthenes Alcisthenus Aphidnaeos IX : I. G. 12, 324 - Tod 64, line 19
Autocles Tolmaeu Anaphlystios X : Thuc. IV, 53, 1
Sophocles Sostratidu : Thuc. IV, 46, l; 65, 3
Pythodoros Isolochu
Thuc. IV, 65, 3
Aristeides Archippu : Thuc. IV, 50, l
(special command:
Cleon Cleaenetu Cydathenaeeus III : Thuc. IV, 28)
424/3:
A

Nicias Niceratu Cydantides II : Thuc. IV, 119, 2; 129, 2
Cleon Cleaenetu Cydathenaeeus III : Aristoph. Clouds 581-94
Nicostratos Dieitrephus Scambonides IV : Thuc. IV, 119, 2; 129, 2
Hippocrates Ariphronos Cholargeus V : Thuc. IV, 66, 3; 76; 89
Demosthenes Alcisthenus Aphidnae os IX : Thuc. IV, 66, 3; 76; 89
Autocles Tolmaeu Anaphlystios X : Thuc. IV, 119, 2
Eucles : Thuc. IV, 104, 4
Pythodoros Isolochu : Thuc. IV, 65, 3; see pp. 83, 84 (this article)
Sophocles Sostratidu : Thuc. IV, 65, 3; see pp. 83, 84 (this article)
(special command:
Thucydides 0loru Halimusios IV: Thuc. IV, 104, 4)
B

Demodocos Anagyrasios I : Thuc. IV, 75, 1
Nicias Niceratu Cydantides II : Thuc. IV, 119, 2; 129, 2
Cleon Cleaenetu Cydathenaeeus III : Aristoph. Clouds 581-94
Nicostratos Dieitrephus Scambonides IV: Thuc. IV, 119, 2; 129, 2
Hippocrates Ariphronos Cholargeus V : Thuc. IV, 66, 3; 76; 89
Lamachos Xenophanus 0ethen VI : Thuc. IV, 75, 1
Demosthenes Alcisthenus Aphidnaeos IX : Thuc. IV, 66, 3; 76; 89
Autocles Tolmaeu Anaphlystios X : Thuc. IV, 119, 2
Aristeides Archippu: Thuc. IV, 75, 1
Eucles : Thuc. IV, 104, 4
(special command:
Thucydides 0loru Halimusios IV: Thuc. IV, 104, 4)

C
Nicias Niceratu Cydantides II : Thuc. IV, 119, 2; 129, 2
Cleon Cleaenetu Cydathenaeeus III : Aristoph. Clouds 581-94
Nicostratos Dieitrephus Scambonides IV: Thuc. IV, 119, 2; 129, 2
Thucydides 0loru Halimusios IV: Thuc. IV, 104, 4
Hippocrates Ariphronos Cholargeus V: Thuc. IV, 66, 3; 76; 89
Demosthenes Alcisthenus Aphidnaeos IX : Thuc. IV, 66, 3; 76; 89
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Autocles Tolmaeu Anaphlystios X: Thuc. IV, 119, 2
Eucles : Thuc. IV, 104, 4
Pythodoros Isolochu : Thuc. IV, 65, 3; see pp. 83, 84 (this article)
Sophocles Sostratidu : Thuc. IV, 65, 3; see pp. 83, 84 (this article)
423/2:
Nicias Niceratu Cydantides II : Thuc. IV, 133, 4, cf. 129, 2
(?) Sophocles ec Colonu II : Plut. Nie. 15, 2; cf. Westlake, Hermes
LXXXIV, 1956, 110-6
Eurymedon Thucleus Myrrhinusios III : I. G. I , 324 - Tod 64, line 38, cf.
Wade-Gery, Class. Quart. XXIV, 1930,
33-9
Nicostratos Dieitrephus Scambonides IV : Thuc. IV, 133, 4, cf. 129, 2
422 / 1:
Cl.eon Cleaenetu Cydathenaeeus III : Thuc. V, 2~3; 6-10; Androtion, F. Gr.
Hist. III B 324 F 40; schol. Aesch.
II, 31
Footnotes to Appendix.
(1) Gr. Gesch. 112, 2, 263-5; Att. Pol. 289 ff.
(2) This reconstruction has been doubted by A. W. Gomme (Commentary on Thucydides III, 437-8),
who also doubts the common view that the strategoi took office in midsummer.
Both doubts are reasonable; but it is difficult to find a more satisfactory
theory. On the term of office of strategoi: W. K. Pritchett, Am. Journ.
Phil. LXI, 1940, 469-74; C. Hignett, History of the Athenian Constitution,
348.
(3) Commentary on Thucydides III, 506 and 526.
(4) Gr. Gesch.
III, 2, 1125, n. 1.
(5) Am. Journ. Phil. XLV, 1924, 141-60.
(6) Aristoph. Wasps 81 with schol.
(7) Class. Quart. XXIV, 1930, 38,
n. 3. Wade-Gery suggested as an alternative that Nicostratos was appointed
instead of Thucydides after the latter had been exiled.
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